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Double Exposure examines the role of cinema and moving images in shaping 
social psy chol ogy’s key postwar experiments. As a writer, filmmaker, and inter-
disciplinary scholar, I have a long- standing interest in such experiments and the 
films claimed as evidence of their findings. We are told that most of us  will inflict 
electric shocks on a fellow citizen if ordered to— acting as a brutal prison guard 
once we put on a uniform. We  will walk on by when we see a stranger in need of 
help.  These are the most commonly shared stories from Stanley Milgram’s “Obe-
dience to Authority” (1963), Philip Zimbardo’s “Stanford Prison Experiment” 
(1971), and John M. Darley and Bibb Latané’s “Bystander Effect” (1968)— the 
social psy chol ogy experiments I think of as the Big Three.

When I was twenty, I worked briefly in a juvenile detention center for kids in 
trou ble with the law.  After a riot made local headlines, I was one of several com-
munity workers brought in to be “new brooms.” The minimum age rule was 
waived on my account. I was motivated by a mix of idealism and pragmatism—
I hoped to change some kids’ lives for the better. Additionally, I needed the money, 
since the first community worker jobs I took  were unpaid. Footage of Milgram’s 
documentary Obedience (1965) and Zimbardo’s “Stanford Prison Experiment” 
featured in the boot camp– style induction. Or did they? I recall the experiments 
being discussed in our training. I recall being taken to a prison cell and shut 
inside. The thinking  behind this was that the experience would help us identify 
with our juvenile charges. If that was indeed the rationale, it worked only too well 
in my case. I began to feel that I was serving time myself. In fact, so ill- suited was 
I to the position of jailer that I was soon let go. I became a community media 
worker, then an in de pen dent filmmaker, completed postgraduate work in his-
tory and film, and became a university professor of screen.

Why do we tell stories about groups that emphasize compliance and obedi-
ence rather than in de pen dence and cooperation? The familiar narratives form 
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only half the picture.  There is considerable evidence that most  people refuse to 
harm  others— that we do not routinely identify with assigned roles— that strang-
ers find ways to work together during crises. Surprisingly, new evidence alone 
has not been sufficient to shift the story. As individuals and communities, we 
are the stories we tell. However, we are also the stories that we have the narra-
tive resources to tell.

The most influential social psy chol ogy experiments left a trail of visual evi-
dence. In writing Double Exposure, I aimed to examine  these experiments 
through the lens of a filmmaker. By focusing on this set of films, I aimed to pro-
vide a revisionist account of the experiments themselves, the documentaries that 
investigators claimed as evidence, and the subsequent cinematic retelling of  these 
events. Over time,  these visual narratives have become fixed in cultural memory.

Wherever I first saw them, the compelling black- and- white images of Obedi-
ence and stills of Zimbardo’s prison simulation stayed with me. They are now 
firmly, irrevocably associated with an  earlier period of my life. Double exposure 
is the second exposure of an already exposed piece of film. Like this double expo-
sure, my memories are layered one on top of the other.

In 2013, I was invited to speak on the topic “Milgram as a Filmmaker” at the 
“Legacy of Stanley Milgram Conference” at Yale Law School. My fellow speak-
ers  were drawn primarily from psy chol ogy and the law. I noted how much of 
our respective work combined insights from diff er ent fields— not only social psy-
chol ogy and  legal studies but also mind sciences, economics, sociology, crimi-
nology, history, biography, and, in my case, drama and film. As is widely 
acknowledged, innovation often occurs in the spaces between disciplines rather 
than from the center of established fields. Therefore, the sources I have drawn 
on in this book are necessarily eclectic.

“Stanley Milgram as Filmmaker”: this was the title of my proj ect for my very 
first request to the Milgram Archives at Yale in 2008. I have now been research-
ing films of social psy chol ogy experiments for close to fifteen years. Initially, 
I was deeply attracted to the notion that film could flush out new insights into 
 human be hav ior— although I was somewhat skeptical about the notion of proof. 
Did their images  really provide the evidence that psy chol ogy experimenters 
claimed? Milgram called his “Obedience to Authority” studies a “laboratory 
drama.” Could a film double as art and science, drama and experiment? Attempt-
ing to answer  these questions, I have undertaken extensive archival research, 
read across the vast lit er a ture devoted to  these experiments within psy chol ogy 
and the social sciences, and made three documentaries in collaboration with 
social psychologists: Shock Room (2015), Experiment 20 (2018), and The Bystander 
Story (2021; in postproduction at the time of writing).

Not long  after I moved to Sydney as a young adult, my detective  father vis-
ited me from interstate. Perhaps this is  etched in my memory  because he died a 
year or so  later. I remember we had dinner at his  hotel, across the road from the 
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shabbily elegant Central Station. Not so practiced at holidays, my  father seemed ill 
at ease off duty. He lived for what the cops of his era called “The Job.” On leaving 
the  hotel restaurant, I headed for Central Station and caught a train home. I 
unlocked the front door and went into the kitchen. The phone rang—it was my 
 father. He had watched me from the  hotel win dow; crossing the road, I had not 
gone directly to Central Station. Instead, I had gone from A to B, from B to D, D to F, 
and only then to C. “This was dangerous,” he said— there  were murderers on the 
streets of Sydney. (To be fair, a particularly vicious abduction, rape, and murder 
case had been featured recently on the national news.) I cannot recall my exact 
reply— I said something about the par tic u lar configuration of crossings and traffic 
lights— regardless, my  father was adamant: “Always take the most direct path.”

As I researched this proj ect, I found myself recalling my  father’s tips on pur-
suing inquiries; I have not always taken the most direct path, choosing instead 
to examine the topic from diff er ent vantage points. I gradually became aware 
that crime scenes— from the Good Samaritan’s road to Jericho, city streets, and 
dimly lit laboratories in university basements— were integral to the dramaturgy 
of social psy chol ogy’s landmark experiments. Writing about detective stories, 
Stefano Tani observed that “a discovery is not about finding something new, but 
rather, about finding a missing link.”1

When I begin a new film proj ect, I write myself a brief— a set of guiding 
princi ples, if you like. I did the same for Double Exposure:

 • History is a double investigation. Ivan Jablonka advocated history as a 
double investigation:2 a form of inquiry in which the researcher’s involve-
ment, subjectivity, and point of view are all clear.  After all, “researchers are 
tied to the object of their work by thousands of invisible threads.”3 Exactly.

 • Look for patterns. When immersed in any ongoing inquiry, it can be 
difficult to see the big picture. According to criminal investigators, one 
should “seize on patterns that lie just below the surface of recognition.” 4

 • Lit er a ture of fact. “To create the lit er a ture of fact, we select,” wrote 
historian Timothy Garton Ash: “we cast light on this object, shadow  
on that.”5 Another term for this is the “lit er a ture of the real.” 6

 • Follow the richest vein of evidence. Robert Darnton, historian and 
journalist, has an astonishing ability to find the telling detail among a 
wealth of archival material. How? “I have followed what seemed to be 
the richest run of documents,” he wrote, “following leads wherever they 
went and quickening my pace as soon as I stumbled on a surprise.”7

 • As a form, the essay aims to ask questions and probe and test ideas. 
“Thought does not advance in a single direction; rather, aspects of the 
argument interweave as in a carpet.” 8 Double Exposure tilts  towards the 
essay— partly due to the fact that this book is aimed at more than one read-
ership: academics in film and social psy chol ogy as well as general readers.
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Chapter 1 sketches the early relationship between cinema and psy chol ogy. The 
latter emerged as a distinct discipline at approximately the same time as the 
invention of cinema in the late nineteenth  century. Investigators soon swapped 
diaries for cameras. In the pro cess, the bound aries between art and science, doc-
umentation and entertainment  were often blurred. The chapter considers how 
the films of Frank and Lillian Gilbreth, Hugo Münsterberg, Arnold Gessler, Kurt 
Lewin, Alan Funt, and  others prepared the way for postwar experiments staged 
and filmed by social psychologists.

Chapter 2 examines the evolution of Milgram’s “Obedience to Authority” 
experiments as drama. Milgram ran many versions of his experiment, with 
widely varied results, but chose to film only one: version 25, which emphasized 
compliance. Staged over one weekend in May 1962, Obedience was filmed using 
concealed cameras and edited as a scientific report. I scrutinize outtakes, previ-
ously unexamined subject rec ords, and Milgram’s editing notes from a filmmak-
er’s perspective. Thus, I aim to shed light on how Milgram’s film was constructed 
as a narrative of obedience despite considerable evidence to the contrary.

Many of Milgram’s participants saw the experiment as a test of character. 
Chapter 3 widens the lens to interrogate the stories told by Stanley Milgram’s 
participants in group debriefs conducted by psychiatrist Dr. Paul Errera at the 
conclusion of the “Obedience to Authority” experiments. How did they make 
sense of their experiences? According to narrative sociologist Arthur Frank, 
“Whilst  people tell their own individual stories they do so by adapting and com-
bining the narrative types that cultures make available.”9 Scrutinizing subject rec-
ords and interview transcripts, I explore the key narrative resources—in this case, 
primarily sourced from film and television—on which  these participants drew.

The brutal 1964 murder of Kitty Genovese in New York became an Ameri-
can legend. The New York Times reported that thirty- eight witnesses saw the vio-
lent crime occur yet did nothing. An outpouring of anger and concern soon 
followed. When psychologist John Darley and his colleagues published their first 
experiments on the “Bystander Effect,” they claimed that the more  people wit-
ness an event, the less likely we  will intervene. Another line of investigation, by 
Irving and Jane Piliavin, found  there to be more Good Samaritans among us 
than is usually recognized. However, their work failed to capture the public 
imagination. Chapter 4 explores the cinematic stories and images that fixed a 
par tic u lar version of the Kitty Genovese murder in cultural memory, from the 
Good Samaritan parable to “true crime” narratives.

Chapter 5 examines Phillip Zimbardo’s “Stanford Prison Experiment,” the 
best- known psy chol ogy experiment of our era. In a prison simulation, Zimbardo 
assigned male student volunteers to the roles of guards or prisoners. Zimbar-
do’s nonprofessional actors inhabited their characters 24/7 for twelve days. The 
chapter investigates the “Stanford Prison Experiment” as a drama of confine-
ment and explores its evolution as drama in the context of influential in de pen-
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dent theater and film productions of the 1960s and 1970s that  were set in prisons. 
Thus, it builds on economist and documentary filmmaker Thibault Le Texier’s 
forensic interrogation of Zimbardo’s audiovisual archive.10

Chapter 6 traces key images through Phillip Zimbardo’s early field tests and 
experiments. Via examining the visual motifs of broken win dows and hooded 
 people, I argue that the success of the “Standard Prison Experiment” was partly 
due to Zimbardo’s talent for working the telling meta phor. More broadly, the 
chapter explores the strategies employed by social psy chol ogy to link its experi-
mental dramas to real- world crimes.

If social psy chol ogy fell in love with the movies, can it be said that film and 
tele vi sion reciprocated? Chapter 7 explores retellings of  these experiments in 
film, tele vi sion, and gallery contexts, from the BBC Prison Experiment (2001) 
real ity tele vi sion series, Rod Dickinson’s Milgram Re- enactment (2004), and Alex 
Gibney’s documentary The  Human Behaviour Experiments (2006) to in de pen-
dent feature The Experimenter (2015). I also reflect on my own films, challeng-
ing Milgram’s “Obedience to Authority”— the feature documentary Shock Room 
and the verbatim documentary Experiment 20 (2018). How can filmmakers open 
new spaces for critical inquiry?

Stanford Prison Experiment (2015) was in development for more than thirty 
years, with Zimbardo in a consulting role. The version that fi nally reached the 
big screen was based on audiovisual recordings of the original experiment and 
Zimbardo’s book The Lucifer Effect: How Good  People Turn Evil. The penultimate 
chapter closely scrutinizes a draft of the screenplay for the in de pen dent feature 
Stanford Prison Experiment written by Tim Talbot with brief comments by Phillip 
Zimbardo. Building on research from screenplay studies, narrative psy chol ogy, 
and criminology, chapter 8 examines Zimbardo’s telling and retelling of his life 
story as a redemption narrative— one that, over time, became more closely aligned 
to the American version pop u lar ized by Hollywood.

Chapter 9 draws on insights from  legal studies, sociology, and social psy-
chol ogy to investigate how narrative patterns borrowed from film and tele vi-
sion influence how we compose stories. The immersive theater production The 
Justice Syndicate, the result of a collaboration across theater and psy chol ogy, 
provides one key case study. How do you tell new stories when the old stories 
are broken?

I consider that the social psy chol ogy films I discuss are at least as impor tant 
as the experiments they purport to document. I believe that bringing a filmmak-
er’s eye and understanding to the pro cesses of their making offers insights to 
both psychologists and film scholars.

The subtitle of this book is How Social Psy chol ogy Fell in Love with the Movies, 
which could just as easily have read: “How a Filmmaker Fell in Love with Social 
Psy chol ogy.” I hope the book captures my fascination with a cluster of inventive 
experiments and films that tackle how we collectively behave  under pressure.
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•

From the beginning, film and psy chol ogy seemed made for each other. The latter 
emerged as a distinct discipline at approximately the same time as the emergence 
of cinema in the late nineteenth  century. Research laboratories  were already 
equipped with devices designed to shed light on seeing and perception; it was 
not long before the motion picture camera was incorporated into experimental 
laboratories as a scientific instrument. However, for all the two fields had in com-
mon,  there also existed key differences. Psy chol ogy was preoccupied with facts 
and data, whereas film leaned  toward stories and emotions.

Film and visual culture have a vast and complex history. Film did not pro-
gress in a straight line from simpler to more complex forms; rather, it emerged 
in a series of proj ects and experiments that often overlapped with or circled back 
on each other. Cinema emerged in the late nineteenth  century within a broader 
visual culture that drew on practices from the diverse fields of art, science, edu-
cation, image production, and more. According to film historian Scott Curtis 
and coauthors, “This rich visual culture produced a complicated overlapping net-
work of image- making traditions, innovations, borrowings and paintings, tab-
leaux vivants, photography and other pictorial and projection practices.”1 We can 
also add theater to this list.

Likewise,  there is no single point we can identify as the beginning of the doc-
umentary. However, many film historians have highlighted “the projection of 
slides for nonfiction purposes.”2 This includes projections accompanied by live 
per for mance, shadow play devoted to topical themes, and illustrated lectures.3 
One pos si ble beginning is the magic lantern shows of seventeenth- century 
Eu rope. In the United States, film historian and documentary filmmaker Charles 
Musser has made a case for the public lectures of religious leaders of the Ameri-
can Enlightenment from the 1730s onward. Religious groups presented lectures 
drawing on a wide range of illustrative materials: “models, charts, demonstra-

c h a p t e r   1

Setting the Scene
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tions, paintings, pa noramas, reenactments, quotations from literary or musical 
sources, and even very occasional lantern slides.” 4 I think  there is also a case for 
twelfth- century Egyptian shadow playwright Ibn Daniyal, who drew his story 
lines from the streets around him.5 Wherever we begin, per for mance was a cen-
tral ele ment in nonfiction screen practices and,  later, documentary film.6

Science also has a long history of combining investigation and entertainment. 
In nineteenth- century Paris, neurologist Jean- Martin Charcot ran theatrical- 
style clinical demonstrations on a floodlit stage. He acted out the physical symp-
toms  under discussion, including movements, gestures, and speech patterns. 
Charcot, who commissioned portraits of “hysterics” in hospitals, credited the 
still camera and its magnesium flash for some of his discoveries.7 As Kate Flint 
wrote in her history of the flash, a sudden burst of brightness in the dark is often 
illuminating. If we fast- forward to the early twentieth  century, psychologists in 
the United States performed theatrical- style pre sen ta tions for introductory lec-
tures, complete with demonstrations of laboratory equipment. Like Charcot, 
some professors  were said to rehearse  every word and move.8 All part of building 
an audience for psy chol ogy.

Micro- motion Cinema

In the early twentieth  century, Lillian and Frank Gilbreth, partners in life and 
work,  were some of the first psychologists in on the motion picture game. 
 Lillian held a doctorate in psy chol ogy, and Frank had a background as a scien-
tific man ag er. Building on the work of Frederick Winslow Taylor, the American 
efficiency expert, the Gilbreths set out to study workers’ movements: How could 
tasks best be broken down on the production line? What could they learn from 
the most efficient workers?

The Gilbreths began their studies with still photography and stereoscopic 
images— the latter to add depth to their images. Beginning in 1912, they incor-
porated the use of cinema into their studies of motion in the workplace. Haul-
ing their bulky cameras and equipment onto factory floors, the Gilbreths created 
purpose- built laboratories on site (figure 1.1).9 The pop-up experiment room 
could easily have been mistaken for an artist’s studio. The floors and walls  were 
whitewashed, and light poured in. Individual pieces of machinery  were brought 
to the studio, and workers  were asked to perform their usual tasks (figure 1.2). 
The psychologists photographed them and considered how workers could per-
form their movements in ways that  were simpler, safer, and above all faster. Time 
was money. The Gilbreths called the resulting works “micro- motion cinema.”

Once the film was developed, the  couple returned to proj ect the images to 
featured workers. Like the Lumière  brothers and  others before them, the Gilbreths 
found that  people enjoyed seeing themselves photographed in the new medium 
of moving pictures.10 Soon, returning to factories to screen films to participants 
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became a regular part of the Gilbreths’ routine. The bound aries between art 
and science became blurred. A series of stereoscopes produced by the Gilbreths 
involved attaching small lights to workers’ hands and bodies and filming them 
in motion (figure 1.3). The camera shutter was wide open to register  every move-
ment. The technique resulted in spellbinding images depicting light trails against 

Figure 1.1.  Stereoscope, filming in the Gilbreth experiment room, circa 1912. Courtesy 
of Cummings Center for History of Psy chol ogy, University of Akron.

Figure 1.2.  Typing in the Gilbreth laboratory. Courtesy of Purdue University Libraries, 
Karnes Archives and Special Collections.
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ghostly backgrounds— now regarded as some of photography’s earliest light 
paintings. Consequently, the Gilbreths’ laboratory has been re- created for gallery 
installations, and their per for mances re- enacted.

The  couple’s documentaries are routinely credited to Frank Gilbreth.  After 
all, he is the person often pictured  behind the camera. However, the evidence 
suggests that Lillian Gilbreth played just as much of a role in the conception, 
planning, and realization of  these films as her husband. Should she not be cred-
ited equally?

While the Gilbreths performed their micro- motion cinema experiments on 
the factory floor, Edwin Boring incorporated a hand- cranked projector into a 
makeshift psy chol ogy laboratory.11 In 1916, Boring published a study on cinema 
and memory.12 Central to his study is a sequence from Thomas Edison’s short 
drama Van Bieber’s Experiment. Walking home one night, an upper- class gen-
tleman witnesses a burglar (who has been released recently from prison) in the 
act of stealing. Instead of reporting him, the gentleman forces the burglar to 
return the stolen goods, takes him home, and gives him a new set of clothes. The 
burglar is soon confronted with a reflection of his better self in a mirror and, 
thus, set on the path to reform. Mirrors, reflections, and doubles all featured 
extensively in early cinema. In some places, cinema itself was even thought of as a 
living mirror.13 Yet, peering at one’s reflection rarely led to anything good; one 
was often confronted with the darker side of one’s nature. However, Van Bieber’s 
Experiment was one of the United States’ favorite narratives— a redemption story.

“I am  going to show you a picture upon the wall,” instructed Edward Boring 
to the participants in his psy chol ogy experiment. “I want you to watch it with 
your best attention.”14  After the screening, the subjects  were asked to report 
every thing they recalled and answer a written questionnaire. Thus, Boring dem-
onstrated how a film fragment could be repurposed in a psy chol ogy laboratory 
to shed light on eyewitness accounts and individual memory. His experiment 

Figure 1.3.  Cyclegraph in the Gilbreth laboratory, circa 1913. Courtesy of Purdue 
University Libraries, Karnes Archives and Special Collections.
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highlighted one aspect of moving pictures that gradually achieved increasing sig-
nificance. Cinema was given a starring role as a meta phor for the pro cesses of 
individual and social memory— films  were memories that never faded.

Working on this proj ect, I recalled my  father’s tips on making inquiries. 
I watched early movies about detectives and read investigators’ manuals. One of 
the first detective manuals arrived on the scene in 1916. In his practical training 
manual, Emerson Manning described the art of shadowing as keeping a person, 
building, or premises  under surveillance. Manning emphasized the importance of 
effective notetaking; valuable information should never be trusted to memory.15

Showmen

“The screen provided a more universal textbook than laboratories could ever 
become,” announced Hugo Münsterberg in 1916.16 The Harvard professor of psy-
chol ogy was speaking at the Paramount Pictures launch of its new pictograph 
series. A magazine on screen, the series would help the United States and its citi-
zens as they prepared to enter World War I. The term pictograph literally meant 
“picture writing,” and the series would comprise short nonfiction programs in 
the form of animations. Proposed contributors ranged from former president 
Theodore Roo se velt to military experts, war correspondents, artists, and even 
magicians. While newsreels  were rec ords of events, Münsterberg claimed that 
pictographs would be “simulators of thought; socially, po liti cally, educationally, 
morally, ethically.”17 Münsterberg’s own contribution, Testing the Mind, would 
teach audiences how to become psychologists. Specifically, they would learn how 
to conduct tests for the relatively new field of vocational guidance. Testing the 
Mind would encourage self- reflection and de moc ra tize psy chol ogy.

This represents another pos si ble beginning of the relationship between film 
and psy chol ogy. Before accepting a position at Harvard in 1892, Münsterberg 
trained at the University of Leipzig.  After establishing his own laboratory, he con-
ducted research on perception. Subsequently, William James recruited Mün-
sterberg to run Harvard’s first experimental psy chol ogy laboratory. Over the next 
two de cades, Münsterberg produced textbooks, scientific articles, and think pieces 
for the popu lar press at an astonishing rate. Along the way, he contributed to a 
wide range of subfields, including forensic, industrial, and business psy chol ogy. 
He also moonlighted as a film theorist; The Photo- Play was one of the first books 
to examine the possibilities of cinema.18

Münsterberg himself attracted a  great deal of press attention. In 1907, he set 
out to interrogate Harry Orchard, a self- confessed murder in a high- profile case. 
Having been commissioned by a popu lar magazine to do so, Münsterberg vis-
ited Orchard in his prison cell and undertook a series of psychological tests 
with a device he called the “chronoscope.”19 The introduction of scientific instru-
ments involved its own brand of drama. “River,  water, hill, pipe”: the two men 
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participated in a call- and- response activity as observers crowded around them. 
Münsterberg mea sured both Orchard’s responses and his degree of hesitation. 
 There was even a sequence that allegedly confirmed Orchard’s guilt.

Claiming the chronoscope as one of the most remarkable scientific instru-
ments ever produced, Münsterberg provided expert opinions to the court based 
on his tests. He claimed that the deliberations of judges, juries, attorneys, and 
detectives would no longer be required: a “microscope of the mind, it (the chro-
noscope could read a person’s innermost thoughts and provide definitive evidence 
on their innocence or guilt.”20 He also claimed that  future iterations of such 
psychological instruments would be able to detect truth and lies with absolute 
certainty. Münsterberg’s account of his administration of the truth- telling test 
was reported widely. Many more such stunts followed.

Among the many criticisms directed at Münsterberg  were that his experimen-
tal results  were frequently written up in the popu lar press rather than scholarly 
outlets. (The same criticism was made of Philip Zimbardo many de cades  later.) 
 Legal authority Charles Moore publicly dismissed Münsterberg’s work as “yel-
low psy chol ogy.” Thus, he compared applied psy chol ogy to “yellow journalism,” 
which refers to sensationalist reporting, such as “crime news, scandal, and gos-
sip, divorces and sex, and . . .  the reporting of disasters and sports.”21 Such news 
relied on fake interviews and stories, making “lavish use of pictures” and invit-
ing abuses such as “faked pictures” and “picture- stealing.” Images, it seemed,  were 
particularly suspect.

In public, Münsterberg promoted Paramount’s new series and his own con-
tribution.  Behind the scenes, however, production did not proceed smoothly. His 
role was confined predominantly to writing the scenarios and reviewing work 
in pro gress.  After viewing rough cuts of some of the films in 1915, the psycholo-
gist demanded the studio call a halt to production. Jumbled letters that formed 
part of a psychological test  were introduced by a range of animated characters. 
He claimed that this lack of standardization would distract audiences and 
threaten the validity of his on- screen experiments,22 and live- action sequences 
should replace the animation.  After a change of management in 1916, Paramount 
discontinued Testing the Mind.

While Münsterberg courted Hollywood, Sigmund Freud declined its calls. 
Sam Goldwyn was just one of several movie moguls who hoped Freud might sign 
on as a scenario writer. Before he departed for Eu rope in 1924, Goldwyn 
announced that he planned to offer Dr. Freud US$100,000 to write a love story 
for the screen.23 When asked what talent he expected to bring back, Goldwyn 
said: “I’m  going over to get this man Freud. We need somebody to throw a lot of 
good old sizzling heart stuff into pictures. They tell me this Freud knows how to 
dish it.”24 However, Freud’s terse reply was that he did not intend to see Goldwyn. 
The founder of psychoanalysis also rejected colleague Karl Abraham’s proposal 
to make an educational documentary based on a clinical case to be supervised 
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by a se nior analyst. Now, it seems ironic that “the talking cure” was to be inves-
tigated via  silent film. Freud feared that the medium could not do justice to 
abstract ideas. “Stupid  things happen in film affairs,” Freud  later wrote, object-
ing to a German studio’s plans to film a script entitled Secrets of a Soul, allegedly 
based on the psychoanalyst’s confidential notebooks.25 Initially, at least, it was 
experimental psychologists, rather than their psychoanalytical colleagues, who 
 were more attracted to the movies.

Methods of Observation

In the United States and Eu rope in the 1920s, psychologists who used observa-
tional methodologies to learn more about child development swapped film for 
the detailed diaries, sketches, and still photo graphs on which they had previ-
ously relied. Movie cameras soon began to be featured as developmental psy-
chologists filmed real- life be hav ior and interactions.

A photo graph shows a man in a white laboratory coat interacting with a baby 
in a cot. Placed in the center of a glass dome, the two are brightly lit (figure 1.4). 
In the shadows surrounding the dome  women observe. Perhaps one of them is 

Figure 1.4.  Arnold Gesell working in his photographic dome, Yale University, 1947. 
Herbert Gehr/The LIFE Picture Collection/Shutterstock.
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the  mother of the baby participating in the research?26 From the 1920s onward, 
psychologist Arnold Gesell regularly used film and photography in his studies 
of child development at Yale. A purpose- built photographic dome was sur-
rounded by a one- way vision screen to conceal observers. Gesell claimed that 
the film camera rec ords be hav ior “in such coherent, au then tic and mea sur able 
detail that . . .  the reaction patterns of infant and child become almost as tan-
gible as tissue.”27 Like many of his colleagues, Gesell valued motion pictures as 
a means of shedding light on pro cesses, and the film camera was claimed as an 
instrument for the psy chol ogy laboratory.

I am looking at a black- and- white photo graph taken in 1939 (figure 1.5). Two 
men in suits stand on a  table in a room that is bright at one end and dark at the 
other. This production still from a documentary shot by Kurt Lewin depicts 
Lewin’s “proj ect room” at the University of Iowa. One man’s body blocks a camera 

Figure 1.5.  Kurt Lewin filming in proj ect room, 1939. Courtesy of Frederick Kent 
Collection, Special Collections and Archives, University of Iowa Libraries.
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on a tripod as he peers into the lens—he is the cinematographer. Lewin leans 
 toward him. A handful of observers are seated  behind the experimenters; all eyes 
are on a small group of  children playing together. Practical lights— the filmmak-
ing term for everyday lights placed within the set— are trained on the  children. 
A clock is prominent. As viewers, we are positioned as observers. Our gaze is 
directed  toward the  children in the lit area as if they  were on a stage.28

Kurt Lewin is regarded as one of the found ers of social psy chol ogy, a field that 
studies social be hav ior via experiments. He was introduced to moving pictures 
through home movies. A film enthusiast, Lewin initially bought his own cam-
era and film.  Later, he had access to a 35 mm camera (owned by the Psychologi-
cal Institute of Berlin) capable of filming longer sequences; he soon incorporated 
film in his child observation studies. Researchers typically filmed  children at play 
through a small opening in a tent.29 In a lecture, Lewin explained that “an implicit 
reason for using film is to document the effect of ecological conditions and social 
milieu in the development of  children.”30 At this time, movies made by psychol-
ogists  were often referred to as film demonstrations. They  were accompani-
ments to lectures rather than the starring attraction.

In the late 1930s, Lewin and gradu ate student Ronald Lippitt conducted an 
influential series of experiments at the Iowa Child Welfare Research Station. 
Small groups of  children  were exposed to diff er ent styles of leadership and social 
climates described as “demo cratic,” “authoritarian,” and “laissez- faire.” The 
experiments  were inspired by Lewin’s own flight from Germany during the rise 
of fascism in the 1930s. In a departure from his previous studies, in  these exper-
iments gradu ate students stepped into the laboratory and acted out the diff er-
ent leadership styles.31 A makeshift laboratory was created in the attic of a 
university building— a space more often associated with horror movies than 
social drama. The proj ect room doubled as a club house for participants and an 
observation space for the experimenters. Small groups of boys met once a week 
and participated in activities such as making theatrical masks. Four gradu ate 
students acted as “leaders,” switching groups  every six weeks. The researchers 
took  great care to create consistency in the be hav iors associated with the diff er-
ent leadership styles. Observers generated lists of actions and statements classi-
fied as demo cratic, autocratic or laissez- faire. The “leaders” continuously 
observed each other and provided feedback on techniques.32 Javier Lezaun has 
identified this as a key moment in the history of psy chol ogy: the beginning of a 
tradition in the social sciences in which “the experimenter strives to exploit, 
rather than minimize, the potential of his interactions.”33

Film rec ords  were critical in understanding the group dynamics  under inves-
tigation. The resulting documentary, Experimental Studies in the Social Climates 
of Groups, was described by its distributors as “a classic study by Kurt Lewin 
in which a hidden camera observes three boys’ clubs operated  under autocratic, 
demo cratic, and laissez- faire princi ples. Shows how boys react when condi-
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tions of leadership are changed to another method.” A narration track and 
graphics  were added to selected black- and- white actuality footage. The narrator— 
presumably one of the experimenters— provides some background and out-
lines the researchers’ key conclusions. The autocratic climate, for example, was 
observed to kill individual initiative, while the demo cratic climate resulted in 
higher levels of cooperation and a  free exchange of ideas. Significantly, Lewin 
did not claim the footage as evidence. The film’s narrator explic itly states that 
“ these unrehearsed motion pictures document the activities of the club. They 
are offered as illustration not as scientific proof.”34

World War II was a watershed moment in the history of psy chol ogy. Large 
numbers of clinical psychologists, psychiatrists, and associated experts  were 
drafted to screen recruits, assess morale, and treat the casualties of war.35 Train-
ing and educational documentaries featuring psychologists also played their 
part. According to film scholar Noah Tsika, both during and  after the war, the 
U.S. military “sought to formalize and expand the links between cinema and 
social sciences.”36 For example, the Psychological Test Film Unit of the Army 
Air Forces First Motion Picture Unit studied the effects of cinema on audiences. 
Short “tests on film”  were screened as diagnostic tools, and films  were also used 
to treat war trauma. The latter practice had pre ce dents in World War I, when 
British and French doctors screened Charlie Chaplin’s films in an attempt to 
restore speech to shellshocked soldiers. Cinema was particularly valued due to 
its capacity to trigger emotion. In Introduction to Combat Fatigue (1944), a typi-
cal documentary of the time, a U.S. Navy psychiatrist addressed traumatized ser-
vicemen and provided counseling. The film’s dramatic re- enactments aimed to 
desensitize ser vice personnel to the sights and sounds of  battle. Fear was a fight-
ing man’s friend, according to the documentary’s narrator. Viewers should 
expect to feel uncomfortable, advised the psychiatrist- narrator: “When we dis-
lodge sore feelings, we have to pry a  little— like a sore tooth. And that hurts.”37 
Re- enactments often featured both professional and nonprofessional actors. It 
was hoped that traumatized military personnel might manage their dark 
impulses by “acting them out.”38 However, military psy chol ogy films  were aimed 
primarily at treating individuals suffering from combat trauma rather than as a 
means of staging experiments into social dynamics.

Hidden Cameras

Allen Funt, the creator of the tele vi sion series Candid Camera, credited the inspi-
ration for his long- running hit to his experiences during the war. Psychologists 
praised Candid Camera as “a repository of extremely valuable observations of 
 human be hav ior” that offered some advantages over laboratory experiments.39 
Recordings  were made without subjects’ knowledge; therefore,  there was no 
chance their responses would be influenced by the biases of the experimenter. 
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The hidden camera technique also eliminated the possibility that the laboratory 
setting itself could influence  people’s be hav ior. Moreover, Candid Camera com-
bined entertainment and research. How did one of the world’s first factual tele-
vi sion programs come to be assigned such a starring role in psy chol ogy and the 
social sciences? Do  those claims stand up to scrutiny?

In his memoir, Allen Funt wrote about the show’s origins.40 The program was 
inspired by his background as a social science student. As a research assistant at 
Cornell University, Funt worked with Kurt Lewin on experiments on the be hav-
ior of  women and  children.  After completing his undergraduate degree, Funt 
was accepted into an executive training group at a New York department store. 
As it turned out,  there was no executive training on offer— this store was simply 
recruiting extra  people power for the Christmas rush. Funt’s next job was in the 
art department of an advertising agency. This led to an invitation to develop “gags 
and gimmicks” for radio shows. When World War II broke out, Funt was drafted 
into the U.S. Army, where he recorded soldiers’ letters home and created radio 
shows to boost morale.  Until then, the only audio recording equipment Funt 
could access was bulky. However, thanks to technology captured from the Ger-
mans, Funt found himself in possession of “the smallest, most advanced por-
table recorder of that era.” 41 Thus, skits and gags involving hidden microphones 
became a real possibility. In the late 1940s,  these assignments led to the radio 
program Candid Microphone.42 One journalist wrote that Candid Microphone 
was “a show in which anyone could tune in on their neighbors.” 43 However, not 
every one saw this as a good  thing; some audience members felt that the early 
programs  were cruel to the victims of the hoaxes.

Based on the radio program, the American Broadcasting Corporation signed 
Candid Camera the following year. The program took the camera out into the 
city; it was often hidden  behind a folding screen with the cameraperson shoot-
ing through a two- way mirror.44 Each skit was brief and self- contained. The 
humor of the situation could be understood quickly by audiences. Funt described 
the program as catching a person “in the act of being himself.” 45

I watch an episode from the first series broadcast on tele vi sion. The camera 
pans over a group of framed photo graphs of  people in the city. The off- screen 
presenter announces, “This is the Candid Camera program which brings 
you secretly made movies of all kinds of  people.” Funt tells the audience that the 
best way to understand the Candid Camera concept is to watch a segment. In a 
sketch filmed in a department store with a hidden camera, a series of  women 
return items of clothing and seek refunds. To their surprise and bafflement, the 
salesman refuses to exchange or issue refunds for faulty goods. Eventually, 
the salesman— a stooge employed by the show’s producers— lets his customers 
in on the joke. “Let me tell you something,” he tells one  woman. “Have you ever 
been in a movie? Would you like to see yourself on tele vi sion?” Recognizing 
that she has been hoaxed, the  woman collapses in laughter.46
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Watching Candid Camera, I was initially struck by some similarities to late- 
night shows that combine comedy sketches with social commentary. However, 
the similarities did not go much further than opening titles featuring city sky-
lines and a genial host. The program’s slapstick- style formula relied on captur-
ing the embarrassment of  people caught on camera. As a comedy style, slapstick 
often involves exaggerated physical activity in everyday life that can lead to mis-
haps. Candid Camera’s hoaxes included talking and moving mailboxes or 
devices on lunch  counters that advised diners not to eat  until a light flashed— 
the light, of course, never flashed (figure 1.6). Audiences  were able to observe 
 people’s bafflement and consternation. On Candid Camera, amateurs provided 
the physical comedy usually performed by professional entertainers.

The aired segments of Candid Camera  were the result of extended planning 
and preparation. Funt estimated that only three or four incidents of  every fifty 
filmed  were broadcast.47 I imagine  those outtakes would have made in ter est ing 
viewing.  People caught on camera did not always perform to order, and not  every 
joke succeeded. The be hav ior that audiences witnessed was hardly typical. Film 
historian Fred Nadis has taken issue with Funt’s claim that the program simply 
exposed  human frailties. In his view, Candid Camera’s formula involved “expos-
ing an individual’s vanity, greed or weakness in the face of social pressure.” 48 
Candid Camera placed  people  under social pressure as entertainment (figure 1.7). 

Figure 1.6.  Candid Camera, Allen Funt, 1964.
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The films of social psychologists shared this interest while also changing the 
genre to explore the darker side of  human be hav ior.

 Going Undercover

In American newspapers of the 1950s, stories of the House Committee on Un- 
American Activities, “Reds,” and brainwashing appear alongside reports of new 
findings regarding the psy chol ogy of small groups and techniques of persuasion. 
Discussion of psy chol ogy studies was confined to the Sunday papers, alongside 
book reviews and opinion columns. They aimed to provide readers with new 
insights into  human be hav ior. Social psy chol ogy was having a moment. It was 
said that the small group interactions in which psychologists such as Solomon 
Asch and Leon Festinger specialized could be applied to the dynamics most 
 people encountered in offices, schools, and even families.

The most influential social psy chol ogy experiments left a trail of visual evi-
dence.  Others simply read like film scripts and, in some cases, embraced the 
tragicomic. Leon Festinger and his collaborators went so far as to infiltrate a 
social movement to study it, although calling the Seekers a social movement 
might be stretching the truth a  little. In late September 1954, a story appeared in 
the Lake City Herald with the headline “Prophecy from Another Planet.  Clarion 

Figure 1.7.  Candid Camera, Allen Funt, 1965.
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Call to City: Flee That Flood. It’ll Swamp Us on December 21, Outer Space Tells 
Suburbanite.” Readers  were told that creatures from a planet called Clarion had 
contacted a suburban  house wife, advising her that a flood would swamp the city 
on December 21. Mrs. Marion Keen of 847 West School Street, Lake City, Florida, 
said that the visitors from outer space, whom she described as superior beings, 
had observed fault lines in the earth’s crust from their flying saucers. The west 
coast of the Amer i cas, from Seattle to Chile, would be submerged. The research-
ers seized the opportunity to study a potential social movement in the making. 
They contacted Mrs. Keene. “Prophecy from Another Planet” would provide 
an opportunity to run a “field test” of their ideas about dissonance. Festinger 
and his colleagues soon hired observers to gather information about the con-
viction and commitment of  people who joined the fledgling movement.

The group of psychologists, sociologists, and their students posed as ordinary 
members of the group— that is, they went undercover. According to Festinger, 
their study could not have been conducted other wise. The researchers used a 
range of methods to introduce themselves. Initially, one of the investigators sim-
ply called Mrs. Keene and asked to talk about  those  matters she had discussed 
with a journalist; he then followed up with a visit. Another two researchers trav-
eled to Lake City two weeks  later. One called Mrs. Keene, introducing himself 
as a businessman who traveled a lot and had an interest in flying saucers. He 
 later brought back one of his coauthors, who was introduced as a business asso-
ciate. Next, a sociology student was recruited as an observer so the team had 
someone on the ground; he was given a cover story about his psychic experi-
ences. A young  woman was trained as an observer and was provided with a cover 
story about a troubling dream to render her interest credible. The latter two 
observers  were particularly welcomed since they appeared to be in tune with the 
universe.

I found myself watching Sherlock Jr., Buster Keaton’s 1924 film that depicts a 
movie projectionist using a manual to teach himself how to be a detective.49 Profes-
sional training for investigators was still in its infancy. In one scene, Sherlock Jr. 
attempts to put the textbook’s rule 5 into practice: “Shadow your man closely.” 
Taking the advice rather too literally, the would-be crime buster keeps step with 
his suspect, mirroring his  every action in broad daylight. Sherlock Jr. is soon 
caught out and becomes the pursued rather than the pursuer. Executed with split- 
second comic timing, the physical action involves a hair- raising chase along the 
tops of train carriages and hanging from a  water tower. As with so much of 
Keaton’s comedy, however,  there is more to this than meets the eye. Sherlock Jr. 
explores the fuzzy lines between the observer and the observed.

Festinger and his colleagues wanted to understand how members of groups 
that espoused par tic u lar ideologies took actions that  were consistent with their 
beliefs, in addition to the extent to which they tried to convince  others. The 
researchers acknowledged they had been too successful— their intervention 
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reinforced the group’s beliefs.  There appeared to have been an upsurge in 
 membership, with four mysterious new members joining the group in ten 
days.   All  were outsiders with no obvious links to the local community. Thus, 
Mrs.  Keene and her followers believed that someone was looking out for 
them. Mrs. Keene channeled information from a man calling himself Captain 
Video, which was also the name of a popu lar tele vi sion show of the time. His 
message? A flying saucer would land in her backyard at midnight on a specified 
day to pick up the chosen ones. The Seekers began preparations in earnest. What 
actually happened on the appointed day?50 I  will return to this story in chapter 9.

Reading about  these experiments now, it is hard not to think of two groups— 
the Seekers and the observers. One group went undercover, infiltrating a fledg-
ling group and conducting intensive surveillance. Perhaps this is another reason 
I identify with social psychologists? Both gravitate  toward observer roles. Film-
makers are the  people always watching events from the shadows,  behind the 
camera. According to director Anne Bogart, film and theater prac ti tion ers are 
essentially “orchestrators of social interaction.”51

Salesmen

In 1964, psychologists gathered at Cornell University to evaluate Candid Cam-
era as a tool for research and teaching purposes. Participants included academ-
ics from psy chol ogy, sociology, and education departments; publishing  houses; 
research agencies; and, perhaps most impor tant, representatives of the Ameri-
can Psy chol ogy Association, which sponsored the seminar. A core group of 
roughly twenty  people was pre sent for the entire four days, and many  others 
drifted in and out of the meeting. Beforehand, Richard Evans had outlined an 
agenda based on viewing Candid Camera segments in categories related to key 
psy chol ogy topics, including conformity, cognitive dissonance, extreme inci-
dents involving tolerance and intolerance, and child be hav ior. The timetable 
was or ga nized such that a segment would be aired, followed by a discussion about 
its relevance to research or teaching.52

It prob ably  will not surprise anyone familiar with the social dynamics of aca-
demia to learn that, by the end of the first day, the group was split. Only a small 
number of participants  were interested in research, while the majority wished 
to explore how Candid Camera could be used in classrooms. The latter group 
prevailed, and the remaining days would also focus on teaching applications. 
The initial categories proposed  were suggested by Funt. At the end of the sym-
posium, it was agreed that a more comprehensive categorization of the Candid 
Camera materials was required. The production com pany would make a finan-
cial contribution to any university department interested in taking on the task. 
(The archive of programs ended up at Stanford University.) Following the pro-
ceedings, Funt was given a plaque to memorialize his contributions to under-
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standing  human be hav ior.53 His enthusiastic interest in the academic community 
was much appreciated. No doubt, it also assisted sales.  After all, the Candid Cam-
era showrunner initiated the gathering. Funt was building a franchise.

Opinions about Candid Camera and its creator  were sharply divided; film-
makers and psychologists did not see eye to eye on the  matter. “Allen Funt is 
known variously as the folksy creator of Candid Camera, as a successful aggres-
sive tele vi sion producer and a difficult man with a considerable sense of his own 
worth”— this is how Harrison Engle introduced his interview with Funt for Film 
Comment the following year.54 It is an illuminating exchange; while si mul ta-
neously courteous and well- informed, Engle signaled that  there would be no 
holds barred. In his view, the producer belonged to the tradition of the huckster 
or circus barker. Funt was “plainly commercial, operating with a minimum of 
aesthetic, moral and philosophical considerations.”55 In part, the story of the 
symbiotic relationship that developed between social psy chol ogy and film and 
tele vi sion involves showpeople and stunts. Hidden cameras  were treated as truth- 
telling machines resembling Münsterberg’s chronoscope.

The postwar de cades represented a golden age of social psy chol ogy. The best- 
known experiments utilized hidden cameras to reveal aspects of  human be hav-
ior. The classic experiments  were conducted in purpose- built settings— like 
Milgram’s psy chol ogy laboratory or Zimbardo’s prison—or public locations. The 
latter included institutions, streets, and buses or trains. What ever the setting, 
however, experimenters now consciously linked their studies to real- world events: 
the Holocaust, the rape and murder of Kitty Genovese, the Attica Prison riot.

We arrive now at another pos si ble beginning— Stanley Milgram. From the 
outset, he was up- front about his debt to the arts: “Although experiments in 
chemistry and physics often involve shiny equipment, flasks and electronic gear, 
an experiment in social psy chol ogy smacks much more of dramaturgy and the-
atre.”56 I had Milgram and his film Obedience in my sights.
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It was October 1961. A man  later given the pseudonym “Fred Prozi,” approxi-
mately fifty years old and unemployed, made his way  toward the Yale University 
campus. By late after noon, the temperature had dropped to 14°C (57.2°F). Wear-
ing a jacket and no tie, Prozi made his way down Chapel Street and turned left 
onto High Street. He walked  under the clock archway and arrived at Linsly- 
Chittenden Hall. Gazing up at the facade of the imposing building, he lit a ciga-
rette. The US$4.50 he would earn from participating in a psy chol ogy experiment 
would cover a beer or two  later.  These are some of the facts known about Fred 
Prozi, featured as the obedient character in Stanley Milgram’s book Obedience 
to Authority (1974). But are they facts?

Facts

Scientists trawl through data, looking for patterns, analyzing, and testing. In the 
pro cess, traces of the individual, the idiosyncratic, are often stripped from the 
story. As a filmmaker, it is my task to put all this back in—to seek the stories 
that can be recovered from the margins of the experimenter’s notebook, edge 
numbers on a strip of celluloid, footage that did not make the final cut, the exper-
imenter’s scrawl on a subject rec ord, or the idle conversations at the beginning 
of an audio recording of an experimental session.  These are also clues. As histo-
rian Arlette Farge wrote, “An archival document is a tear in the fabric of time . . .  
an unplanned glimpse offered into an unexpected event.”1

We are now watching black- and- white film footage. A man in a white polo 
shirt sits at a shock machine (figure 2.1). He gazes at the lever that  will inflict 
potentially lethal electric shocks on his victim. “Please continue,” says the Exper-
imenter. The man protests, but at the next prompt, he pushes the lever. He 
pushes it over and over again. However, he never stops protesting.

c h a p t e r   2

“ You’re an Actor Now”
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This is a scene from Obedience (1965), one of the most influential documen-
taries of the postwar era, screened continuously over more than five de cades 
since its production, in lecture hall pre sen ta tions, in broadcasts, and as clips in 
other documentaries. Its dramatic scenario has also inspired numerous feature 
films, real ity tele vi sion programs, and re- enactments. As Jerome Bruner argued, 
 humans make sense of experiences primarily through stories, and the dramati-
zation of events enables them to be integrated more easily into the social order.2 
Therefore, stories offer some advantages over facts. Stanley Milgram claimed his 
documentary to be the objective rec ord of a scientific experiment. Yet, his “Obe-
dience to Authority” experiments provided as much evidence of  people’s refusal 
to follow harmful  orders as they did their willingness to obey them. Although 
he ran more than thirty variations of what he described as a “laboratory drama,” 
Milgram chose to film only one. This is an impor tant fact to keep in mind. The 
film was version 5, in which a clear majority of  people obeyed  orders. How did 
Milgram shape his data into one par tic u lar narrative from many potential sce-
narios? I am particularly interested in how documentary participants  were 
selected on the strength of their per for mances and gradually  shaped to become 
more like their fictional film counter parts.

Milgram’s documentary captured my imagination as a young adult. I cannot 
recall precisely where I first saw it. Was it in Psy chol ogy 101 as an arts student? 

Figure 2.1.  Obedience, Stanley Milgram, 1965.
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Or as part of our boot camp– style training for a residential care position work-
ing with teen agers in trou ble with the law? As it happened, I bailed out of both 
that par tic u lar course and community work to pursue a  career as a filmmaker. 
Obedience was one of the films that set me on that path. I found its drama com-
pelling but was uneasy about Milgram’s conclusions.  Were we  really pro-
grammed to obey? I pursued postgraduate work in film and history. Many years 
 later, in 2008, I began ordering materials from Yale University’s Sterling Memo-
rial Library, where Milgram’s extensive archive of documents is held. The “per-
mission to inspect” form described my topic as “Stanley Milgram as Filmmaker.” 
I remember the excitement of examining new pieces of the puzzle— from script 
notes and film bud gets to recordings and transcripts.

 There  were over one hundred boxes of materials in Milgram’s archive at Yale. 
I made my way through many of them, searching for images and voices from 
the past. Historian Natalie Davis has written about her lifelong love affair with 
archives. Working for a lengthy period in Lyon, poring over medieval rec ords, 
Davis realized she had formed a power ful memory association between her 
research and the  actual archives: “The room itself became closely identified with 
the traces of the past I was examining; the smell of its old wood, the shape of its 
win dows, the sounds from the cobblestones or  running stream.” Davis also wrote 
that “the room itself was a threshold on which I would meet papers that had been 
handled and written on by the  people of the past.”3

While I was working with Milgram’s materials, I watched Twentieth  Century 
Fox’s Call Northside 777 (1948), a feature film in the genre termed semidocu-
mentary noir, a fictionalized account of the real- life reinvestigation of a crime 
(figures 2.2 and 2.3). In 1932, Joseph Majczek was sentenced to life imprisonment 
for killing a Chicago police officer. A de cade  later, his  mother advertised for any 
additional evidence— she maintained that her son was innocent. In the film, 
James Stewart played a newspaper reporter, P. J. McNeal, assigned to the story 
as a  human interest piece. Initially skeptical, McNeal gradually became caught 
up in the quest to overturn the verdict. His investigation hinged on the search 
for a missing piece of visual evidence.

Doubt is central to the historical method. Facts are only as good as the docu-
ments they rest upon, said historian Lynn Hunt. In that regard, “the historian is 
like a detective,  lawyer or investigative journalist sifting through information, 
analyzing and comparing sources, written or not, and using  every pos si ble foren-
sic procedure to get at the truth, that is, the facts of the case.” 4 The writing of 
history, said Carlo Ginzburg, inevitably involves construction: “We put together 
bits and pieces of what has come down to us through the ages to create a picture 
of the past. However, that picture is itself a reconstruction.”5 As a filmmaker in 
the archives, I aim to reintroduce doubt into discussions of Obedience as evi-
dence. I want to refashion a closed text as an open text— the former points  toward 
a single point of view, while the latter is open to multiple interpretations.6 The 



Figure 2.3.  Call Northside 777, Twentieth  Century Fox, 1948.

Figure 2.2.  Call Northside 777, Twentieth  Century Fox, 1948.
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obstacles encountered in the research pro cess and its limitations are necessarily 
part of such an account. As Ginzburg proposed, “Hypotheses, doubts, the uncer-
tainties become part of the narrative, the search for truth become part of the 
(necessarily incomplete) truth.”7

Laboratory Drama

Experimenters claimed laboratory simulations such as “Obedience to Authority” 
as data. Yet, from the very beginning, simulations combined both drama and 
data. According to Thomas Blass, the social psy chol ogy experiments of the 
1960s owed as much to stagecraft as to science.8 Stanley Milgram’s dramaturgi-
cal skills could already be seen in the doctoral research he undertook in Nor-
way and France. In an experiment inspired by  those of his postgraduate adviser 
Solomon Asch, Milgram investigated national differences in conformity. He used 
props and prerecorded dialogue to create the sense that  there was a group of sub-
jects in the laboratory, although  there was only one. The script for the Obedience 
experimental drama was more complex and progressed through multiple itera-
tions on the way to staging. The experimental script that underpinned both the 
“Obedience to Authority”  trials and the documentary Obedience was authored 
by Milgram and workshopped in his laboratory. A “structured improvisation,” 
it combines scripted and improvised ele ments.

Milgram described the conception of his “Obedience to Authority” experi-
ments in musical terms; they  were “variations on a theme” on the work of Solo-
mon Asch. Specifically, they built on Asch’s “conformity and in de pen dence” 
experiments in which subjects  were asked to guess the length of lines on paper 
amid a group of peers instructed to give the wrong answer. Milgram set out to 
raise the dramatic stakes and tackle a prob lem of  great significance.  There was 
another sense, though, in which Milgram’s obedience dramas aspired to be vari-
ations on a theme. Per the Harvard Dictionary of  Music, a set of variations 
allows for subtler, more graduated bridges between each piece than would be pos-
si ble with  simple, polar opposites. In each musical variation, some ele ments 
remain the same while  others change. By the time we hear the closing theme, 
our understanding of the piece has been transformed. In much the same way, 
Milgram’s film, version 25— a reprise of version 5— shifts our understanding of 
the  whole series.

The obedience experiments began with a pi lot study Milgram conducted with 
his students in late 1960. Keenly aware of the value of images, he took behind- 
the- scenes photo graphs of some sessions. Along with Milgram’s comments, 
selected stills formed part of a successful funding application to the National 
Science Foundation for the complete experiments.9 Shot on low- contrast black- 
and- white Kodak Plus X stock (rated at 120 ASA),  these photo graphs have less 
dramatic impact than  those taken during the full experimental  trials. The sub-
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jects, clean- cut young men drawn from the Yale University student population, 
are dressed neatly in shirts and ties. The shock machine prototype, which fea-
tures in several close- ups, is far more rudimentary than the more professional 
model Milgram  later produced.10 Over the following year, Milgram went to a 
 great deal of trou ble to script his laboratory drama, design its setting and key 
props, and cast men in the roles of Experimenter and Victim.

Between 1960 and 1962, Stanley Milgram invited more than 800 men (and 
some  women) to his purpose- built laboratory, where he ran a set of precisely cali-
brated experiments on obedience and re sis tance to authority. Subjects  were told 
they  were participating in an experiment on learning and memory. In a care-
fully scripted scenario, they  were assigned the role of Teacher in a three- way 
drama whose dramatis personae  were as follows: the Experimenter supervised 
each experimental session, and the Learner (often called the Victim) posed as a 
volunteer subject and then took their place at the shock machine. In the best- 
known versions of Milgram’s experiment (and the one that was filmed), the Vic-
tim was in another room. Heard but not seen, their prerecorded protests and 
screams  were played each time the Victim was punished. The Teachers  were vol-
unteers from New Haven and the surrounding area who responded to an adver-
tisement stating: “We  will pay you $4.00 for one hour of your time. Persons 
needed for a Study of Memory.”11

The cover story Milgram devised was that the volunteers  were administer-
ing a learning and memory test to aid scientific researchers. Teachers  were not 
aware that the other two roles (Experimenter and Victim)  were played by Stan-
ley Milgram’s associates— “confederates,” in the language of psy chol ogy of that 
era. The Victim responded to an advertisement seeking part- time assistants for 
a scientific experiment. Nonprofessional actors are often thought to add verac-
ity to the roles they play. Director Henry Watts, a key figure in the British story- 
documentary movement of the 1930s and 1940s, claimed that the awkwardness 
nonprofessional actors brought to their movements and gestures in front of the 
camera provided an additional level of authenticity.12

Milgram’s choice for the Experimenter role was the stern- looking John Wil-
liams, a local high school science teacher. By contrast, he described New Haven 
accountant James McDonough as “brilliant for the victim.” Milgram observed 
that McDonough, who had worked as an accountant for the railways for twenty- 
five years and had eight  children, was “mild and submissive, not at all aca-
demic.” Milgram cast McDonough despite expressing reservations that he “could 
not act too well.”13  These men played assigned roles— rather than versions of 
themselves— within Milgram’s drama. (The two teams that played the Experi-
menter and Victim in “Obedience to Authority”  were nonprofessional actors who 
benefited from a scripted scenario, rehearsals, and a long- running show.) Their 
preparation was tightly supervised by Milgram, who described his confederates 
as “trained for their roles.” Any good Experimenter used role play when setting 
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up a laboratory simulation,  doing a dry run with his assistants to see how the 
procedure flowed, Milgram said. He paid considerable attention to external 
aspects of per for mance, including costume, gesture, and the delivery of the 
scripted lines. In pretrials in the summer of 1961, Milgram went so far as to play 
the Victim role himself to demonstrate the kind of per for mance he wanted.14

Milgram described the essence of his drama thus: “A person comes into a lab-
oratory and is asked to carry out a series of acts that increasingly come into 
conflict with their conscience.”15 The experimental script unfolded in three 
sequences: first, the Arrival and Cover Story; second, the Experimenter– Teacher– 
Learner Encounter; and, third, the Psychologist– Subject– Confederates Debrief. 
The first sequence was typed up as a ten- page script titled “Experimenter’s 
Instructions and Procedure as Given to the Subject.”16 It most closely resembles 
a theater script, with written dialogue and brief descriptions of dramatic action. 
By the time he ran version 5, Milgram had revised the script so that the Victim 
mentioned a minor heart prob lem. The main part of the drama was partly impro-
vised around his dramatic scenario and a series of key lines given to the Experi-
menter. As Milgram wrote, “An experiment in social psy chol ogy smacks of 
dramaturgy or theater. The experimenter carefully constructs a scenario to focus 
on certain aspects of be hav ior, a scenario in which the end is unknown and com-
pleted by the experimental subject.”17

The first audiences for “Obedience to Authority”  were the visitors Milgram 
invited to watch experimental sessions with him  behind the two- way mirror in 
his laboratory. During the pi lot studies, Milgram and his students watched the 
sessions unfold together. They  were astonished by what they saw. Milgram  later 
also invited colleagues, noting that “young Yale professors invited to view the 
experiments left exhilarated.”18 Milgram’s research assistant, Alan Elms, recalled, 
“ Behind the two- way mirrors, Stanley Milgram and I (as well as occasional visi-
tors) watched each early subject with fascination and with our own share of ten-
sion.”19 The sessions soon lost the sense of an artificially constructed experiment. 
“Obedience to Authority” presented slice  after slice of real life, with moral deci-
sions made and unmade  every eve ning. To that extent, it resembles the medi-
eval morality play Everyman, in which a man is summoned by God’s Messenger. 
Everyman must immediately provide a complete accounting of his life. A host 
of Virtues and Vices— dramatis personae based around single abstracted quali-
ties such as Fellowship, Knowledge, Kindness, Beauty, and the Five Wits— could 
be called on to assist. Whereas fifteenth- century audiences watched the dramatic 
strug gle for Everyman’s soul, Milgram’s colleagues watched participants strug-
gle with their consciences. I imagine  those neatly dressed young men being 
unsure how to respond, perhaps shuffling uncomfortably and checking their 
supervisor’s expression as they tried not to make any noise and blow their cover.

It was October  1961. Fred Prozi made his way into the lobby of Linsly- 
Chittenden Hall.20 It was  after hours, and the building was deserted. Prozi took 
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out a sheet of paper and scanned it. As instructed, he took the back stairs. In the 
darkness,  every sound echoed— the gurgling of pipes, the slamming of a door, 
voices in the distance. In the basement, a young man in a lab coat appeared. 
“Mr. Prozi? Please step this way,” he said. The rest is history— Fred Prozi did as 
he was told.  These are the known facts. But are they  really the facts?

Documentary Film

At the end of his experiments, Milgram set out to make a documentary film 
recording the events that had taken place in his laboratory. Other wise, he feared, 
 people simply would not believe him. Over the course of its production, the doc-
umentary and its story line evolved to highlight the most dramatic material 
rather than the full range of  human be hav ior observed. In tracing the shaping 
of Milgram’s Obedience documentary, I am not suggesting that editing film is 
an inherently manipulative act. All films and audiovisual narratives are edited, 
just as text is combined and rearranged to construct written narratives. How-
ever, I am suggesting that in the case of a film such as Obedience— routinely pre-
sented and understood as scientific evidence— we must review the footage and 
its construction as a documentary to consider the range of interpretations it may 
offer (figures 2.4 and 2.5). Milgram, who preserved much of his unreleased foot-
age, argued that film provides researchers with richly textured rec ords of  human 
be hav ior that can be opened to further investigation.21

Milgram ran and filmed the experimental  trials that featured in Obedience 
over one weekend in late May 1962. Fourteen men participated— thirteen of them 
in version 25, described as the “Film Condition,” and one in the “Friend to Friend” 
version. (The latter aimed to test the degree to which  people would be prepared 
to inflict shocks on a friend.) Other versions  were staged for a brief sequence of 
stills. Subjects depicted in the film  were unaware they  were being filmed. Accord-
ing to the brief production notes Milgram  later wrote for a press kit, their per-
for mances on arrival, at the shock machine, and during the debrief  were 
spontaneous and unrehearsed.22 Milgram noted, however, that the nonprofes-
sional actor playing the Experimenter was ner vous in front of the camera and 
talked more than usual.

In attempting to reconstruct the pro cess of editing Obedience, I assembled the 
surviving materials. They included the preserved unreleased footage, an intrigu-
ing audiotape labeled “Instructions for Filmmaker,” plus what I now believe to be 
Milgram’s own editing notes, previously unexamined subject files, and produc-
tion documentation. (To a filmmaker, bud gets, invoices, and order forms all tell 
their own version of the production story.) While researchers had examined some 
of the materials related to the film, the subject rec ords provided new insights.23 I 
compared the preserved unreleased footage and the completed film and cross- 
referenced them with documentation. In the pro cess, I worked with a film editor 



Figure 2.4.  Obedience, Stanley Milgram, 1965.

Figure 2.5.  Obedience, Stanley Milgram, 1965.
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to reconstruct the preserved Obedience footage. My aim was to clarify some of the 
decisions Milgram and his collaborators made as they authored the film.

Milgram’s key collaborators for the shoot  were Bill Stoneback and Ed En glish. 
The two men had some experience in producing educational films, and Stone-
back was an employee at Yale’s Audio/Visual Center. A week before the shoot, 
En glish provided a bud get estimate, calculating that a 20- minute sound film 
could be produced for US$1,867. This bud get provides a valuable overview of the 
filming methodology.24 The documentary was to be shot on a 16 mm camera with 
1,200- foot film magazines. Therefore, any individual take could run for approx-
imately 30 minutes without interruption. Due to costs, Milgram ordered only 
enough film stock for a total of 180 minutes of shooting over three days. Conse-
quently, the crew would need to frequently turn the camera on and off to save their 
 limited supplies of film stock. Considerable effort was made to hide the filming 
apparatus from participants. Each day, it took two hours to set up the camera and 
hide the lights, sound recorder, and microphones. The bud get estimate did not 
include any additional shooting or postproduction expenses. Milgram would need 
to raise additional funds to cover  these costs  later. Purchase  orders for picture 
developing and work printing confirm the team shot the entire six rolls of film 
purchased. Approximately two- thirds of this footage has been preserved.

Editing notes are usually informal and contain the director’s and editor’s reac-
tions to the footage;  those for Obedience are no exception. Bill Stoneback con-
structed the assembly edit based on Milgram’s evaluation of the material. It was 
previously thought that Chris Johnson, a gradu ate student who supervised the 
second phase of editing, made  these notes.25 On further examination, however, 
they appear to have been made by Milgram himself. Both the style of notes and 
the handwriting match  those of Stanley Milgram, and Johnson has confirmed 
he did not make them (Chris Johnson, personal communication, 2012). One 
 factor that may have been misleading is that Milgram wrote about himself in 
the third person.

It is revealing to review the editing notes for Obedience with Milgram as their 
author in mind. The notes focus primarily on the degree to which the subjects 
performed obedience or re sis tance. They privilege obedient subjects who dem-
onstrated considerable tension. Despite the film’s title,  there  were only four obe-
dient subjects. Milgram wavered over which of  these four men to feature as the 
obedient subject. Participants in the experiments  were given a number to con-
ceal their identities; the first part of the number referred to the version of the 
experiment (version 25 for the film), and the second part to its  running order. 
Milgram did not use  those numbers in his viewing notes. Instead, participants 
 were referred to according to which reel of film they appeared in and its  running 
order. Initially, I tried to match the subject rec ords with the parade of  faces that 
appeared on film. In the outtakes, fourteen men appeared on- screen— some for 
lengthy periods,  others just a glimpse. The subject rec ords noted the starting time 
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of each participant’s session. I arranged them chronologically, from the eve ning 
of Friday, May 25, through to Sunday, May 27. As with so many other aspects of 
this experiment, it was not as orderly as the reported procedures and statistics 
implied. While I could match most of the  faces in the unreleased footage to their 
subject rec ords,  there  were a few anomalies.

Subject 2505 was quickly removed from consideration. His per for mance at the 
shock machine was “not very convincing or in ter est ing.” Subject 2504 was  under 
consideration from the beginning. An entire reel of film was devoted to his per-
for mance. Milgram recorded that the “subject is rather dumb.” Subject 2504 
turned  toward the Experimenter and expressed concern. “Not bad at all. It reeks 
of obedience . . .  cringing look,” Milgram wrote. The descriptions of the next sec-
tion of footage  were marked with an asterisk. Despite his obvious excitement 
about 2504’s per for mance, Milgram also had some misgivings. Subject 2504 
showed “tremendous ambivalence accepting the situation as genuine.” While he 
could be used as the obedient subject, Milgram mused that a  really genuine sub-
ject would be much better.

A third participant, who appeared at the beginning of reel 4, was also con-
sidered for the featured obedient subject. This was most likely 2509, whose foot-
age Milgram marked as excellent. His per for mance was convincing, and  there 
was an excellent buildup of tension and an excellent sense of obedience. He dem-
onstrated just how difficult it was to stop. Viewing reel 5, Milgram was excited 
too.  There was “a very good obedient subject” who held his hand over his mouth, 
laughed with his belly, and resisted strongly. This man’s per for mance was bril-
liant. “Complete abdication,” noted Milgram.26 This subject was most likely 2512. 
According to written comments made during his session, 2512 laughed often. 
A snippet of the filmed outtakes show a middle- aged man in a suit who partici-
pated at approximately the right time on the right day. He complies with the 
Experimenter’s instructions, smiling as he turns  toward him. Was this the “com-
plete abdication to authority” to which Milgram referred?  There is very  little 
surviving footage of this subject, so it was hard to make a call. However, as it 
happened, 2512 was out of the picture. What happened with 2509?

In a scene from Northside 777, James Stewart’s character is unable to sleep. 
His investigation has hit some hurdles. His wife finds him in the living room 
gazing at an incomplete 500- piece jigsaw. McNeal speaks first, then his wife:

Let’s work this out together.
What’s the  matter?  Won’t the pieces fit?
Some of them. But they make the wrong picture.
Pieces never make the wrong picture. Maybe  you’re looking at them from 

the wrong  angle.27

I returned to the archival materials and approached  things from another 
direction. The first phase of editing Obedience selected key subjects based on per-
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for mance. Completed by September 1962, the assembly edit ran at fifty minutes. 
Milgram noted that the order of some subjects should be swapped, the film 
should be shorter, and narration was needed. The documentary was put aside 
for some time as he settled into a new academic position at Harvard and sought 
further funding. Chris Johnson, a gradu ate student, began the second phase of 
editing in consultation with his former lecturer. An audiotape from the editing 
stage of the proj ect was labeled “Instructions to Filmmaker.” Could it be a voice 
memo?  After first listening to it, I put it aside  because it did not seem to reveal 
any new information.  Later, though, I realized it was an audio copy of the assem-
bly edit. I had been so fixated on visual evidence that I missed a vital piece of 
documentation right in front of me. I listened again.  There was one obedient sub-
ject who does not appear in the completed film. He sounded distressed as he 
tried to get the Experimenter to stop, as is clear from the following excerpt from 
an audiotape labeled “Instructions to Filmmaker”:

Unidentified Man:  I have to give you 360 [volts].
[The sound of the buzz er as he inflicts a shock.]
[Silence.]

Unidentified Man:  He’s not responding. I want to know if this man is all 
right. I mean, I’ll do it. I want to know if he’s all right.

Experimenter:  The experiment requires that you continue, Teacher.
Unidentified Man:  Well, I’m sorry. I mean, I want you to check on this 

man . . .

I placed a snippet of the Unidentified Man’s audio against images of each of 
the fourteen participants in the unreleased footage. A series of marks from the 
white chinagraph pencils editors once used indicated film that had been cut. 
When I placed the dialogue from the audiotape alongside unreleased film 
footage of 2509, they matched.  There was another means of cross- checking. 
According to a note on his file, 2509 checked his watch as he worked his way 
up the shock machine. It was not always easy to see 2509’s wrists  because he 
wore a long- sleeved business shirt. I rewound the video in slow motion. Sure 
enough, as 2509 turned to the Experimenter, I saw a glimpse of his watch. Sub-
ject 2509 was the person  under consideration, along with 2504, as the featured 
obedient subject. If my assumptions  were correct, 2509 was removed from the 
film during the second phase of editing. Milgram was  eager to reduce the 
film’s length, and 2509’s per for mance was less dramatic than that of other 
subjects.

Once the featured obedient subject was selected, the editing at Harvard 
continued with the further shaping of per for mances and the addition of new 
layers to construct an argument of “obedience to authority” as the default set-
ting for humanity. However, a diff er ent argument could have been con-
structed from the unedited footage and subject rec ords, since only four of 
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fourteen participants  were recorded as fully obedient in the film version. The new 
material included inserts of the shock machine with film noir– style lighting, 
shots of Yale University, Milgram’s narration, and credits. The latter all assist 
in framing the documentary as scientific evidence— that is, data, not drama. 
 After time- consuming postproduction laboratory work, the documentary was 
completed in 1965. Now that I knew how Milgram selected Obedience’s hyper-
obedient subject, I wanted to know more about why.

In a journal article published in 1965, the same year that the film was com-
pleted, Milgram quoted another obedient subject who was not associated with 
any par tic u lar version of his experiment:

[150 volts delivered.] You want me to keep  going?

 [165 volts delivered.] That guy is hollering in  there.  There’s a lot of them 
 here. He’s liable to have a heart condition. You want me to go on?

 [180 volts delivered.] He  can’t stand it! I’m not  going to kill that man in 
 there! You hear him hollering? He’s hollering. He  can’t stand it. What if some-
thing happens to him? . . .

This soon built to:

 [240 volts delivered.] Aw no. You mean I’ve got to keep  going up with the 
scale? No sir. I’m not  going to kill that man! I’m not  going to give him 450 
volts! [The Experimenter says, “The experiment requires that you go on.”] I 
know it does, but that man is hollering  there, sir.28

In the story told by Milgram’s data, participants  were classified simply as 
“obedient” or “disobedient.” However,  these scores did not convey the charac-
ter of the subjects’ per for mances fully, wrote the psychologist. They did not 
convey the tension and emotional strain many participants experienced. 
Deeply conflicted, participants  were observed to “sweat,  tremble, stutter, bite 
their lips, and groan.” Smiling and ner vous laughter that seemed completely 
inappropriate was also frequently observed. A small percentage of  people had 
uncontrollable laughing seizures, and on one occasion the experiment had to 
be  stopped. Transcripts  were a better indication of mood than numbers, Mil-
gram concluded, quoting from the above transcript. Its participant began the 
experiment calmly but became increasingly tense and agitated.29 This tran-
script matches that of 2504, the man assigned a leading role as the obedient 
subject in Obedience and  later featured in Milgram’s book, where he was given 
the pseudonym “Fred Prozi.” Over time, an obedient documentary participant 
became the Everyman of the entire series of experiments.
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Per for mance

According to documentary theorist Bill Nichols, the line between per for mance 
in fiction and documentary is relatively straightforward. In fiction, we simply 
ask the actors (who have entered a contractual agreement with the filmmakers) 
to do what we want. Directors have the right to elicit a suitable per for mance, and 
the actor’s work is evaluated on the quality of the per for mance delivered rather 
than fidelity to their everyday be hav ior. By contrast, in documentary, social actors 
attempt to conduct their lives as they would without the presence of the cam-
era. Their per for mances are valued according to the degree to which they embody 
or report on their own lives.30 Social actors often stand in for the communities 
to which they belong. Accordingly, the Obedience documentary participants 
 were social actors. Their per for mances  were unrehearsed and captured via con-
cealed cameras. They  were unaware of being filmed  until Milgram revealed that 
fact in postexperiment interviews.

 There are closer parallels between fiction and nonfiction filmmaking in 
shaping recorded per for mances. In their guide to cross- cultural documentary 
production, Ilisa Barbash and Lucien Taylor observed that “documentary con-
ventions of character development over the course of a film are uncannily close 
to fictional ones.”31 Documentary filmmakers often  favor  people whose be hav-
ior in front of the camera conveys the sense of complexity and depth we value 
in a trained actor’s per for mance.32  These observations strongly resonate with 
my experience as a director working across documentary and drama. I would 
add, though, that what is judged as a “good” per for mance may be a myriad of 
 things depending on the era, culture, media, genre, and other  factors. Fred Pro-
zi’s documentary per for mance was a good match with the highly naturalistic 
per for mances much lauded in postwar American fiction cinema and, in par tic-
u lar, the acting style that came to be known as the “American Method.”

Following the 1920s tour of the Moscow Art Theatre— cofounded by Constan-
tin Stanislavsky— two of his former students migrated to the United States, 
where they taught his acting method at the American Laboratory. Although his 
approach varied across his  career, Stanislavsky was acclaimed for devising a sys-
tem of acting that called on the actor to draw on their inner life. Actors  were 
advised to build a sequence of interior images to illuminate their characters, 
“unfurling the roll of inner film” in each per for mance. Repeated projection 
would help them fill in the details that would keep the per for mance alive.33 
Guided by the search for truthfulness and rhythm, actors should work to their 
own inner beat. Lee Strasberg, Stella Adler, and Sanford Meisner, who worked 
together with the Group Theatre in the 1930s, adapted Stanislavsky’s system. 
Although Stanislavsky’s system was initially designed for the stage, it was fre-
quently  adopted for the screen. “The Method” reached the heights of its popu-
larity in the 1950s and 1960s due to the Broadway and Hollywood success of 
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actors such as Montgomery Clift, Marlon Brando, and Paul Newman. In the Cold 
War period, stripped of its Rus sian legacy, it was claimed as a distinctively Amer-
ican method. As theater historian Bruce McConchie wrote, during the Cold 
War,  there was a  great deal of social anxiety about what was genuine and what 
was fabricated.34 The American Method appeared to result in displays of genu-
ine be hav ior and emotions.

Prozi was particularly expressive on- screen. He revealed considerable inner 
conflict, leaning in, turning, jumping to his feet, pacing, remonstrating with the 
Experimenter, and sighing. In addition to his per for mance at the shock machine, 
Prozi’s be hav ior in his debrief with Stanley Milgram made for compelling view-
ing. “Why  didn’t you stop?” Milgram asked Prozi immediately afterward. “I tried 
to make him stop,” cried Prozi, “I tried.” Small gestures often make a film 
performance— Prozi removed a pack of cigarettes from his trouser pocket, tapped 
one out and placed it in his mouth. Forgetting to light it, he removed the ciga-
rette from his mouth and placed it back in again. As Milgram explained that no 
one was actually hurt, a mix of relief and concern crossed Prozi’s face. Fi nally, 
he lit his cigarette. Taking a deep drag, he exhaled. ( Those are the kind of 
moments at which audiences also often collectively breathe out.) McDonough 
playing the Victim, bounced across the room to shake hands. Prozi exclaimed, 
“Well, am I glad to see you, buddy!” His relief and delight  were palpable. “Ani-
mated and alive”  were the terms Milgram used to describe Prozi’s per for mance.35

Sanford Meisner’s version of the American Method emphasized listening, 
answering, and responding in the moment. Watching Prozi on- screen, I was 
struck by just how well he listened. In an extended close-up during the debrief, 
Prozi flexed his jaw as he tried to take in what he was hearing; he looked as if he 
might cry. Early in my filmmaking  career, I was a trainee on the Australian tele-
vi sion miniseries Heroes (1987). As the director shot one scene, I was asked to 
rehearse the next scene. The ensemble cast included the Australian actor John 
Hargreaves. It was more moving to watch someone trying not to express an emo-
tion, he told me. That is one of the reasons that watching Fred Prozi listen to 
Stanley Milgram is so affecting. Prozi’s per for mance is, in part, a documentary 
version of the kind of per for mances produced by professional actors trained in 
the American Method. It is accomplished not only through the se lection and 
editing of the material but also through the rhythms inscribed on it during its 
staging and filming. Unlike the character description that Milgram  later wrote, 
it conveys something of Prozi’s inner life.

Character

In Aspects of the Novel, E. M. Forster distinguished between flat and rounded 
characters. The former are types often constructed around a single quality or 
idea. According to the novelist, flat characters are easily identified and remem-
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bered; however, only rounded characters are “ready for an extended life.”36 For 
Forster, whose categories  were initially derived from drama, round characters 
always trump flat characters. Vari ous nonfiction film theorists and writers of 
documentary production manuals have uncritically  adopted Forster’s “flat ver-
sus round” hierarchy of characters. Carl Plantinga, for example, suggests that 
most documentary characters are flat since  there is rarely time to develop com-
plexity.37 Literary critic James Wood, however, offers some welcome new insights. 
Rejecting the divide between flat and round characters, Wood observes that “many 
so- called flat characters seem more alive to me, more in ter est ing as  human stud-
ies, however short- lived, than the round characters they are supposedly subservi-
ent to.”38 Moreover, a wide range of characters can be found in fiction: “ There are 
thousands of diff er ent kinds of  people, some round, some flat, some deep, some 
caricatures, some realistically evoked, some brushed with the lightest of strokes.”39 
Narrative design, I would add, involves balancing diff er ent kinds of characters.

Stanley Milgram’s book Obedience to Authority fi nally appeared in 1974,  after 
a lengthy strug gle to write about the events that had taken place in his psy chol-
ogy laboratory more than a de cade  earlier. Character was very much on his mind. 
Milgram’s experience shaping his Obedience documentary laid the groundwork 
for the book, which was aimed at both an academic audience and a broader read-
ership. Approximately a dozen participants from across all the versions of the 
experiments  were featured. They  were introduced via their character name, their 
occupation, and the version of the experiment in which they appeared. Partici-
pant 2504, for example, was “Fred Prozi, Unemployed” (in experiment 5). Thus, 
one of his defining characteristics was that he did not have a job. As his subject 
file rec ords, “Fred Prozi” was from the wrong side of the tracks. Milgram pro-
vided the following character description: “The subject is about fifty years old, 
dressed in a jacket but no tie; he has a good natured, if slightly dissolute. appear-
ance. He employs working class grammar and strikes one as a rather ordinary 
fellow.” 40 The word dissolute in this account is particularly striking. It is frequently 
used to describe drunks— here, it implies a lack of morals.

Over time, the transcripts that Milgram prepared more closely resembled a 
script for film or tele vi sion. By 1974, Prozi’s transcript described him as yelling, 
screaming, and interrupting. By contrast, the Experimenter was described as 
patient and speaking with detached calm. Neither observation is entirely borne 
out by the archival materials. Also indicative of the greater drama that Milgram 
introduced into his transcripts of experimental sessions is the use of the term 
electric chair to describe the shock machine in Prozi’s transcript.41

In the closing scenes of Call Northside 777, McNeal fi nally solves his puzzle. 
A  lawyer asks him to go over his new evidence; they need hard facts. “OK I’ll 
give you something better than the facts— a picture!” McNeal produces a photo-
graph from his coat pocket with a flourish. But where is the documentation that 
provides context? Long before the advent of digital photography, it was widely 
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understood that photo graphs alone, or films alone, could not provide firm 
evidence— data needed to be corroborated and contextualized.  Because Call 
Northside 777 is a Hollywood film, the puzzle is definitively solved. Real life, 
though, is rarely so black and white.

In addition to its narrative about visual evidence, Call Northside 777 provides 
another ele ment relevant to a discussion of Obedience. Like Tom Hanks now, 
James Stewart (often called Jimmy) spent much of his  career playing charming, 
self- effacing Everymen. Director Henry Hathaway recalled that he cast Stew-
art in Call Northside 777 due to the pleasant demeanor that formed part of his 
star persona: “I knew the audience would instantly identify with him  because 
of his niceness.” 42

Semidocumentary noirs revolved around good, decent men who did their jobs 
well— police officers,  lawyers, reporters, and taxmen. Their investigations  were 
low- key and methodical. They could not be further removed from the Everyman 
crafted by Stanley Milgram, a dark presence in the nation’s midst. One of the 
dramatic hooks that Milgram repeated from his pi lot studies onward was this: 
should we wish to recruit personnel to operate death camps in the United States 
like  those in Nazi Germany,  there would be no shortage of takers in New Haven. 
Carl Plantinga argued that turning a participant into a character in the context 
of a documentary typically involves placing them in a moral or sociopo liti cal 
context that implies a judgment.43 Fred Prozi, cast as the Everyman of Obedi-
ence, took the rap for an entire community, an entire nation.

“The movie  people got it all wrong.” Writer Maureen Howard reported her 
 father saying this about Boomerang (1947), a semidocumentary noir based on an 
unsolved case. Like me, Howard is the  daughter of a detective and preoccupied 
with postwar films that combine information, story, drama, and data. She won-
dered: How much did Boomerang resemble the real- life events it depicted? The 
novelist, whose  father was a con sul tant on the film, launched her own reinves-
tigation. She searched  legal and newspaper archives and,  after amassing a moun-
tain of evidence, realized she was looking for answers in all the wrong places. 
Audiences watched films like  these with a double focus, following the investi-
gation but always aware they  were in the land of story. The search for authentic-
ity was more impor tant than definitive answers.44

I once thought we simply needed to change the story regarding Milgram’s 
Obedience— construct a new narrative about the many participants who resisted 
 orders to harm  others. I would still like to re- edit Milgram’s surviving footage 
and demonstrate how a film called Disobedience or Re sis tance could have been 
edited from the same materials—to place the photographic negative and posi-
tive side by side. (Indeed, I think this is entirely consistent with Milgram’s own 
proj ect and his stated desire to open his films to reinvestigation.) I no longer 
believe we simply need a diff er ent story; instead, we need more complex, nuanced 
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stories to help us understand  human be hav ior and more careful attention to the 
ethics of how  those stories are constructed and reconstructed.

“I would like to mention one other  thing. Is it all right if your per for mance is 
shown to other psychologists?” Milgram asked as he wrapped up his debrief with 
Obedience’s Everyman. “Is it OK with you?” “I would say so,” answered a visibly 
chuffed Prozi.

Stanley Milgram, polite and courteous in the debriefs he conducted, appeared 
to do all he could to ensure Prozi left with his dignity intact. Milgram flattered 
him as he sought permission to use the footage. “You are an actor now. How do 
you feel about that?” he asked. The release form Prozi signed stated: “Any aspect 
of my per for mance in this experiment may be used freely for the purpose of sci-
entific communication,  whether in the form of articles, books, films, or other 
documents without further consent on my part.” 45

The last reported sighting of “Fred Prozi” was on Friday, May 25, 1962,  after 
he signed a film release before leaving Linsly- Chittenden Hall. The moon was 
waning, half its disk of light vis i ble and the rest in shadow. It had been an unsea-
sonably warm day. As he headed down High Street, dressed in dark slacks and 
a white polo shirt, Prozi would have made an easy target for anyone trailing him. 
Did he ever get another job? What did he make of his starring role in Obedience 
as it was screened around the world in the years to come? Did he ever see him-
self on film?  After 9:53 p.m., the picture goes blank.
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Picture this. It is mideve ning on October 21, 1961. Looking down over New Haven, 
 there are tree canopies dotting the landscape along with the buildings and spires 
of Yale University. We follow a beige car as it proceeds down Chapel Street, turns 
right, and passes  under the High Street Bridge. Adorned with angels and gar-
goyles, the bridge acts as a symbolic crossing between town and campus. I imag-
ine the vehicle as a Plymouth, a popu lar and ser viceable American car of its era. 
At the wheel is a man in his late thirties, known to us only as Mr. 501. At his side 
is his wife, Mrs. 501, about whom we know even less. The car pulls up outside 
the imposing Linsly- Chittenden Hall. Only a few win dows are lit. In the distance, 
the bells of Harkness Tower mark the hour. It is 9:00 p.m. Perhaps we hear a car 
door slamming before Mr. 501 makes his way inside. He has been invited to par-
ticipate in Stanley Milgram’s experiment, which he has been told is about learn-
ing and memory. Mrs.  501 is not invited— women are not being recruited.1 
Perhaps, as Mrs. 501 waits, she switches on the overhead light, checks the letter 
in her handbag, and won ders, “What in the world are they  doing in  there?”

In an archive, each researcher constructs their own trail of evidence. Over 
the course of nearly a de cade, I made several trips to view the Stanley Milgram 
Papers archived at Yale University— sometimes for months at a time. I ordered 
files and recordings online. (In this account, I have combined the vari ous trips 
for clarity.) The Obedience documentary led me to participants’ individual sub-
ject rec ords and then to box 44.2 The latter contained more than 600 responses 
to a questionnaire Milgram sent out a year  after his experiments wrapped. The 
comments  were typed onto index cards and coded before being placed in a box. 
Subsequently, the most troubled participants  were identified and invited to small 
group discussions. The recordings of  those sessions and transcripts  were placed 
in box 155.3 I began chasing “persons of interest” through the mass of files, record-
ings, and computer printouts, compiling dossiers on individual subjects.

c h a p t e r   3

New Haven Noir
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In the words of psychiatrist and writer Peter Kramer, “Whilst data are impor-
tant, numbers can imply an order to events that is misleading. Stories are better 
at capturing a diff er ent type of big picture.” 4 A method long used by screenwrit-
ers involves writing out individual scenes on index cards and color- coding key 
characters or story strands. When the proj ect has built sufficient momentum, 
the writer lays out the cards on a  table, ordering and reordering them  until, as 
with a jigsaw puzzle, a picture begins to fall into place. As a filmmaker, I could 
not help seeing  those hundreds of typed cards and documents as a collective 
story waiting to be told.

The first- person accounts  were vivid, as if warm hues had been added to a 
black- and- white film. Participants wrote as if they had been cast in a film noir 
narrative. According to Milgram, his “Obedience to Authority” experiments 
 were inspired by the murder of more than 6 million Jews in the Holocaust. Why 
did so many ordinary  people join in? He set out to investigate. A number of the 
New Haven participants’ stories began with a suspected murder. A man held 
in a basement was being harmed. What had actually happened? Who was 
responsible?  Others reported waiting outside the laboratory for the Experi-
menter and Teacher to emerge and tailing them through the Yale University 
campus at night— driving home, gazing into the beam of headlights on the 
road, and trying to make sense of a glimpse of a man putting on his hat and 
disappearing through a doorway. The click of a reel- to- reel recorder cross- 
fading with the sound of a siren in the distance. Talking with their spouses 
late into the night. Checking the death notices for weeks to come. The  whole 
town was talking.

On the eve of shooting an in de pen dent feature film in 2002, and suffering 
from the filmmaker’s version of stage fright, I bought a copy of psychologist 
Jerome Bruner’s Making Stories.5 I packed the slim volume into my on- set bag 
as a talisman—to remind me that not all stories resembled the three- act struc-
ture touted by then Hollywood guru Syd Field and  others. Stories  were not fixed 
but living organisms. Bruner considered how we make sense of our lives through 
stories. In one investigation, he asked  people to give an account of their lives in 
half an hour. Sifting through their stories, Bruner found  people composed them 
by drawing on vari ous structures borrowed from  music, lit er a ture, and drama: 
from classical  music’s variations on a theme to lit er a ture’s bildungsroman or exis-
tential novel. Stories often played out as scenes. Place played a critical role. We 
carried maps in our heads of both home and “the world out  there.” Autobio-
graphical storytellers shifted between passive and active voices, flashed back to 
the past, and, just as often, flashed forward to pos si ble selves. Language often 
turned inward as they considered moral dilemmas. Key images could shape a 
life story. Repeated phrases could become refrains. The way we tell stories lays 
down pathways to structuring experience. Bruner concluded that we do not sim-
ply tell stories about our world; rather, the stories we tell shape that world.
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Making Stories proved a useful companion, and Bruner’s writings led me to 
the work of sociologist Arthur Frank. Negotiating a health crisis, Frank began 
studying illness narratives and discovered that diff er ent kinds of stories con-
tained distinct aspects of his experience. In turn, they connected him to diff er-
ent communities. The sociologist launched into a broader investigation of the 
capacities and dangers of stories. Stories, argued Frank, are the medium through 
which we learn who we are, who we are in relationship to  those around us, and 
how we should behave in vari ous scenarios. Stories locate us in relation to  others. 
They not only bring us together but also can drive us apart. The bedrock of sto-
ries available to any community can include folktales and fables, legends and 
parables, urban myths, and tales drawn from lit er a ture and popu lar culture. On 
narrative resources, Arthur Frank said, “ People tell their own unique stories, but 
they compose stories by adapting and combining narrative types that cultures 
make available.” 6 Rather than ready- made, off- the- shelf templates, stories are 
improvised from the materials at hand.

In Connecticut in the 1960s, courtroom drama was a widely available genre. 
The trial of Adolf Eichmann, one of the first major tele vi sion events, was broad-
cast live in 1961 as a season- length morality play. The Eichmann trial was filmed 
with concealed cameras, and director Leo Hurwitz edited live feeds from the four 
cameras to compile the highlights programs flown to the United States and 
Eu rope for broadcast each eve ning. Some of the most striking images of  those 
broadcasts are close- ups of Eichmann, who sat inside a bulletproof capsule 
and consequently became known as “The Man in the Glass Booth.” Time and 
time again, the coverage shifts to Eichmann, who chose to wear an ill- fitting 
suit rather than his Nazi uniform. He polished his glasses. He shuffled papers 
while witnesses gave their evidence.  Those pictures  were some of the first to 
come to mind for many  people when news broke of Milgram’s experiments. 
Some  people asked themselves:  Were they like Eichmann? Or even worse? 
 After reading Milgram’s long- awaited report, one participant’s wife exclaimed, 
“Call yourself ‘Eichmann’!”

The Eichmann trial was not the only courtroom drama showing in New 
Haven. A photo graph of a local movie theater, taken just as the “Obedience” 
experiments began, depicts light spilling from streetlights to form star- shaped 
patterns against the night sky. Marquee signs announce Spencer Tracy in Judge-
ment in Nuremberg.7 The Acad emy Award– winning movie, based on a tele vi-
sion script, dramatized one of the  trials held by the Allies in 1947. Examining 
collective guilt, it presented some of the  actual footage shot by the Allies when 
the Nazi concentration camps  were liberated. Director Stanley Kramer cast stars 
in even minor roles, aiming to ensure the film’s box office success. Spencer Tracy 
was brought out of retirement to play the American judge who presided over the 
trial. As he prepares to summarize the proceedings, the frail actor momentarily 
closes his eyes as if overcome by emotion. We can only imagine the full horror 
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of the evidence presented. Tracy launches into his summation: “This trial has 
shown that  under a national crisis, ordinary, even able and extraordinary men, 
can delude themselves into the commission of crimes so vast and heinous that 
they beggar the imagination.” Was that not the dramatic premise under lying 
Milgram’s experiment playing out down the road in his purpose- built Yale Inter-
action Laboratory?

 People  were more likely to be influenced by  legal shows on tele vi sion than 
they  were by movies depicting  those on trial for crimes against humanity. Cre-
ated by lawyer- turned- novelist Erle Stanley Gardner, the Perry Mason series was 
required viewing from 1957 to 1966.8 The fictional  lawyer was defined by his sense 
of justice and basic faith in humanity. Every one, it seemed, was now an investi-
gator or a courtroom critic. A  legal counselor who participated in Milgram’s 
experiments went into the local court house on the weekend and tried to trace 
the Victim. He wanted to phone the man and check on his health. Another par-
ticipant who described his occupation as “private police work” made his own 
inquiries. How could Yale University possibly do this to  people? The residents 
of Connecticut did not want to simply watch Perry Mason. They wanted to be 
Perry Mason.

“It’s all done with mirrors.” This was the explanation my  father, a detective, 
gave to my siblings and me when he had had enough of our endless questions. 
However, the “Obedience” experiments  were literally conducted with mirrors. 
The two- way mirror that looked onto his basement laboratory enabled Milgram 
to observe experimental sessions without participants’ knowledge. Further,  later, 
it was from  behind a two- way mirror in room 107 of Linsly- Chittenden Hall that 
he watched group debriefs conducted by a Yale University psychiatrist. A two- 
way mirror, coated with approximately half the reflective particles of a conven-
tional mirror, usually divides two spaces. The observation area is dimly lit while 
the per for mance space beckons brightly. Raise the  house lights, though, and the 
artifice is revealed.

If I  were to give this New Haven noir story a name, I would borrow Murder-
ers amongst Us— the proposed title for émigré director Fritz Lang’s M.9 Made in 
Germany in the early 1930s, M was the story of a town’s hunt to track down a 
serial child murderer. Many of Lang’s story lines  were plucked from newspaper 
headlines. In the unsettled period in Germany that followed World War I, includ-
ing the collapse of the economy, widespread unemployment, and the rise of 
fascism,  there  were several mass murderers. Lang, an avid reader, followed key 
cases. He spoke with police about their investigation techniques, examined their 
files, and consulted with psychiatrists and psychoanalysts. M would explore the 
idea that “any of us might turn into a murderer in exceptional circumstances.” 
This dramatic premise also underlies the Obedience scenarios.

The books of French writer Patrick Modiano  were also on my must- read 
list. Browsing in a bookshop, I picked up a copy of his novel Missing Persons.10 
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A private detective, trying to solve the mystery of his own past, sought clues in 
the shadowy streets of Paris. Modiano’s detective, converting scraps of paper 
and scrawled numbers into investigative leads, spoke to me. I, too, endlessly 
walked the streets in search of evidence— unfortunately, the streets of New Haven 
rather than Paris. What mystery was I trying to solve?  Were Milgram’s partici-
pants the missing persons I was attempting to trace? Recalling my detective 
 father’s advice, I wrote out an index card and slipped it in my notebook: “stick 
to the facts.”

In the spring of 1963, Stanley Milgram asked psychiatrist Paul Errera to run 
debrief sessions for his most troubled subjects in an attempt to ensure that no 
one suffered long- term harm.11 Additionally, Milgram hoped to elicit individual 
stories for the book he was struggling to write. As collaborators, the two men 
 were well matched. High achievers, both  were appointed to positions at Yale Uni-
versity at a relatively young age. From Jewish backgrounds, their families had 
fled Hungary and Belgium, respectively, in the 1930s. In the shadow of the Holo-
caust, Milgram staged dramas in his laboratory. Dr. Errera, who ran psychiat-
ric clinics for war veterans, saw the long- term fallout of war at closer quarters. 
Long  after the event, his patients presented with vaguely articulated symptoms 
that  were difficult to shake.

Thought to be the first psychologist to use the term debrief, Milgram adapted 
a pro cess pioneered by the U.S. military.12 The practice was devised by Brigadier 
General S.L.A. Marshall, an official historian during World War II.  After a 
major  battle, Marshall gathered his troops together, and every one was invited 
to describe their experience in as much detail as pos si ble. Rank was temporar-
ily suspended as a story was constructed in strict chronological order. Marshall 
called his method, which led to unusually vivid accounts of  battles, historical 
group debriefing. An unexpected side effect was soon observed— soldiers who 
participated suffered less psychological damage than  those who did not. Conse-
quently, debriefing was gradually extended to psychological experiments, 
although with one significant difference: unlike in historical group debriefing, 
power hierarchies and relationships stayed firmly in place during psychological 
experiment debriefs. Participants, called “subjects,”  were debriefed by experi-
menters. The latter chose what to reveal or not to reveal.

The two men began by reviewing participants’ responses to questionnaires 
that accompanied Milgram’s report of his preliminary findings. He noted that 
most  people obeyed seemingly legitimate authority figures, and most described 
themselves as being glad to have participated. A minority, though, was clearly 
concerned.  These troubled souls  were invited to attend the small- group discus-
sions held each Thursday over the dinner hour. It was not the most con ve nient 
time, but it was the only gap Errera had in his crowded schedule. I read the tran-
scripts in box 155, trying to envisage how individuals might have delivered each 
line. Drawing on his clinical skills, Errera elicited participants’ accounts. Indi-
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vidual narratives began to mesh with an emerging collective story. However, not 
every one was willing to be guided  toward the authorized version of the story 
that their facilitator seemed to have in mind.  Those who could not let the 
anguished cries of the Victim fade from memory could not let the experiment-
ers off the hook.

Many saw the experiment as a test of character. “I would like to know as an 
individual how I scored,” asked one. “I should like any additional reports you 
may issue so that I may analyze my actions and reactions to this test more clearly,” 
requested another. “I guess the test proves that I am naïve,” a man concluded. 
One subject, a Yale University professor, was adamant that he did not want any 
information on the subject of where he broke off (i.e., refused to continue admin-
istering shocks to the Victim) compared with where someone  else broke off. He 
would have liked to have  stopped  earlier. “I can identify a kind of guilt  there,” 
he said. “I  don’t feel pleased about that and I  don’t want to know anything more 
about it.” He felt he had failed a moral test.

On February 28, 1963, eight subjects classified as “obedient” attended one of 
the first discussions.13 The group debriefs often began with uneasy jokes.  Were 
the experimenter and psychiatrist leveling with the subjects? Or had they been 
set up? An exchange between Dr. Errera and subjects in another group session 
began in a lighthearted manner:

“We realized from the letter that it was all rigged,” said one participant.
Errera tried to clarify. “All of you have gone through the same kind or a vari-

ation of the same——.”
“No paid actors,” interrupted another participant.
“Just the doctor,” quipped someone  else.
“This part is not rigged but  you’re being recorded,” replied Errera.

Participants in the session with defiant participants conducted on March 14, 
1963, began with some of the same uneasy observations.

“I assume every thing we say  here is taped,” said one.
“You serious?” someone  else responded.
“Every thing is recorded. Dr. Milgram is somewhere outside  here but I think 

he is just making sure the tapes are working,” said Errera.14

“More gestapo,” participant 03XX quipped.  Later, he elaborated on the theme: 
“My first reaction stepping into the room was that this was a gestapo- like 
 surrounding like one sees in the movies or tele vi sion. . . .  I could see this bat-
tery of lights and buttons and shock.” It is worth noting that prisoner- of- war and 
escape movies  were some of the staples of postwar cinema in the United States 
and Britain.

In a conversation with Milgram, Errera identified one of the obedient sub-
jects as the most disturbed. He believed the man he had shocked was prob ably 
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dead when he opened the door. Yet, he said, “I felt nothing, it  didn’t bother me, 
I did my job.” It spooked the psychiatrist. By contrast, Milgram found it a fasci-
nating insight, so much so that he selected the man as a key case study for his 
book, giving him the alias of “Pasqual Gino,  water inspector.”15 Treating Mil-
gram’s index cards and transcripts simply as data to be quantified, it is easy to 
take Gino’s comments at face value. However, his files provide more context and 
suggest a diff er ent story.16 Forty- three years old and married, Gino was a fire-
man who lived in the neighboring town of Hamden. He described his  great relief 
at receiving the preliminary report of Milgram’s findings and attributed his 
be hav ior to having served in the military during World War II: “When the lieu-
tenant says  you’re  going to crawl on your gut, you crawl on your gut.” Yet one 
chilling detail emerges from his rec ords. More than seventeen years  after being 
discharged from the armed forces, Gino was still receiving psychiatric treatment 
at the local veterans hospital. This fact puts a diff er ent slant on his insistence that 
he was “happy to have been of ser vice.” Should the war veteran not have been 
screened out of the experiment?

Much ink has been spilled describing and debating shades of film noir. In 
1946, Italian screenwriter and critic Nino Frank sat down to watch American 
movies that had been unavailable during the war. Across the Atlantic, they  were 
making a new kind of police drama, he observed.  People had a hunger for real-
ity. “We’ve become familiar with the formula for detective stories: an unsolved 
crime, some suspects, and in the end the discovery of a guilty party through the 
diligence of an experienced observer.”17 Following the war, audiences  were far 
more interested in how  people behaved  under pressure rather than questions of 
“who done it.” Film noir was not terribly invested in plot or action. Instead, it 
focused on the psy chol ogy of criminals and the “facial expressions, gestures, and 
utterances” that revealed character.18

De cades  later, American writer and director Paul Schrader penned his own 
“Notes on Noir.” Borrowing from many sources, including German expression-
ism, the gangster film, and poetic realism, noir depicted a world of dark, slick 
city streets, crime, and corruption, said Schrader. Noir embraced mood and 
atmosphere. Nighttime streets glistened with freshly fallen rain. Actors deliv-
ered their lines standing in the shadows.19 As one filmmaker said, “The night 
ruled in film noir, the shadow more impor tant than the light.”20 In Blackout, 
film historian Sheri Biesen makes a case for two phases of film noir: war time 
and postwar. The latter style reflected Cold War anx i eties, including or ga nized 
crime, the rise of communism, and the atomic bomb. Good and evil  were no 
longer so clear- cut, and the deep blacks and harsh shadows of  earlier film noir 
gave way to shades of gray. Anxiety and paranoia, though, remained the order 
of the day.21

Winfried Fluck challenged the notion that film noir can be reduced to a set 
of endlessly repeated formulas or ele ments that must be included. He suggested 
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that the term encompasses a wide range of films that share an atmosphere rather 
than a narrative pattern. Film noirs immerse us in the world of the night. For 
Fluck, guilt is one of the preoccupations of noir— specifically, the guilt of the 
citizen- turned- criminal. His account of film noir places questions of moral 
responsibility and the puzzle of criminal motivation in center frame.22

Day  after day in New Haven, I arrived at the archives at opening time and 
left at closing time, blinking as I emerged into the early eve ning. As I stepped 
from interior lighting to twilight, I walked down Hilltop Ave nue, lined with his-
toric mansions and sweeping driveways. I gazed in at lit win dows and  imagined 
 people sitting down to dinner and conversation before resuming my walk  toward 
the bed- and- breakfast where I was staying. I registered the Stars and Stripes fly-
ing in support of the U.S. military’s latest  Middle East mission as I turned the 
front door key in its lock. I listened to the echo of my footsteps as I made my 
way down empty hallways, sensing muffled voices and movements  behind door-
ways. Separated from my partner and our daily routines in Sydney, I began to 
feel unmoored. Day  after day in the archive, I read accounts of fear and para-
noia— a place where nothing was quite as it seemed. Constant warnings from 
the university police about where it was safe to walk in New Haven, reportedly 
one of the most violent cities in Amer i ca, only added to my unease. Anxiety con-
sumed me. Is all this strictly relevant? Possibly—no, make that prob ably. Ivan 
Jablonka advocated creative history as a pro cess in which  every aspect of an 
investigation is made transparent— temporal and imaginative journeys, follow-
ing up leads, scrutinizing documents, interrogating witnesses, and choosing the 
right words and images to fashion a text.23 Such a pro cess can extend to noting 
one’s preoccupations and state of mind. It is all part of the investigation. I began 
to feel as though I was in a film noir myself.

On March 21, 1963, the spring equinox in the Northern Hemi sphere, the hours 
of daylight and dark  were roughly equal. In New Haven on that day, the sun  rose 
at approximately 7:00 a.m. and set at 7:00 p.m. As families gathered around 
the dinner  table, Mr. and Mrs. 501 drove to Yale University from Guilford— a 
 distance of approximately seventeen miles. Mr. 501, who took the wheel, had 
been invited to a gathering to rehash his experiences. Mrs. 501 was not invited. 
Nevertheless, she de cided to accompany him— again. What do we know about 
this  couple? I consulted Mr. 501’s subject rec ord.24 All we know of Mrs. 501 is 
what we can glean from her husband’s file. She, like most of the wives of male 
participants, is one of the missing persons of this story. In October 1961, when his 
experimental session was held, Mr. 501 was thirty- eight years old and employed 
as a clerk at a local plumbing supply store. During four years of military 
 ser vice, Mr. 501 reached the rank of petty officer second class but did not serve 
overseas. Born in Connecticut and affiliated with the Congregational Church, 
Mr. 501 was one of four siblings.  There is no rec ord of  whether he and his wife 
had  children of their own.
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As a filmmaker, I found myself visualizing some of the key events I read about 
in transcripts. In that liminal space between day and night, as the light fades 
and streetlights are switched on, Mrs. 501 waits in the car. This time, though, 
something propels her inside. She makes her way up the stairs and through the 
building’s main entrance. Perhaps she glances around to take in the marble floors 
and wood- paneled walls before muffled voices lead her to room 107. I envisage 
her hesitating at the door before creeping in. Several men, including her hus-
band, are gathered in a small seminar room. Unbeknownst to Mrs. 501, Milgram 
busies himself with the tape recorder  behind the two- way mirror. Dr. Errera 
invites Mrs. 501 to join them. “I just came in from the car to get out of the cold,” 
she says before taking a seat at the edge of the group.25  Later, the psychiatrist 
may well have regretted offering that invitation.

“Your neighbor could be the murderer,” the anxious townspeople are told in 
Lang’s M. In one early scene,  after receiving a tip the police raid an apartment. 
A  woman protests as the officer  rifles through drawers and cupboards. Her hus-
band is a model citizen. She exclaims: “Searching an honest man’s flat  because 
of an anonymous letter!” “Calm down,” the officer replies, “we are only  doing 
our duty.” The guilty man had left no trace. No one appeared to know anything. 
And yet, “he was one of us.” They must follow  every lead, interrogate  every man 
on the street.26 We come back to this idea again and again. An inspector tells 
the crowd that any one of them could be the culprit.

One participant from the “Pressure to Obey” version of the experiment caught 
my attention. He was among the small group of defiant subjects invited to a sym-
posium held on April 11, 1963.27 The bare facts  were  these. Aged thirty- nine and 
married, the subject was a purchasing man ag er in the fashion industry. Born in 
New York to parents who had migrated from Rus sia and Poland, respectively, 
he served in the armed forces during World War II and was an alderman on the 
New Haven City Council.28 How did he tell his story? One documentary noir 
variant involved an investigation by concerned public officials. The alderman’s 
account matches that template. He arrived home on the night in question and 
talked over his concerns with his wife. The alderman vowed that he would not 
rest  until he got to the bottom of the  matter. The next day, he called the Yale Uni-
versity psy chol ogy department. He consulted with other men he knew who had 
participated and called Milgram. However, this is where the alderman’s account 
departs from the familiar pattern. He found himself blocked at  every turn.  There 
was no systematic investigation undertaken by local authorities that aimed to 
get to the bottom of  things. In fact, the university was part of the prob lem.

The alderman ramped up his inquiries. A young  woman in his office had spo-
ken with several participants. Most of them inflicted the maximum shocks. 
They  were no better than the  people who ran concentration camps during the 
war, she said. On a business trip to New York, the alderman discussed the exper-
iment with close friends. One of them, a Holocaust survivor, was married to a 
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United Nations official. Hearing about the  trials being conducted in New Haven, 
she was very upset. How could experiments like  those the Nazis conducted in 
concentration camps be run in Connecticut? Should the United Nations be 
informed?

Who was the suspect in this New Haven noir? Theories varied. Some had their 
suspicions about the experimenters. Other subjects worried about neighbors and 
workmates. Exactly how many  people  were in on this  thing? For  others, the stuff 
of nightmares was even closer to home. What had they got themselves caught 
up in? Goethe wrote that  every man carried around a secret that would horrify 
his neighbor. Had they— however unwittingly— killed a man? What was  really 
happening down at Yale University? Who was responsible? Why was  there a 
cover-up?

Now, picture this. Mrs. 501 stayed at the edge of the group, listening. The con-
versation soon turns to her husband. He was distressed that he had continued 
to shock a man despite his loud protests. No  matter how many times Mr. 501 
went over the event, he could not picture the Victim getting out of the chair: “He 
was dead. . . .  I was completely convinced that he was getting the shock. I was giv-
ing him that shock. I was shaken.” Mrs. 501 confirmed her husband’s emotional 
state: “He was completely shaken.” The  couple  were soon co- narrating their 
story. If  there is one  thing that Milgram’s experiments demonstrate, it is this— 
the state of many marriages in New Haven at that time was rock solid. Partici-
pant  after participant recalled  going home and discussing the event with their 
wife long into the night. Mrs. 501 continued, “I was shivering. I was parked out 
in front. It was cold. I thought, ‘what in the world are they  doing in  there?’ ”29

Once again, Errera guided the discussion  toward the participant’s personal 
responsibility for his actions. How did Mr. 501 feel knowing that he was capable 
of killing a man? Mrs.  501 interjected. Perhaps,  behind his two- way mirror, 
 Stanley Milgram leaned forward, listened more carefully. Her husband was 
very upset by the experience  because he had never hurt anyone. During World 
War II, Mr.  501 had not seen combat. The only pos si ble explanation for her 
 husband continuing was that he had made an agreement with the experimenter: 
“I’m talking as— not as his wife, no sir. I  couldn’t, I mean I— when he got in the 
car I said, ‘well that’s absolutely ridicu lous.’ ” The transcriber underlined  those 
words to convey the force with which Mrs. 501 spoke.30

Reading the transcripts, I imagine  doing a cut and paste of the dialogue and 
rehearsing the scenes with actors. I do not have access to the original audiotapes, 
only the words on the page, and much of the context has been edited out: tone 
of voice, rhythms of speech, overlaps and interruptions, gaps, and silences— all 
are absent. I envisage diff er ent ‘line readings.’ Did Mrs. 501 get  under Errera’s 
skin? Or did Errera manage to maintain his professional demeanor?

The Stanley Milgram Papers make detectives of us all—no coincidence given 
the collection’s rich depository of materials and still extremely relevant questions. 
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A born- and- bred New Haven private investigator reported that he had obeyed 
the Experimenter all the way to the end (i.e., administered the maximum voltage 
shock to the Victim) but was extremely upset by his actions. He considered 
 going to Yale University and making inquiries of his own. How could they 
allow such a  thing? Now  there was a story!  There  were traces of information in 
the Stanley Milgram Papers that could turn into  viable leads everywhere— details 
of participants’ age, marital status, employment history, and ethnic background— 
names and addresses (accidentally) not redacted. Some participants have 
long ago publicly identified themselves. Working with archival documents 
requires special attention to details that may have been overlooked, checking 
and cross- checking to flush out new information. But which clues should be 
followed up?

In some cases,  after many painstaking hours, I matched redacted rec ords of 
participants with the individuals concerned. What are the ethics of revealing 
this information? Should I approach the families and descendants of  those con-
cerned? I strug gled with this question before approaching it from a diff er ent 
direction. Writing about cold cases, criminologist Ron Mendall noted that  every 
investigation requires a working theory. Why has the case been reopened? With-
out a clear answer, an investigation is stuck at the “spinning wheels” stage.31 My 
focus was this: How did participants draw on narrative resources to make sense 
of their experiences? I concluded that identifying individuals lay outside my brief.

Of the dozens of accounts I read from box 155, it was the story of Mr. and 
Mrs. 501 that claimed me. I was moved by Mrs. 501’s tenacity. Protective of her 
husband and his fragile  mental state, she was determined to get to the bottom 
of  things. Routinely not invited to participate in gatherings and events on account 
of her gender, she simply invited herself and proceeded to conduct her own inves-
tigation. I delved further into the files, incomplete as they  were. Drawing on 
transcripts and rec ords, I visualized the scene.

Exterior. Road. Night. We follow Mr. and Mrs. 501 as they drive home around 
10:00 p.m. on Tuesday, October 12, 1961. It was a foggy night. Visibility was poor. 
They most likely took the back route home to Guilford. Mrs. 501 asks if she should 
drive. Rejecting her offer, Mr. 501 takes the wheel.  There are not that many ways 
to shoot driving scenes. In my film version, the camera would be rigged on a 
vehicle traveling ahead, looking back at Mr. and Mr. 501 and holding them in a 
two- shot. The amber light of the dashboard illuminates their  faces. As Mr. 501 
gradually regains control of his emotions, his story spills out. It all started inno-
cently enough. He was given a series of instructions and a sample shock. He did 
a practice run of reading out the word pairs. Less than twenty minutes  later, he 
found himself pushing a button to inflict high- voltage shocks on a man who cried 
out about a heart condition. Mr. 501 pushed the button  until he was told to stop. 
Another  human being might now be dead due to his actions.32 Mrs. 501 can 
scarcely believe what she is hearing. The beam of their headlights barely cuts 
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through the fog. Cocooned in the car, the  couple keep rehashing the events of 
the eve ning as they try to make sense of it all.

In room 107, Errera suggested that the alderman recount his experience in 
less dramatic terms. Did he feel that he had gone too far? That even a few shocks 
 were too many? “If  there was any ele ment of hurting  people, physically hurting 
 people, it [the experiment] should be  stopped,” the alderman insisted. Perhaps 
the elected public official would have found the experience easier to live with if 
he rehearsed a diff er ent way of telling his story. But he felt a responsibility to 
 family, workmates, po liti cal and religious affiliations, and the broader commu-
nity. Errera’s authorized version robs the alderman and other New Haven resi-
dents of agency. To whom was the psychiatrist responsible? The participants? Or 
the experimenter?

Postwar Hollywood was enamored of all  things related to psy chol ogy and psy-
chiatry.33  There  were stories of psychiatrists who suffered breakdowns or  were 
imposters and doubles, along with a grab bag of related imagery, including lie 
detectors and mirrors. This may have partly been due to leading directors, includ-
ing Alfred Hitchcock and Billy Wilder, having served in psychological warfare 
units during World War II. The films they produced included newsreels show-
ing the atrocities uncovered when the Allies liberated Nazi concentration camps. 
 There was concern that the public would not believe the evidence. Consequently, 
Hitchcock was asked to consult on the British documentary Memory of the 
Camps.34 Hitchcock advised using graphics to show each of the eleven concen-
tration camps in its geographic context. Where  were the nearest villages? Who 
lived  there? How many ordinary  people must have known of the existence of 
the camps?

Peter Lorre played the child murderer in M. Facing the court, his character 
confessed he had fi nally found the source of the darkness that haunted him. He 
walked the streets day and night, unable to shake the feeling that someone was 
following him,  until eventually he realized, “It is I myself . . .  following me.” As 
Milgram’s series of experiments drew to a close in January 1962, he strug gled 
with his conscience. In notes he titled “An Experimenter’s Dilemma,” he out-
lined his personal quandary.35 A man with a heart condition pleaded to be let 
out of an electric chair. The experimenter refused. Surely, this was unethical? 
Or, even worse, immoral? Subjects  were deeply distressed. Why did he feel jus-
tified in continuing? The doubts kept coming. His findings could be used by  those 
looking to elicit greater obedience. Personal ambition, rather than a desire to help 
mankind, was most likely his overriding motive: “When an investigator keeps 
his eyes open through a scientific study, he learns  things about himself as well 
as his subjects and the observations do not always flatter.”36

Individuals do not make up stories; rather, we all work with the narrative 
resources available to us. Stories are our companions, claims Arthur Frank. 
They can be helpful or dangerous.37 As a genre, postwar documentary noir was 
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particularly open to repurposing and adaptation since some of its key hall-
marks  were mood and atmosphere rather than plot.

That autumn in New Haven, I found myself drawn to the  music of Estonian 
composer Arvo Pärt. I wanted to tune out some of the darkness. In midlife, Pärt 
rejected his artistic work to date and went into an exile he described as  going 
deep into the shadows. He would make an artistic investigation. A few years  later, 
the composer emerged with a new style inspired by the action of a bell as it moved 
from side to side. Pärt was interested in the spaces between the notes. Every thing 
about his  music spoke to me. I walked all over New Haven. This time, though, 
I  left my research notes  behind. I walked to concert halls, auditorium, and 
churches. It was Easter, and it seemed that Pärt’s quiet meditative  music was 
being rehearsed or played everywhere. As I crept into the performing spaces, 
large and small, I took my place alongside rows of  people listening intently.  There 
was the rustle of programs, someone trying to suppress a cough, a whisper fad-
ing away. We  were together alone.

It is difficult to close this New Haven noir. I do not yet have the answers I am 
looking for. In the last de cade or two, the files of Stanley Milgram have been 
reopened. (Perhaps they  were never  really closed?) Scores of researchers have 
pored over them as newly redacted materials come to light, new lines of inquiry 
are generated, and leads investigated and cross- checked. My own preliminary 
findings? The dossiers on individuals that I have compiled suggest a collective 
story: a counterinvestigation run by concerned citizens. They include Mr. and 
Mrs. 501, the alderman, a New Haven private detective, a  legal counselor, a Yale 
University forestry professor, the local synagogue, and many  others.

Imagine this. New Haven. A summer’s night in early 1962. The forestry pro-
fessor picks up the telephone. He dials a number and demands to speak with 
Stanley Milgram. The  legal counselor breaks into the court house files,  rifles 
through the rec ords, one eye always on the door. The private detective stakes out 
Linsly- Chittenden Hall, rec ords  people entering and exiting, and sweeps his 
flashlight across the stairs to the basement. The alderman takes the train to New 
York. Light flickers  behind a win dow. A group of concerned citizens gather at 
the local synagogue. Milgram must account for his actions. Mrs. 501, sitting in 
the Plymouth, is caught in the beam of a passing car’s headlights. Their story is 
not about local participants as victims at the hands of an elite educational and 
research institution; rather, casting themselves as players in a documentary noir 
was a means of restoring agency to  those disturbed by what may have been hap-
pening  behind closed doors at Yale University.
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In the early hours of March 13, 1964, New York City resident Catherine Geno-
vese became the “Kitty Genovese” of a twentieth- century parable— social 
psy chol ogy’s “Bystander Effect” experiment. Returning home late one night, 
twenty- eight- year- old Genovese was brutally raped and murdered outside her 
apartment on a quiet residential street. As detectives pursued her killer, a second 
line of investigation emerged. Thirty- eight local residents allegedly watched the 
tragic events unfold over an extended period but did nothing.  These onlookers 
became “persons of interest” as a hom i cide investigation jump- started a broader 
inquiry into the be hav ior of  people living in cities.  Were we Bad Samaritans?

 There  were many versions of the Kitty Genovese story. However, it was the 
New York Times account of March 27, 1964, two weeks  after the appearance of 
the newspaper’s routine report of a murder, that shifted the focus of the investi-
gation from the perpetrator to the onlookers. (By then, Winston Mosley had 
already confessed to the crime, plus the burglary, rape, and murder of another 
young  woman, and was awaiting trial.) A global outpouring of concern and anger 
followed. The crime touched and continues to touch a social nerve. Two years  later, 
a program of social psy chol ogy experiments initiated by John Darley and Bibb 
Latane sought explanations: Why did so many  people ignore a  dying  woman? 
 Were we Bad Samaritans? Another line of investigation by Irving and Jane Pilia-
vin reported more Good Samaritans than have usually been recognized. The latter 
research failed to capture the public imagination in the same way. Why?

In the early 1990s, memory researcher John Kotre described social psy chol-
ogy experiments as “scientific parables.”1  Those that attracted the most atten-
tion employed vivid imagery, conceptual simplicity, and story lines that led to a 
probing question. Stanley Milgram’s Obedience to Authority was a good example. 
Experimental results  were often counterintuitive. Most of Milgram’s subjects 

c h a p t e r   4

Good or Bad Samaritans?
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 were said to have gone all the way in inflicting harmful (ultimately fatal) shocks 
although it was predicted that only a tiny percentage would do so. Scientific 
parables also invited us to identify with the protagonist, who was usually the 
subject of the experiment: to ask ourselves, “What would I have done?” Psy-
chol ogy’s parables  were often linked to a signal crime or historical event— the 
Holocaust in the case of Milgram’s Obedience to Authority and the murder of 
Kitty Genovese in the case of the bystander experiments. But what happens when 
experiments- as- parables are linked to factual accounts discovered to be incor-
rect? How do we separate the experiment and the event to create imaginative 
space to fashion new stories?

I delved into the newspaper archives to discover more about the Kitty 
 Genovese story. I was not the first to do so, not by a long stretch. However, I 
wanted to trace its central dramatic image. That picture of thirty- eight wit-
nesses watching from their lit win dows at night played a leading role in imprint-
ing the crime and the bystander experiments in the collective imagination, 
pulling focus from other stories and pos si ble explanations.

In newspaper archives, I soon discovered The Lonely Street— the proposed 
film, that is. Within months of the Genovese killing, Warner  Brothers purchased 
the rights to a story based on a “real- life murder witnessed by at least 38 wit-
nesses.”2 “Genovese Slaying Script Sold,” read one headline. Writer Harry Essex 
had managed to bash out a film treatment before the chalk marks at the crime 
scene (indicating a body) had faded. Essex began his  career as a newspaper 
reporter in New York City and had some plays produced off Broadway.  After he 
was discharged from the U.S. Army Signal Corps in 1947, the aspiring screen-
writer found work in Hollywood. Essex soon racked up credits in comedy, sci-
ence fiction, thrillers, and police procedurals. One way or another, he wrote— a 
lot. Essex’s credits for films set on the dark side of the street included episodes 
of The Untouchables and additional dialogue for the landmark documentary film 
noir He Walked by Night (1948). The screenwriter’s finest hour was the cult sci-fi 
horror film Creature from the Black Lagoon (1954). He had a talent for tapping 
into societal fears while entertaining  people.

By the late 1950s, semidocumentary noir emerged as one distinct style. Scripts 
 were often based on nonfiction sources. Scenes filmed in studios  were mixed with 
 those shot at real locations. Cities  were characters. Cameras followed fictional 
investigators out on the city streets as they tried to get to the bottom of  things. 
 There  were cops gone bad, wrongful convictions, and officials who went under-
cover to infiltrate the mob. Many of  these stories, mixing entertainment with a 
social message, migrated from film to radio and then to tele vi sion. Sometimes, 
the movement went the other way— from radio to tele vi sion.3 What ever the 
medium, audiences had developed a taste for stories plucked from newspapers 
and investigators’ rec ords.
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One such file belonged to Catherine Genovese, twenty- eight years old, of 
82–70 Austin Street, Kew Gardens, New York City.4 The redacted police reports 
released de cades  later  were practically illegible. However, the focus of the inves-
tigation had soon shifted to  those who witnessed the crime. This was what made 
this story— potentially— a documentary noir rather than a true crime story.

Persons of Interest

Although numerous cracks appeared in the New York Times account of the 
 murder of Genovese, it was not seriously challenged for de cades.5 Archival 
sleuthing revealed that  there  were not thirty- eight witnesses. The murder did 
not take place in full view of onlookers; no one could see the entire sequence of 
actions. Therefore, the event was not immediately identifiable as a serious 
crime. Further,  there  were two separate attacks, not three. One neighbor yelled, 
“Leave that girl alone!” While the Times reported that thirty- eight witnesses 
could have intervened during the attack, police rec ords revealed that only 
two witnesses could feasibly have done so— the janitor in an apartment block 
across the street, and a gay man in the same building who, scared almost 
 witless, took some time to reach a neighbor and call the police.

The initial New York Times report of the murder was buried deep in the news-
paper. Sadly, the event was far from unusual; it was one of 636 murders in New 
York City that year. The brief article, published on March 14, 1964, opened with 
“A 28- year- old Queens  woman was stabbed to death early yesterday morning 
outside her apartment in Kew Gardens. Neighbors who  were awakened by her 
screams found the  woman, Miss Catherine Genovese of 82–70 Austin Street, 
shortly  after 3 a.m.” 6 Initially, the crime warranted only a brief follow-up of what 
reporters termed the “police blotter” (a large book providing a chronological 
rec ord of the events in a given precinct for the day). Police had spent the day 
searching for the murder weapon, interviewing witnesses, and checking the 
license plates of cars seen in the vicinity. At this stage, they had no clues.

Over the next two weeks, the murder of Genovese was reported by numer-
ous other American newspapers. Predictably, New York tabloids tended to blame 
the victim. On March 14, the day  after the rape and killing, the New York Daily 
News reported, “Knifed Barmaid Dies in Mystery.”

Catherine Genovese did work in a bar; however, she was the man ag er. Her 
teenage marriage had been annulled. She “ran with a fast crowd” and lived in a 
bohemian neighborhood.7 A black- and- white mug shot of Genovese, taken two 
years  earlier when she was charged with a minor gambling offense, appeared to 
confirm this version. A police reconstruction made mention of neighbors 
who overheard her say, “I’ve been stabbed.” The following day, detectives reported 
that “three or four witnesses” had seen a man attacking the victim.8
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The New York Herald Tribune article “Help Cry Ignored, Girl Dies of Knif-
ing” provided the first glimpse of that key image. “The neighbors had grandstand 
seats for the slaying of Kitty Genovese. And, yet, when the pretty diminutive 
twenty- eight- year- old brunette called for help, she called in vain,” reported Robert 
Parrella the day  after the murder.9 Note the “grandstand seats”—as if  people 
 were watching a sporting event. Why did Parrella’s version fail to capture the 
attention that the New York Times story soon would? In part, this was  because it 
appeared on page 10 of a newspaper with considerably less prestige. More impor-
tant, the Herald Tribune account lacked one telling detail. Then police com-
missioner Michael Murphy gave newly appointed New York Times city editor 
Abe Rosenthal a tip:  there  were thirty- eight witnesses to a murder down in Queens, 
and not one of them had contacted the police.10 Rosenthal dispatched reporters 
to the neighborhood to interview witnesses and detectives working on the case. 
He personally line edited the resulting article, but apparently, no one did much 
fact- checking.

“For more than half an hour, 38 respectable, law- abiding citizens in Queens 
watched a killer stalk and stab a  woman in three separate attacks in Kew  Gardens,” 
the New York Times lead story now claimed.11 The case was baffling, said the vet-
eran detective in charge of the investigation. “As we have reconstructed the crime, 
the assailant had three chances to kill the  woman during a 35- minute period. . . .  
If we had been called when she was first attacked, she might not be dead now,” 
he added. One witness told detectives, “I  didn’t want to get involved.”

Much ink has since been spilled telling and retelling the Kitty Genovese story. 
Judging by the number of re- enactments and true crime stories it has inspired, 
the event makes detectives of us all. Long before the murder led to a program of 
social science research into (at least initially) public apathy, it was supposedly 
underpinned by  those police reconstructions of the crime. Yet, the key details 
of the New York Times story owed more to imagination than facts. As psycholo-
gist Arthur Lurigio wrote, “The reporting was filled with inaccuracies.” Each 
time the story was told, “the most resounding (and inaccurate) aspects  were 
emphasized for dramatic effect.”12

Reconstructions of crimes aim to flush out new evidence and develop plau-
sible theories that can be tested. They involve gaining “explicit knowledge of the 
series of events that surround . . .  a crime using deductive and inductive reason-
ing, physical evidence, scientific methods, and their inter- relationships.”13 As a 
popu lar character cautioned in an episode of the con temporary tele vi sion series 
CSI: Crime Scene Investigation, “You  don’t crunch the evidence to fit a theory.”14 
As far back as 1933, Luke May— author of the influential book Scientific Murder 
Investigation— considered that the true mark of an investigator was the ability 
to “work tirelessly, obtaining facts upon which to predicate theories, changing 
his initial theories as the facts developed.”15  Human testimony, in par tic u lar, 
should be treated with caution. Edward Heinrich, a legendary Berkeley- based 
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con sul tant on criminal investigations and crime analy sis, offered the analogy 
of a mosaic: “ Every fact must be evaluated before it can fit into the pattern.”16

The New York Times city editor Rosenthal took the story and ran with it. His 
follow-up article canvassed expert opinions on the puzzling be hav ior of Geno-
vese’s neighbors. Its subheading was practically an article itself: “Apathy Is Puz-
zle in Queens Killing: Behavioral Specialists Hard Put to Explain Witnesses’ 
Failure to Call Police— Interpretations Vary— Some Say Tendency Not to Get 
Involved Is Typical  Others Call It Uncommon.”17 Psychiatrists, psychologists, 
and sociologists all weighed in, but no real agreement was reached. Police stepped 
up their law- and- order campaign, encouraging  people to report crime. Tele vi-
sion was soon called out as part of the prob lem. “A confusion of fantasy with 
real ity, fed by an endless stream of tele vi sion vio lence, was in part responsible 
for the fact that 37 Queens residents could passively watch a murder take place,” 
claimed one forensic psychiatrist.18 Accumulated images damaged the brain. One 
won ders what he might have made of our current world of video streamed 24/7.

Thirty- Eight Witnesses, Rosenthal’s nonfiction novella, was on the shelves of 
bookshops within months. In the early 1960s, Adolf Eichmann’s trial for crimes 
against humanity was one of the world’s first live tele vi sion events. Rosenthal’s 
account of onlookers who failed to intervene echoed— albeit on a much smaller 
scale— the Holocaust. In emotive language, the New York Times city editor held 
his fellow citizens to account for the murder of Kitty Genovese.  Every one of 
 those thirty- eight decent, middle- class  people turned away when they heard a 
cry in the night, he wrote.19

A half- hour CBS radio program, “The Apathetic American,” about “Ameri-
can fear and indifference in times of crisis,” was broadcast in August 1964. It 
staged a re- creation of the murder, followed by a roundtable with social com-
mentators.20 Americans, it seemed,  were not only apathetic but unengaged. 
A tele vi sion documentary, The Detached Americans, drew on the Genovese par-
able to bookend an inquiry into civic values. The presenter appeared in the 
studio with a tele vi sion set displaying a crime scene photo graph— the chalked 
outline of a body on the pavement amid pools of blood. Thirty- eight witnesses 
watched the murder and then went to bed, he claimed. It was all in an eve ning’s 
entertainment.

Warner  Brothers soon took an option on Rosenthal’s Thirty- Eight Witnesses.21 
As a nonfiction novella, the book was almost made for adaptation to the big 
screen. Nonfiction was in the news. Tom Wolfe claimed that his fellow feature 
writers at the New York Herald Tribune, experimenting with fictional techniques 
to produce livelier writing, in ven ted New Journalism around this time. How-
ever, many other feature writers, including the New Yorker’s John Hersey and 
Lillian Ross, had long been experimenting with the art of facts. Six months  after 
the murder of Catherine Genovese, Lonely Street was being rushed into produc-
tion. Leonard Kantor, whose credits included episodes of M Squad and The 
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Untouchables, which focused on elite police squads tackling or ga nized crime and 
corruption, took over writing duties in mid-1964 and quickly produced two 
drafts. The title of the proposed film was changed to Thirty- Eight Witnesses.

The thinking  woman’s defense  lawyer, Perry Mason, played by Raymond Burr, 
had a crack at the case in “The Case of the  Silent Six,” a 1965 episode of the popu-
lar long- running drama Perry Mason. (Presumably, the number of witnesses 
was reduced to six for bud get reasons.) Mason defended a police officer falsely 
accused of killing a man who assaulted a young  woman (figures 4.1 and 4.2.) Piec-
ing together the evidence with his customary zeal, Mason confronted the real 
killer on the witness stand. “I’m guilty,” the latter confessed. “But  you’re guiltier 
than I am!” He added, gazing around the courtroom, “ either  because you  were 
too scared or too busy or you  don’t care.”22 His courtroom speech summed 
up the key reasons  people made for not helping in the parable of the Good 
Samaritan— all of which  were soon incorporated into social psy chol ogy’s 
bystander experiments.

The Numbers

How did the story of one crime come to dominate bystander research? Social 
psychologists John Darley and Bibb Latane named four “crimes” that inspired 
their “Bystander Effect” experiments. All occurred in New York City within a 
year of the murder of Catherine Genovese.23 The other incidents involved Olga 
Romero (assault), Andrew Mormille (murder), and Eleanor Bradley (who broke 
her leg while shopping). The shocking  thing in each case was that so many  people 
failed to help.

I went looking for more information. The sources appeared to be newspaper 
accounts. No rec ord of the incident involving Bradley could be located. It was 
unlikely that such a minor accident would have made the news. Perhaps, I spec-
ulated, the psychologists heard about her ordeal from a friend or colleague? 
I soon moved on to the case of Olga Romero. “Rape Victim’s Screams Draw 40, 
but No One Acts,” read the headline for Thomas Buckley’s story in the New York 
Times less than a month  after the murder of Genovese.24 Eighteen- year- old 
switchboard operator Olga Romero was violently assaulted by a traveling sales-
man in a deserted office building. Only when the young  woman managed to 
escape and reached the ground floor entrance, her attacker still in pursuit, did 
 others became aware of her plight. According to court statements, a naked and 
bleeding Romero screamed, “Help me, help me, I’ve been raped.”  People gath-
ered outside the building. “The crowd of onlookers . . .  stood  silent and immo-
bile, heedless to the girl’s pleas,” reported Buckley.25 Two police officers on their 
way to work came to her aid. Patrolman Brown and his partner pushed through 
the crowd to save the young  woman. They arrested the man she identified as her 
attacker and called the station for backup.



Figure 4.1.  Perry Mason, “The Case of the  Silent Six,” 1965.

Figure 4.2.  Perry Mason, “The Case of the  Silent Six,” 1965.
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“Forty  people could have helped that girl yesterday but none of the jerks helped 
her,” Brown said in court.26  Because he and his partner did not take any witness 
statements,  there was no corroboration of the estimated crowd numbers. 
 Buckley visited the crime scene before filing his New York Times story, but “no 
one could be found yesterday who had seen the attack or had heard the young 
 woman’s screams.”  There existed chilling echoes of the rape and murder of Geno-
vese. This time, however, readers  were confronted with an image of a faceless 
crowd. It could almost have been a zombie movie.

The brutal stabbing of Andrew Mormille as he returned home from an out-
ing to Coney Island with his girlfriend was a media sensation. Police reported 
that the murder occurred in front of approximately ten passengers seated in the 
same train carriage. Yet, according to the press, no one went to Mormille’s aid 
or would help police identify his killers.27 Detectives rode the subway for days 
afterward with a sketch of the suspect, a composite based on witnesses’ descrip-
tions. “We are in desperate need of assistance,” said the detective in charge. “How 
can we solve the crime if the  people who saw it  won’t come forward?”28 Tabloids 
ran graphic crime scene shots of the teenager’s body slumped on the floor of an 
empty train carriage in a pool of blood.29 However, contrary to the headlines, 
some  people did help the police— three teenage girls, accompanied by their 
 mothers, eventually came forward. The alleged killer had harassed them before 
knifing Mormille. They had been too terrified to speak.

 These four events all resonated with concerns about the dangers of living in 
the big city.  People’s failure to intervene was attributed to every thing from apa-
thy and the lack of connection between  people in urban environments to the 
impact of watching too much tele vi sion (much like con temporary concerns about 
 people spending too much time in front of screens). Perpetrators  were appre-
hended relatively quickly. Inevitably, court cases focused on establishing the case 
for prosecution rather than the failure of multiple eyewitnesses to offer help. In 
the court of public opinion, however, the case against the groups of onlookers 
who failed to intervene was still to be prosecuted.

Due to the practical and ethical difficulties of staging vio lence, psychologists’ 
first experiments  were based on minor incidents and improvised primarily in 
universities. They included a simulated fit, a  woman falling, and a smoke- filled 
room. The “simulated fit” scenario was intended to replicate the dynamics of the 
Genovese murder by isolating participants. Male and female students  were placed 
individually in a room equipped with headphones and a microphone and asked 
to listen for instructions. They soon overheard a victim crying for help. In the 
“fallen  woman” scenario, subjects  were invited to participate in a survey of puz-
zle preferences. They  were provided with a variety of materials to evaluate while 
the experimenter left to work nearby. Participants soon heard a loud crash fol-
lowed by a  woman’s scream, “Oh my god, my foot, I . . .  I  can’t move it. . . .  I  can’t 
get this  thing off me.” Last, students recruited as volunteers  were asked to report 
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to a room and fill in a survey. While they  were waiting, smoke began to trickle 
 under the door. This was intended to simulate an ambiguous but potentially dan-
gerous situation.

Accepting an award for their initial research in 1969, Darley and Latane sum-
marized their depressing findings.  There was a clear explanation for the apathy 
of  those who saw Genovese murdered. It may sound counterintuitive, but the 
likelihood of any one person acting as a Good Samaritan in an emergency 
decreased as the number of witnesses increased. Most  people  were cowards, 
ready to pass the buck and convince themselves that someone  else could take 
care of an emergency. “It was considered embarrassing to look overly concerned, 
to seem flustered, to lose your cool your public”30—we  were (mostly) Bad 
Samaritans.

Good Samaritans

For seven and a half minutes in 1968, hundreds of New York City subway pas-
sengers formed a captive audience as a man strug gled to his feet and collapsed. 
In repeated scenarios, a concerned fellow passenger was usually kneeling at his 
side within seventy seconds, reported Irving, Jane Piliavin, and Judith Rodin. 
By staging emergency scenarios on the subway, they hoped to achieve greater 
realism than was pos si ble in a university laboratory. Four diff er ent men— three 
white and one black— were cast in the victim role. During some  trials, the vic-
tim smelled of alcohol and appeared to be drunk. In  others, he used a cane and 
appeared blind. Overwhelmingly, the latter received help from passengers, and 
the victim who seemed drunk was assisted far less often. The researchers 
noted that  people  were more likely to empathize with someone of their own 
race and ethnicity. They did not find that the presence of greater numbers of 
 people prevented  people from helping in emergencies31—we  were (mostly) 
Good Samaritans.

The Good Samaritan experiments received considerably less press attention 
than the Bad Samaritan experiments. Some journalists even described them as 
“phony dramas.”32 The same criticism was not made of the incidents staged by 
Darley and Latane, although both research teams devised short scenarios and 
staged them with nonprofessional actors (usually student volunteers).  Whether 
they featured Good or Bad Samaritans, none of the scenarios devised for 
bystander research captured the collective imagination outside classrooms and 
lecture theaters. Their dramatic stakes  were low— the simulations lacked not only 
vivid imagery but also the potential for dramatic action and characterization. 
The Piliavin and Rodin subway experiments do not appear to have been filmed. 
The Darley and Latane experiments have proved to be best suited to restaging 
for educational documentaries or current affairs programs in which commen-
tators could discuss their findings.
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Leads Not Followed

When he first arrived in New York City to take up a new appointment, Stanley 
Milgram found the city a nightmare. Leaving  Grand Central, he was caught up 
in pushing, shoving crowds: “Why  were  people so rushed? Even drunks on the 
streets  were passed without a glance.  People  didn’t seem to care about each other 
at all.”33 Milgram was one of the first social psychologists to seek an explana-
tion for the be hav ior of the alleged thirty- eight witnesses in the Genovese mur-
der. “We are all certain that we could have done better,” Milgram and sociologist 
Paul Hollander wrote in a 1964 article for the Nation.  There  were real dangers in 
becoming involved in violent situations, and it was foolish to ignore them. The 
anger  toward the residents of Kew Gardens was such that one senator read 
the New York Times article aloud to Congress so that it could become part of the 
official rec ord. But where was that same senator when the murder of black  people 
occurred in his home state in front of white onlookers who did not protest? 
Directing their attention back to the Genovese murder, Milgram and Hollander 
speculated that each person might have believed that someone  else was taking 
action. Why did the onlookers not band together, run out into the street, and 
tackle the assailant? Apart from issues of time and organ ization, they  were ill- 
equipped to do so. Vilifying ordinary citizens was not the answer. This was Mil-
gram at his best— the streetwise psychologist tuned in to the world around him.

In the summer of 1960, Milgram and some friends traveled out of New York 
City, improvising street theater scenes. Stopping at restaurants and gas stations 
along a major route, they staged scenes of conflict. Their improvisations featured 
an irate  woman who discovers her husband has been unfaithful. Despite scenes 
of heightened emotion, onlookers avoided involvement even when the husband 
was physically aggressive  toward his wife. Returning to Harvard, Milgram wrote 
up a set of experiments in which subjects would overhear such an argument. At 
a predetermined cue, the  woman would cry out for help. Who, if anyone, would 
intervene? And at what point? Milgram’s proposed studies  were called the “social 
intrusion” experiments. Not long afterward, the twenty- something psychologist 
was appointed to his first ongoing academic position at Yale University. Work-
ing with students, Milgram progressed the idea via an experiment about a  woman 
abused in a laundromat by a drunk.34 (The “Obedience to Authority” experi-
ments  were also initially workshopped with students.) As it turned out, the 
obedience work took off. Milgram put the “social intrusion” experiments aside, 
and the moment to return to them never quite arrived.

What might Milgram’s unstaged bystander experiments have looked and 
sounded like? It is safe to say that they would have been far more dramatic than 
 either the Good Samaritan or the Bad Samaritan experiments. From the begin-
ning, Milgram understood that the gender of  people in conflict was a critical 
 factor in  whether onlookers intervened to help. The article in the Nation suggested 
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he was also aware that the race of  those requiring help was significant. Alone 
among his generation of social psychologists, Milgram was able to take obser-
vations from life and give them dramatic expression— sketching preliminary 
thoughts, workshopping scenarios with student or social actors, feeding insights 
back into the experimental design. His dramatic experiments may have made 
headlines (and not always for good reasons), but they  were never simply torn 
from the headlines.

Writing in Life magazine not long  after the Genovese rape and murder story 
broke, journalist and editor Loudon Wainwright described the experiments thus: 
“For the most part, the witnesses, crouching in darkened win dows like watch-
ers of a Late Show, looked on  until the play had passed from their view.”35 The 
event itself was already drama. It is hardly surprising that the thirty- eight wit-
nesses who watched a  woman being murdered—as if they  were viewing late- night 
television— overshadowed the small- scale drama of psychologists’ experiments.

Research into the bystander effect continued for de cades. According to Jane 
Piliavin— summarizing the evolution of research on altruism and helping—by 
the 1980s, it was clear that the numbers  were not the only  factor. Rather, the com-
bined efforts of many researchers in the social sciences demonstrated that some 
 people help  under some circumstances in some emergencies. Collectively, we 
 were Not- So- Bad Samaritans. Unfortunately, this more nuanced explanation was 
not the stuff of headlines.

Witness to a Killing

Eventually, I located the screenplay for Lonely Street by Harry Essex in the 
 University of Southern California Warner  Brothers Archive in Los Angeles. 
One alternative title was 38 Witnesses. Although the materials  were deposited 
in the archive donated by Warner  Brothers to the University of Southern Cali-
fornia, the files stayed firmly shut. ( Unless you are on the West Coast of the 
United States, copying and digitization are not permitted.) The latest title was 
revealing— Witness to a Killing— a noir title if ever I have heard one.

Not long  after purchasing the rights to Essex’s story, Warner  Brothers signed 
on William Conrad as producer and director. Conrad was a Hollywood heavy-
weight, a larger- than- life figure who began his  career playing thugs and heav-
ies. He was also the voice of hundreds of crime stories for film, radio, and 
tele vi sion. In 1963, Conrad began a long stint as narrator on the hugely popu lar 
series The Fugitive.  Every episode began the same way. Out of the darkness, the 
lights of a train rush  toward us. Inside the train, a man in a suit is guarded by a 
detective; an innocent man, he has been convicted of murder and is headed for 
death row. Suddenly, all is chaos. The train comes off the rails, and the prisoner 
slips away. As in its big- screen noir counter parts, The Fugitive’s narration com-
bines exposition with insights into characters’  mental states. “Walk neither too 
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fast nor too slow, beware the eyes of strangers, keep moving,” William Conrad 
intones as the eponymous fugitive takes his first steps  under an assumed iden-
tity.36 Oddly,  those par tic u lar lines could serve double duty for a  woman walk-
ing alone at night— a  woman like Catherine Genovese. Keep moving. Do not 
meet anyone’s eyes. Be ready to break into a sprint.

In her insightful book, The Stubborn Particulars of Social Psy chol ogy,  Frances 
Cherry highlights that the initial bystander experiments revealed at least as 
much about the preoccupations of American social science in the 1960s as they 
did about the be hav ior of bystanders. That era’s research imperative was to gen-
erate broad theories about  human be hav ior to be tested  under laboratory con-
ditions. In the pro cess, impor tant details  were erased, including gender, race, 
sexuality, class, and age. Cherry proposed reinserting some of  those details in 
the picture. One start, she suggested, might be shifting the focus from “ there was 
an emergency, and no one intervened to help” to “vio lence was directed at yet 
another  woman by a man and no one intervened to help.”37

The fortieth anniversary of Genovese’s rape and murder saw the story in the 
news once again. In 2004, prompted by research by Kew Gardens resident Jo De 
May, the New York Times fi nally admitted that  there  were gaps in its story about 
the thirty- eight witnesses.38 De May, a maritime  lawyer, pored over the  legal doc-
umentation, including trial transcripts. Conducting his own investigation, he 
even ran up and down the stairs of Genovese’s building with a stopwatch. He 
concluded that the vast majority of witnesses did not see any part of the attack— 
what  people saw or heard was fleeting and vague. Social psychologist Mark 
Levine attributed the lack of attention to situations in which groups of  people 
do help to the parable of the thirty- eight witnesses: “Due to the power [of the 
Genovese story] we rarely . . .  look at situations where the power of the collec-
tive can actually enhance intervention.”39

The Witness

“I want you to squeeze the neighborhood dry. Make the  people talk,” a detective 
told his colleagues in Death Scream (1975), a made- for- television thriller based 
on the Genovese murder.40 The telemovie opened with the familiar re- creation 
of a young  woman arriving home late at night and screaming as she is savagely 
attacked.  People watched from their flats but did not help. The murder of Geno-
vese has been re- enacted repeatedly, but never so powerfully as in the closing 
moments of the feature documentary The Witness (2016).41

The film had its genesis in a scripted film about Kitty Genovese written by 
director James Solomon for Home Box Office. However, the feature drama did 
not come to fruition, and Solomon returned to other writing proj ects. In 2004, 
the fortieth anniversary of the murder, he read the New York Times article that 
had raised questions about the accuracy of the newspaper’s account of the thirty- 
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eight witnesses. The director proposed to Bill Genovese— Catherine Genovese’s 
younger  brother, whom he had met on the research trail— that they document 
their search on camera.

Bill Genovese was sixteen years old when his  sister was raped and murdered. 
 After spending many years not wanting to know what happened that night, he 
came to the realization that “not knowing was worse than knowing.” He wanted 
to create a sense of his  sister as a person, not as a victim or as collateral damage 
to the bystander effect. Solomon and his collaborators spent eleven years docu-
menting Bill Genovese’s relentless quest to track down every one he could to learn 
more about what had happened to his  sister. Their interview subjects included 
neighbors, detectives, and journalists— the latter group in the attempt to explain 
how the story became so huge. It is Bill Genovese who eventually “makes the 
 people talk.” No potential witness escapes his interrogation. He discovered, among 
other  things, that crime reporters at the time  were highly skeptical of the New York 
Times claim regarding the thirty- eight witnesses—it was simply inconsistent with 
police reports. However, they did not come forward to contest the story.

The murder of his much- loved older  sister and the apparent passivity of the 
onlookers  shaped Bill Genovese’s life. He attributed his decision to enlist in the 
U.S. Marine Corps and fight in the Vietnam War to the events of March 13, 1964. 
Growing up, he resolved always to be an actor in history rather than a bystander. 
Bill Genovese was badly wounded in Vietnam and became paraplegic. The dif-
ference between himself and Kitty, he said in one of the film’s closing scenes, is 
that colleagues risked their lives to rescue him—he was not left to die alone. Cru-
cially, he ultimately discovered that his  sister was not left to do so  either. A female 
neighbor who was a close friend of Catherine Genovese went to investigate the 
scene, called the police, and stayed with Catherine  until the police arrived.

The Witness is skillfully shot, edited, and directed. Solomon, who had exten-
sive story editing and writing credits on  legal dramas, put his deep knowledge 
of the genre to good use. As he conducts his investigation, Bill Genovese pins 
up photo graphs of witnesses on the wall. Line- drawn animation sequences func-
tion as the “crazy wall” of the police procedural, allowing us to review key evi-
dence (figure 4.3). Documentary theorist Bill Nichols has proposed that the use 
of animation in documentaries is inherently reflexive. It can invite viewers to 
“question the assumption that a documentary must support its proposals or per-
spective with historically au then tic footage.” 42 In this case, the line drawings’ 
provisional nature draws attention to our incomplete knowledge of the event.

The film ends with Bill Genovese witnessing an actress re- create the last min-
utes of his  sister’s life on the street at night outside her former apartment. 
Filmed from multiple perspectives, the scene functions as crime scene recon-
struction writ large. It is the culmination of an exhaustive investigation to which 
we— the audience— have been privy.  Will it flush out new evidence? As the actress 
runs along the street at night, screaming in terror, Bill Genovese forces himself 
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to watch. The Witness does not offer the tidy resolution of true crime stories. 
Instead, the filmmakers encourage us to review the evidence for ourselves. The 
research documents obtained by the filmmakers’ investigators are included in 
the “special features” customarily provided on DVDs.  Here, James Solomon and 
Bill Genovese generously hand over their case notes to the audience.

Breaking the Story

Journalists aim to break the story—to obtain a scoop and be the first to tell a 
story, such as one about thirty- eight witnesses to a murder. Essayist and nonfic-
tion writer Rebecca Solnit, who began her  career in journalism, has said that 
 those responsibilities go much further. It is not enough to simply report the story 
on the surface— the contained story, the one that happened yesterday. Rather, 
public storytellers are duty bound “to see and make vis i ble and sometimes break 
open or break apart the ambient stories, the stories that are already written, and 
to understand the relationship between the two.” 43 News is often said to be the 
first draft of history. Sometimes,  those early drafts are wrong.

Stefani Tani, my favorite writer on detective narratives, devised a category 
he called anti– detective stories.44 The genre stresses social criticism, solutions 
in which justice does not always prevail, and the inability of the investigator to 
remain detached. The investigator risks every thing to find a solution. Fi nally, 
they stop following up new leads and admit the mystery. Even if the investiga-
tor has not found the solution, they have understood something about their own 
quest. This, I think, is true of Bill Genovese at the end of The Witness. The myth 
associated with his  sister has been unraveled. Inevitably,  there is still more to 

Figure 4.3.  The Witness, FilmRise, 2015.
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discover, but he calls it quits. Perhaps we should call it quits on reenacting the 
rape and murder of Catherine Genovese?

The trail connected to Catherine Genovese is littered with untold stories. So 
far, the story has not been adapted successfully for cinema. However, in 2017, 
in de pen dent film power house Killer Films announced that David Russell would 
direct a drama adaptation of Solomon’s The Witness. The proj ect is still in devel-
opment.  Will watching a Hollywood actor as Bill Genovese fi nally change the 
story and shift public perceptions about the bystander effect?

Social scientists continue to seek an understanding of how groups of onlook-
ers behave in public emergencies. One strand of con temporary research focuses 
on the analy sis of CCTV footage sourced from publicly funded surveillance 
centers: most notably, the work of United Kingdom– based psychologist Mark 
Levine and sociologist Charlotte Bloch in Denmark. New insights continue to 
emerge. Fundamentally, the work of Levine, Bloch, and their collaborators 
focuses on the ways bystanders successfully intervene to help in violent emergen-
cies.45 Their stories are sourced from the streets—in the form of redacted 
CCTV footage or smartphone video filmed by  those who witness racist inci-
dents on public transport. While  these audiovisual rec ords are often partial and 
incomplete, they provide evidence of real- life scenarios.

Parables— scientific or other wise— are teaching stories. They are not best 
equipped to deal with complexity and nuance. Instead, they aim to cut through 
the static to explore impor tant moral dilemmas. A story shifts during each retell-
ing. The parable of Catherine Genovese is built on misinformation. As Rebecca 
Solnit said,  people talk about stories as if they  were all wonderful. However, 
stories— like Samaritans— can be good or bad.

On the eve of his assassination in 1968, civil rights activist Dr. Martin Luther 
King recounted the Good Samaritan parable to a large gathering of low- paid 
workers on strike. King highlighted that it was a man of another race who fi nally 
helped the stranger robbed and beaten on the road to Jericho. Why did the other 
passersby not help? Perhaps they  were frightened? Perhaps they  were in a hurry, 
on their way to an impor tant meeting? The man who helped the traveler in need 
fundamentally reframed the question, said King. He did not ask, “What  will hap-
pen to me if I help this man? Instead, he asked, what  will happen to him if 
I  don’t help?”

According to Levine and Bloch, their respective analyses of hundreds of vio-
lent incidents culled from surveillance footage sourced from the United King-
dom, Denmark, and South Africa have revealed that most  people help. Their 
research is ongoing. The parable of Genovese remains a  factor that complicates 
the search for new insights. New work in social psy chol ogy focuses not on the 
apathetic bystander but rather on the “caring collective.” John Drury and col-
leagues have long explored the pro cesses involved in the collective resilience typi-
cally displayed in public emergencies.46 More broadly, the social sciences are 
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paying renewed attention to qualities such as empathy and kindness.47 But, as 
 every filmmaker, storyteller, or actor knows, it is much more fun to tell the story 
of the bad guys than the good guys.

To date, the real untold stories are not  those languishing in the archives of 
film studios. They are the stories of strangers who cooperate to intervene in 
public crises. Perhaps we are (mostly) Good Samaritans? At the very least, we 
are Not- So- Bad Samaritans.
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On a quiet Sunday morning in August 1971 in Palo Alto, California, police cars 
sweep through town, picking up college students. A mass arrest of  people wanted 
for robbery is taking place. Now, as their concerned neighbors and families look 
on,  those assigned the role of prisoners are arrested, strip- searched, and hand-
cuffed. Sirens wailing, real- life cops blindfold them and drive them to prison for 
pro cessing, albeit a purpose- built prison in the basement of Stanford University’s 
psy chol ogy building. The selected students had answered an advertisement seek-
ing volunteers. It read, “Male college students needed for psychological study of 
prison life. $15 per day for 1–2 weeks beginning August 14th. For further informa-
tion and application, come to Room 248, Jordan Hall, Stanford University.”1

It is a scorching summer’s day, one year  earlier. In the desert, 62.1 miles 
(100 kilo meters) from Los Angeles, groups of young  people stagger across harsh 
terrain. Their aim is to reach an American flag fluttering in the wind. Cops, 
their batons and handcuffs at the ready, are in hot pursuit. Clouds of dust make 
it difficult to see exactly what is  going on. Is it a training exercise? A social 
experiment? In fact, all the participants are nonprofessional actors.  These scenes 
are from Peter Watkins’s in de pen dent feature Punishment Park (1971), shot on 
location in California.2 They feature in the trailer for the film, released not long 
before Philip Zimbardo ran his “Stanford Prison Experiment.”

 These two dramas, staged for the camera in California in the early 1970s, had 
some similarities. Both the “Stanford Prison Experiment” and Punishment Park 
featured nonprofessional actors playing members of opposing tribes and drew, 
in part, on improvisation. Both aimed to contribute to social change. But their 
affinities end  there. The “Stanford Prison Experiment,” in which Zimbardo cast 
himself as the prison’s superintendent— and abandoned any sense of oversight— 
claimed the status of scientific experiment. Punishment Park, an in de pen dent film 
by British filmmaker Peter Watkins, aimed to provoke public debate by staging 
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scenarios involving po liti cal and social conflict. Its experimentation was primarily 
artistic. Arguably, however, the methods of radical film and theater makers of the 
1960s and 1970s— such as Peter Watkins, Augusto Boal, and the Living Theatre— 
helped Zimbardo bring his social psy chol ogy story to broad audiences.

When it comes to the “Stanford Prison Experiment,” my question is: How 
does it stack up against alternative theater and film productions of the 1960s and 
1970s that took prisons as their subject? I am thinking specifically about play-
wright Kenneth Brown’s The Brig (1963), Jonas Mekas’s documentary of the Living 
Theatre production of The Brig (1963), and Peter Watkins’s Punishment Park (1971).

The “Stanford Prison Experiment,” still the best- known psy chol ogy experi-
ment of our era, has shadowed me throughout my adult life. Did I  really first 
hear about it as a young residential care worker? Or was it as an arts student 
enrolled in a large introductory psy chol ogy course (Psych. 101, or “Rats and Stats” 
as it was better known) at Adelaide University in the  middle to late 1970s? As 
we  railed against an outdated curriculum— relevance was every thing, in our 
book— con temporary experiments addressing challenging questions about social 
be hav ior  were especially welcome. The “Stanford Prison Experiment” contin-
ued to stalk me through a series of community activist, youth worker, and film 
culture worker jobs over the next de cade, and my subsequent  career as an in de-
pen dent filmmaker and academic. Wherever I was, talk of the “Stanford Prison 
Experiment” never seemed far away. Its official narrative is this— randomly 
assigned a role such as that of guard or prisoner, our be hav ior is true to type. We 
 will most likely brutalize  others or withdraw and become victims. Never con-
vinced by its findings, I have actively followed news of the experiment for de cades.

Millions of words have been written and spoken about the “Stanford Prison 
Experiment.” Its instigator and  others have made many claims. It is an experi-
ment, a simulation, a role play, a demonstration, and evidence. As the de cades 
have slipped by, the claims about the experiment as drama have grown dramati-
cally. It is a Greek drama on an epic scale. It is like a Hollywood movie. It is a 
story of good and evil. What ever it is, it is slippery— hard to bring into clear 
focus. My detective  father’s investigative motto, “Stick to the facts,”  will prob-
ably not help me this time. Whose facts?  There has been evidence enough to sink 
the “Stanford Prison Experiment” for de cades. Yet it continues to crowd fresh 
insights about social be hav ior out of the picture, leaving them languishing in 
the dark. Why? I bring my own line of inquiry back to the center. It has two foci: 
story and social drama.

Story

Opening my laptop, I searched for the official website of the “Stanford Prison 
Experiment.”3 The information, or at least some of it, is found easily enough. The 
Google search engine and its algorithms took a  little over a second to return 
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4,240,000 results. None of the critiques made of the experiment appeared near 
the top of the list.  Those places  were, of course, reserved for  those who paid for 
the privilege. It was difficult to differentiate between the “Stanford Prison Exper-
iment,” staged in 1971, and the Hollywood film The Stanford Prison Experiment, 
produced in 2015.4 The official website for the experiment, now barely distin-
guishable from that of the movie, pre sents Zimbardo’s account as “The Story: 
An Overview of the Experiment.”

The experiment, if this is what it was, began on August 14, 1971. Originally 
planned to run for two weeks, it was shut down nine days ahead of schedule when 
Christina Maslach, recently awarded her doctorate in psy chol ogy, became con-
cerned about the abuse of prisoners she was observing. Maslach persuaded Zim-
bardo, whom she was soon to marry, to end the experiment. How did news of 
the “Stanford Prison Experiment” first break? Stories appeared the day  after 
Zimbardo abandoned his experiment, with headlines such as “Prison Experi-
ment Just Too Realistic” and “Prison Test Halted— Too Brutal.”5

The Stanford professor had selected the twelve guards and their prisoners 
from more than seventy applicants. Anyone whose preliminary personality tests 
suggested they might be too sadistic was excluded. The simulation was set up in 
three windowless and barred rooms in the basement of the Stanford psy chol-
ogy department. It was  stopped when one- third of the guards became brutal and 
tyrannical, and three prisoners suffered breakdowns. “It was no longer a simu-
lation of a prison,” Zimbardo said.6 A  whole new level of real ity had been cre-
ated. His experiment was the real deal.

Accompanying black- and- white stills appeared to underscore Zimbardo’s 
point. (Two prisoners dressed in uniforms resembling hospital gowns gaze out 
from  behind the bars of their cell. His back to the camera, a guard watches them. 
All three men sport the long hair favored by many students of the era (figure 5.1). 
A guard, wearing mirrored sunglasses and holding a baton, poses by a sign read-
ing “Stanford County Prison.” (This guard came to be known as “John Wayne” 
 after the tough guy film actor.) In this picture, he appears more threatening 
(figure 5.2). Neither image seems particularly realistic. The costumes and hair-
styles do not look like they would conform to any jail’s uniform regulations. 
The prisoners do not seem particularly troubled; rather, any sense of conflict 
is inferred by the juxtaposition of the two images and the be hav ior reported 
by the experimenter.

Delving into the newspaper archives, I found several articles that appeared a 
month or so  earlier, praising ex- prisoner Carlo Prescott’s Stanford seminar “The 
Psy chol ogy of Being Imprisoned.”7 Prescott, who “knew what it was to do time,” 
had served sixteen years in prison— most recently for armed robbery. The course 
he was teaching, or ga nized by Zimbardo, was funded via a grant from the 
National Institute of  Mental Health. To avoid po liti cal  battles within the univer-
sity, Zimbardo registered himself as the convenor. In fact, he sat in while Prescott 



Figure 5.1.  “Stanford Prison Experiment,” 1971. Photographer: Chuck Painter. Special 
Collections and University Archives, Stanford University.

Figure 5.2.  “Stanford Prison Experiment,” 1971. Photographer: Chuck Painter. Special 
Collections and University Archives, Stanford University.
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gave all the lectures and set and graded assignments. It was deemed impor-
tant that students learn criminal psy chol ogy from someone who had firsthand 
experience of penal institutions. Only one participant had withdrawn  after 
finding the experience “a bit intense.” By all accounts, Prescott was a forceful and 
engaging presence on campus. Two hours  after one par tic u lar class had finished, a 
group of students remained, debating the ideas presented. Their teacher was 
pushing the idea that society was a  whole lot of prisons, said one. They  were 
learning about the “prisons of the mind.”

Zimbardo quickly followed up his “Stanford Prison Experiment” press release 
with more media interviews. The experiment had only just come to a dramatic 
halt.  There  were no opportunities for any of the participants to step out of their 
roles and reflect. Zimbardo was in no position to help, since he had assigned him-
self the leading role. The experimenter acknowledged that the participants 
became trapped in their roles. In his view, though, this only added to the cred-
ibility of his experiment. The researchers had created a mock prison in which 
 people  were suffering. The prisoners withdrew psychologically while several of 
their jailers behaved sadistically. Authority figures relished their power. The les-
sons? First, prison reform was needed to stop the psychological brutalization of 
both guards and prisoners. Second,  people should be aware of the power of the 
situation over their individual be hav ior. We all walk around  under the illusion 
that we have more control of situations than we actually possess. Any of us are 
capable of behaving like the prisoners or guards in the Stanford role play.

In the slide- tape show in which Zimbardo initially reported his findings, a 
surprising number of images  were devoted to the recent riots at the Attica Prison. 
Confrontation. Prison layout. Dead bodies on the floor of prison cells. Newspa-
per headlines.  These graphic black- and- white images  were intercut with (mostly) 
color slides of the Stanford simulation: high- contrast images of the fictional stu-
dent prisoners being picked up by the police, sitting in cells, or performing the 
tasks requested by their nominal guards.

The classic postwar social psy chol ogy experiments  were conducted in 
purpose- built settings— like Milgram’s psy chol ogy laboratory or Zimbardo’s 
prison—or public locations. The latter included institutions, streets, buses, or 
trains. What ever the setting, though, experimenters consciously linked their 
studies to real- world events. The Holocaust. Kitty Genovese’s rape and murder 
in 1964. In this case, the Attica Prison riot. Zimbardo’s experiment seemed to 
provide the story  behind the headlines.

From within psy chol ogy and the social sciences, Zimbardo’s simulation was 
criticized from its inception. The debate about ethics that it generated led the 
American Psychological Association to tighten its guidelines regarding par-
ticipants. Leon Festinger, responsible for his field’s influential cognitive dis-
sonance experiments, wrote that “one can improvise a goal and have subjects 
volunteer . . .  One can report some in ter est ing and newsworthy reactions from 
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 those individuals.”8 However, this was not an experiment. No hypothesis had 
been identified in advance, no variables had been identified and tested, and no 
new knowledge was produced.

In 2002, British psychologists Alex Haslam and Steve Reicher devised and ran 
their own prison experiment in collaboration with the BBC.9 Si mul ta neously, 
broadcasters  were turning their attention to “social experiment” tele vi sion as a 
means of reinvigorating nonfiction and history programming. As British Film 
Institute tele vi sion curator Lisa Kerrigan has noted, “Social experiments have 
proven to be extremely useful to program makers. Though constructing situa-
tions is not the traditional preserve of documentaries, the opportunities afforded 
by placing participants in unusual scenarios can provide genuine revelations.”10

In this case, the researchers aimed to explore the social and psychological con-
sequences of placing  people in groups possessing unequal power (figure  5.3). 
The psychologists asked: What happens when  people variously accept or chal-
lenge in equality?11 Haslam and Reicher  were clear that their own study was not 
a straightforward reprise of Zimbardo’s “Stanford Prison Experiment.” Like 
Zimbardo, they set up a prisonlike environment with guards and prisoners. 
Unlike Zimbardo, however, they did not involve themselves directly in the 
 running of the mock prison. “On the one hand, as experimenters we  were care-

Figure 5.3.  Prisoners, The Experiment, BBC Tele vi sion, 2002.
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ful not to take a leadership role and tell the guards how they should behave,” 
they wrote. “On the other hand, we designed a series of interventions, based on 
the predictions of social identity theory, to investigate the conditions  under 
which prisoners would  either adapt to or challenge the inequalities of the prison 
system.”12 An ethics panel was also appointed.

The BBC’s advertisement “Do you  really know yourself?” called for volun-
teers who would take part in a “university- backed social science experiment to 
be shown on TV.” Potential participants  were warned that they would be exposed 
to “exercise, tasks, hardship, hunger, solitude and anger.” No payment was 
offered, and  there was no suggestion that participation would lead to fame. 
Instead, the producers from the BBC’s factual programs department suggested 
that participation “might change the way you think.”13 In total, 322  people 
responded. They  were asked to undertake three stages of screening: psychomet-
ric tests, a telephone interview, and a full clinical interview with in de pen dent 
clinical psychologists. The aim was to reject anyone who might be vulnerable to 
arrive at a se lection of well- adjusted men.14 However, one aspect of the experi-
ment that was not updated was the exclusion of  women. The four- part series was 
filmed on a prison set constructed at Elstree Studios in Hertfordshire.

Haslam and Reicher have described The Experiment as “an experiment filmed 
rather than a fictional drama.”15 They found no evidence of guards or prisoners 
blindly following roles. Alex Holmes, one of the executive producers and cre-
ative director, was the spokesperson for the BBC during the production and edit. 
He, too, noted that “the guards did not want to adopt their roles. They felt uncom-
fortable, which made them in effec tive, whereas the prisoners  were a more uni-
fied group.”16 Filming finished slightly early on the advice of ethics advisers and 
social psychologists. Participants, particularly  those in the prisoner roles,  were 
observed to be experiencing high levels of stress.

One of the difficulties posed by psy chol ogy experiments such as the “Obedi-
ence to Authority” studies and the “Stanford Prison Experiment” is that their 
ethics are subject to considerable controversy. This makes it extremely difficult 
for experimenters to restage such experiments to build on or challenge their find-
ings. Attempts that meet ethical protocols almost inevitably dial down the 
drama. The social experiment tele vi sion format creates both opportunities and 
challenges. Like many narratives claiming the authority of science, it can result 
in a closed rather than open text— that is, a book or program that leads  people 
to one interpretation rather than a multiplicity of interpretations. The Experi-
ment may be seen as a significant attempt by tele vi sion program makers and 
social psychologists to revisit a classic experiment in an ethical and engaging 
manner. It brings cutting- edge social science to broad audiences, posing ques-
tions about the nature of both tyranny and rebellion. It has generated a wealth of 
insights and research into the pro cesses of social change. (I should note  here that 
it was Haslam and Reicher’s publications on the social psy chol ogy of re sis tance 
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that  later led me to approach them to collaborate on a very diff er ent film revisit-
ing Stanley Milgram’s “Obedience to Authority.”)

More recently, social scientist and filmmaker Thibault Le Texier became inter-
ested in the “Stanford Prison Experiment” when he discovered that it had been 
filmed with hidden cameras.17 Le Texier, based in France, visited the Stanford 
University and other archives in the United States, intending to make a docu-
mentary based on the original tapes. Initially, he had no reason to doubt the offi-
cial narrative. As he delved into the archival materials, however, he was shocked 
by the discrepancies between Zimbardo’s account and the documentation. Zim-
bardo claimed that the guards  were given no specific instructions or training, 
that they made up their own set of rules and  were  free (within limits) to do what-
ever they thought necessary to maintain order in the prison. Le Texier aban-
doned his proposed film, deciding that a book would better suit his purposes by 
allowing him to provide details of his archival sources. Consequently, he wrote 
Histoire d’un mensonge (History of a Lie).18

The story uncovered by Le Texier goes like this. Zimbardo’s experiment was 
based on a prison simulation run by students in a Stanford University “Social 
Psy chol ogy in Action” seminar run several months  earlier. A small group of stu-
dents worked together on a proj ect about how prisoners  were affected by being 
held in jails. While conducting research, they met the former prisoner Carlo 
Prescott. The students ran their prison simulation in the Toyon Hall dormitory 
at Stanford over one weekend with Prescott as their adviser. The simulation 
involved six guards and six prisoners. An undergraduate played the role of the 
tyrannical warden. A schedule and list of prison regulations structured their 
simulation. The strict daily schedule included prisoner counts and exercises. Key 
rules included the following:

 10. Prisoners must address each other by number only. Inquiry into real name 
is forbidden.

 11. Prisoners must always address the male guards as “Mr. Correctional 
Officer” and the female guards as “Miss Correctional Officer.” [Unlike the 
“Stanford Prison Experiment,” the student- run prison simulation involved 
both male and female prisoners and guards.] Prisoners must address the 
Warden as “Mister/Chief Correctional Officer.”

 13. Prisoners must obey all  orders issued by guards at all times.19

The students reported that, at first, the prisoners tried to assert their individ-
uality, but soon they obeyed the guards. The one exception was a female pris-
oner who resisted  until the end. Feelings ran high. According to Le Texier, 
Zimbardo aimed to re- create the same outcome. The “Stanford Prison Experi-
ment” used many of the same procedures as the student simulation: participants 
 were formally arrested, shackled, stripped, made to wear a uniform, and identi-
fied only by a number when they arrived at the mock prison. A comparison of 
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the daily schedule and regulations shows that the “Stanford Prison Experiment” 
script was almost identical to that of the student- led simulation run three months 
 earlier. Moreover, three students who ran that simulation participated in the 
“Stanford Prison Experiment.” Reporting directly to Zimbardo, who cast him-
self as superintendent, they  were given the task of eliciting the desired be hav ior. 
Le Texier delved into the archival evidence: documents, photo graphs, audiotapes, 
and videotapes. Audiotapes clearly revealed the guards being coached.20 Despite 
the millions of words floating around about the “Stanford Prison Experiment,” 
no one had previously produced this evidence.

Following the link provided by Le Texier, I listened to the archival recording 
and watched the gray sound display turn orange as that critical one minute and 
eleven seconds played back.21 We hear David Jaffe, one of the students who ran 
the Toyon Hall simulation and was the warden in Zimbardo’s experiment. Jaffe 
speaks softly as he directs a reluctant guard:

Jaffe:  Generally,  you’ve been kind of in the background. Part of that is my 
fault  because I’ve gone along with when you wanted to sit outside while they 
 were  doing the count.  Because the guards have to know that  every guard 
is  going to be what we call a tough guard. And so far— —

Guard:  I’m not too tough.
Warden:  Well, you have to try and get it in you.
Guard:  Well, I  don’t know about that.
Warden:  See, the  thing is, what I mean by tough is that you have to be firm 

and you have to be in the action and that sort of  thing. It’s  really impor-
tant for the workings of the experiment  because  whether or not we can 
make this  thing seem like a prison, which is the aim of the  thing, depends 
largely on the guard’s be hav ior.

This evidence blew Zimbardo’s story right out of the  water. Stanford Prison 
was a demonstration, not an experiment.

Once again, an alternative story did not stick. To the best of his knowledge, 
Le Texier was the first person to explore the “Stanford Prison Experiment” 
archive systematically. (It is unclear when the recordings became available for 
in de pen dent scrutiny— most likely around 2017.) He was surprised that his new 
evidence did not attract more media attention. One commentator dismissed the 
new evidence and analy sis. The “Stanford Prison Experiment” was now a story 
bigger than science. Writing for the New York Times about the field’s crisis, sci-
ence journalist Benedict Carey claimed that “many famous studies of  human 
be hav ior cannot be reproduced. Even so, they reveal aspects of our inner life that 
feel true.”22 Feel true? Can that be right?

Stories have their own life cycles. New stories most often emerge from the 
margins or the edges. I refer back to the writer and activist Rebecca Solnit on 
the notion of “breaking the story.” Reporters often use this phrase to refer to 
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obtaining a scoop or being the first person to tell a par tic u lar story. For Solnit, 
breaking the story involves  going further than simply providing an account of 
what has just happened. It means looking beneath the surface “to see and make 
vis i ble and sometimes to break open or break apart the ambient stories, the stories 
that are already written, and to understand the relationship between the two.”23 
The official narrative of the “Stanford Prison Experiment” is a story that needs 
breaking. Some stories about  human be hav ior need breaking over and over again.

Social Drama

During the Cold War, games involving role play and simulations  were very much 
in vogue. A new generation of experts argued that only hy po thet i cal scenarios 
could help prepare for nuclear war or large- scale global conflict. Informally 
known as “war games,” such simulations  were staged as conferences or tabletop 
dramas with scenery and props. Participants role- played the significant actors 
in potential global crises. According to science historians, the “politico- military 
desk game” was typical of the era. It began with a crisis scenario, a stack of back-
ground papers, and some rules of engagement. Participants— usually military 
personnel and government officials— gathered in a conference room where they 
played opposing sides. A controller directed proceedings. Role plays  were con-
ducted over periods ranging from a few hours to a few days. At the close of pro-
ceedings, the materials generated  were distributed to participants for feedback.24 
 There was an ongoing debate as to  whether role plays could generate useful new 
knowledge but more agreement on role play as a means of fostering engagement 
and empathy, particularly with  people who might hold points of view diff er ent 
than one’s own.

The bound aries of the “Stanford Prison Experiment” simulation  were fuzzy, 
and the experiment’s conditions  were far from controlled. It was unclear how 
long the event would run. The participants playing prisoners may have experi-
enced confusion due to the use of real- life cops and squad cars. What was the 
real world, and what was the as-if world of the experiment?  Those playing guards 
 were not aware that their be hav ior was being observed as part of the study. The 
violent and highly emotional interactions between prisoners and guards that 
emerged may well have been engendered by the experimental situation. Such 
criticisms, made by Krysia Yardley- Matwiejczuk and  others,  were extensive.

Early in his  career, Zimbardo explored the attitude changes that occurred due 
to role play and improvisation.25 In his view, the minimum requirements for role 
play  were that the participant “attempted to render, sincerely and convincingly, 
the attitude position of another person.”26 Supported by the U.S. Army, Zimbar-
do’s research was conducted within the Yale Attitude Change Program. It was 
thought that more significant attitude shifts occurred when one role- played 
be hav iors that conflicted with one’s own values. Why? Zimbardo’s  actual exper-
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iment had relatively low stakes. It involved students preparing a speech within 
brief time constraints and improvising. Or not. Unlike Milgram’s, Zimbardo’s 
early  career experiments did not suggest a par tic u lar interest in dramaturgy; his 
focus was firmly on changing minds.

I was puzzled by the way that Zimbardo and his collaborators used terms 
associated with theater— such as role play, improvisation, simulation, and 
psychodrama— interchangeably. The title of his slideshow, for example, was “The 
Stanford Prison Experiment: A Simulation Study of the Psy chol ogy of Impris-
onment.” Krysia Yardley- Matwiejczuk, who has traced the history of role play 
in both research and clinical contexts in psy chol ogy, defined the practice as fol-
lows: “Role play or simulation methods are a way of deliberately constructing 
an approximation of aspects of a ‘real- life’ episode or experience, but  under ‘con-
trolled conditions’ . . .  initiated and/or defined by the experimenter or thera-
pist.”27 I note “controlled conditions”— this did not sound like the “Stanford 
Prison Experiment.”

As first- year students at Adelaide University, though, we knew none of this 
backstory. We  were tired of dusty old lectures and courses whose cutoff point for 
modern lit er a ture was 1930. Therefore, excitement levels  were high when our inter-
national politics lecturers planned a simulation game to be staged off campus. We 
 were each assigned to a country— with sleeping quarters and provisions to match 
our national economies. Our group got India, which translated to a blanket and a 
handful of rice to last the weekend. Well, that is how I remember it, anyway. Anger 
surged when we saw the Americans feasting on bur gers and beer to the accompa-
niment of Neil Young on their cassette player. Vio lence broke out when “India” 
made a dawn raid on “Amer i ca.” Our lecturers  were forced to intervene and call 
the  whole  thing off. My memories of the event are hazy. I do not recall the briefing 
documents or rules. Perhaps we played a version of the popu lar Inter- Nation 
game? I do remember, however, the intense emotions ignited by our role play.

The Brig
“Stanford Prison Experiment” con sul tant Carlo Prescott was not the only person 
interested in “prisons of the mind.” During the 1960s and 1970s,  there was an 
explosion of alternative theater groups interested in experimentation and 
social change. Theodore Shank, a historian of Amer i ca’s alternative theater scene, 
identified the Living Theatre, Bread and Puppet Theater, El Teatro Campesino, 
Robert Wilson, and Richard Foreman as some of the key players.28 The bound-
aries between fiction and documentary, performers and spectators,  were being 
blurred deliberately. Productions and per for mance styles designed to encour-
age audiences to focus on the world around them  were favored. Scripts could 
take many forms; improvisation and less formal ways of devising play texts 
 were common. (However, this did not mean that scripts  were always authored 
collectively.) Jerzy Grotowski of the Polish Laboratory Theatre trained actors in 
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a way that focused on the body’s physical responses. Joseph Chaikin, director of 
the Open Theatre, sought to intensify the presence of the actor, as distinct 
from the character they  were playing. International tours, teaching appoint-
ments, and residencies— including  those at universities— helped disseminate 
and exchange ideas.

White letters against a black background read “1957 US Marine Camp Japan.”29 
The light shines on a military guard as he stands, inspecting sleeping prisoners 
in a compound. This is Tepperman. We are watching a projected film. It is 
4:30 a.m. Prisoner 2 stirs in his sleep, attracting the attention of Tepperman. 
Silhouetted against a light in the background, the military guard moves  toward 
prisoner 2. The sounds of his boots as they hit the floor are ominous. The images 
are high contrast. Perhaps this movie was shot on the new fast 16 mm Tri- X film 
stock? The guard is all business now. He takes out his police baton and bashes it 
against the frame of the bed:

Tepperman: Wake up, Two. You better move, boy.
[Two leaps out of bed and jumps to attention.]

Two: Yes, sir!
Tepperman: You better speak low, boy, when the lights are out in the com-

pound. You want me to wake up the other maggots? You better answer 
me, boy.

Two: Yes, sir. I mean, no, sir.

Before Punishment Park and the “Stanford Prison Experiment,” another alter-
native production took a prison as its performing space. In the early 1960s, the 
Living Theatre in New York produced Kenneth Brown’s The Brig.30 The Brig’s 
drama unfolded in a military prison.  There was no concrete plot, only the struc-
ture of a brutal daily routine.  Toward the end of its run, Jonas Mekas filmed the 
production (figure 5.4). The resulting film won Best Documentary at the Venice 
Film Festival in 1964. Many striking similarities emerge between The Brig and 
The Stanford Prison Experiment; the latter seems as if an amateur version of the 
former migrated to a purpose- built psy chol ogy laboratory.

Judith Malina and Julian Beck, partners in life as well as art, founded the 
 Living Theatre in New York in 1948. In  doing so, they helped create the experi-
mental Off- Off- Broadway scene. Initially, the Living Theatre produced 
 innovative plays by writers like Gertrude Stein, Jean Cocteau, T. S. Eliot, Luigi 
Pirandello, and Bertolt Brecht. The com pany’s focus was experiments with 
poetic language that might jolt audiences into a new awareness. A new soci-
ety  required new images. By the 1960s, the Living Theatre was sufficiently 
established—if that is the right word for a decidedly antiestablishment entity—to 
lend support to  others in the rapidly mushrooming alternative theater scene.

Playwright Kenneth Brown’s script for The Brig was inspired by a month he 
spent in a penal institution in Japan as a member of the U.S. Third Marine Divi-
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sion. Brown took careful note of the architecture and layout of the prison. This was 
his starting point—so much so that he reproduced the detailed diagram that 
jump- started his proj ect at the beginning of his script. Forced to study a list of 
regulations for thirty days, he de cided to devise a list of rules to capture the relent-
less routines and feeling of oppression he endured. Key characters came next. They 
 were divided into two groups: guards and prisoners. The warden was central to the 
first group: “In the centre of the end of the corridor was a desk where a se nior ser-
geant known as the Warden sat. He concerned himself with the everyday  running 
of the place, dealing with admissions, releases, punishments and miscellaneous 
prob lems as they  rose. He was the disciplinarian and  actual boss of procedure, 
carry ing out the instructions of his superiors.” The Brig was described as a “con-
cept for theatre or film.”31 Its writer specified the setting, rules, and regulations, in 
addition to key dialogue and minimal dramatic action. Additional dialogue and 
gestures  were to be improvised. The prisoners  were to be subjected to humiliation 
and abuse. Day in, day out.  Here is a sample of The Brig’s key regulations:

 1. No prisoner may speak at any time except to his guards. A prisoner must 
request permission to do any and every thing in the following way. “Sir, 
prisoner Number— requests permission to speak, Sir.” He must speak in  
a loud, clear, impersonal, and unaffected tone . . .

Figure 5.4.  The Brig, Re:voir, 1964.
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 3. When unassigned a prisoner  shall, at all times, stand at attention in front of 
his bunk and read The Guidebook for Marines . . .

 7. The uniform of each prisoner should be identical.32

Director Judith Malina devised a similar schedule and set of rules for the 
rehearsal period. The regulations would inform the rehearsal.33 Before the work 
began, a mimeographed sheet spelling out The Brig rehearsal discipline was pre-
sented to the cast. It specified break times, regulation clothing, and penalties 
for infraction of the rules or misconduct.34 The latter was defined as obstructive 
or uncooperative be hav ior such as unnecessary talking, failure to follow direc-
tions, and losing costume or prop items. Failure to pass daily clothing inspec-
tions would also result in disciplinary action. The actors paid attention to 
accuracy, with the playwright demonstrating how to swab, how to frisk or be 
frisked, and even the  angle at which the prison manual should be held. Criti-
cally, unlike a prison and unlike the “Stanford Prison Experiment,” any actor 
could call for a five- minute break at any time. The bound aries between the world 
of the play and everyday life  were clear.

The Living Theatre’s production of The Brig placed the audience in the war-
den’s position, watching the theater of the prisoners’ lives.  After seeing the play, 
in de pen dent filmmaker Jonas Mekas was determined to adapt it for the screen. 
He placed himself onstage, inside the action, with a handheld camera. His 
intention was not to show the play in its entirety but to catch as much of it as he 
could from  behind the fourth wall.35  There  were some similarities between his 
visual approach and that of Peter Watkins. Both directors aimed for a kind of 
immediacy. As he watched the per for mance, Mekas thought to himself, “Sup-
pose this was a real brig; suppose I was a news reporter; suppose I got permis-
sion from the US Marine Corps to go into one of their brigs and filmed the 
goings- on.”36 Imagining his camera as that of a newsreel, regardless of  whether 
the events being staged could realistically have been filmed, was one of 
 Watkins’s defining methods.

Sometime in the 1960s— given the social and po liti cal upheaval of the time, 
perhaps it is unsurprising no one in this scene ever seems to recall precise 
dates— Julian Beck took a call from a reporter who needed less than fifteen 
words to caption a photo graph of the Living Theatre. What was their purpose? 
 After some quick consultation, Beck rang back: “To raise consciousness, to 
stress the sanctity of life, to bring down the walls.”37 That was the Living The-
atre. The Brig ushered in the com pany’s “bring down the walls” phase. When he 
first read the play, Beck  imagined “the shouting, the marching, the stamping of 
feet” on the stage. A play was not simply dialogue. It encompassed design, dra-
matic action, choreography,  music, and rhythm. The social action it might 
inspire was just as impor tant as the play’s dramatic action. Beck and Malina 
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wanted the audience members to experience the brutality of prison for 
themselves.

As it happened, several members of The Brig’s cast and crew, including its 
playwright and cofound ers,  were soon  behind bars themselves. The Internal Rev-
enue Ser vice locked the Living Theatre out of its  Fourteenth Street theater due 
to unpaid taxes. Nevertheless, the com pany went ahead with its last per for mance 
of The Brig as planned; the audience climbing through win dows and scrambling 
to their seats only added to the drama. Unfortunately, Living Theatre creatives 
soon found themselves in court facing charges of sedition. It was alleged that 
Beck and Malina had yelled “Storm the barricades!” to audience members wait-
ing to enter the theater. While they  were acquitted of that charge, they  were con-
victed of several  others and sentenced to a five- year suspended sentence.  After 
its production of The Brig, the com pany went into self- imposed exile in Eu rope 
for some years.  Later, it made its way to Brazil to embrace community- based the-
ater. But that is another story.

The “Stanford Prison Experiment”

During my brief time working at a lockup fa cil i ty for juvenile offenders, trans-
actional analy sis was favored as a treatment model. The system was based on for-
mer U.S. Army psychiatrist Eric Berne’s field guide to “games,” or patterns of 
interaction that he saw as cover stories for  people’s unconscious motives. A fea-
ture of transactional analy sis is a variety of diagrams that can be drawn easily 
in seminars. Consequently, much of our training involved whiteboards and col-
ored markers. As residential care workers, we  were to identify our young charges’ 
“rackets” and life scripts and help them to do a rewrite. Looking back, I won der, 
was this my first professional writing job?

At the end of each week, we performed a feedback exercise in which you 
walked around the room with a sheet of butcher paper taped to your back, and 
 people wrote comments on your pro gress, or lack thereof. “Glad to get to know 
you!” and “You remind me of the kid  sister I never had”  were the kind of responses 
I typically attracted. As a screenwriting lecturer, I have banned butcher’s paper 
from my seminar rooms.

On graduation day, every one was given their long- term assignments— except 
me. A supervisor called me into his office to tell me they  were letting me go. 
Apparently, I was an inappropriate authority figure. Although I could only agree 
with this assessment of my character and my complete lack of a  future in the 
juvenile lockup business, I felt irrationally hurt and angry, bewildered, and 
dejected. We all went to the pub and drank far, far too much, and laughed and 
cried and promised to stay in touch. But I knew I would never see any of  these 
 people again— I had done my time.
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Like The Brig, the “Stanford Prison Experiment” was guided by a list of rules. 
They  were read to the prisoners. Twice.38  Here are several of the key regulations:

 1. Prisoners must remain  silent during rest periods,  after lights out, during 
meals and whenever  they’re outside the prison yards . . .

 3. Prisoners must participate in all prison activities . . .
 8. Prisoners must always address the guards as “Mr. Correctional Officer,” 

and the Warden as “Mr. Chief Correctional Officer . . .”
 15. Prisoners must obey all  orders issued by guards at all times. A guard’s order 

supersedes any written order. The Warden’s order supersedes the guard’s 
order and the written rules.  Orders of the Superintendent of prisoners are 
supreme.

One rule specified that the prisoners must never refer to their conditions as 
an experiment or a simulation. This seems a surprising means of fostering 
immersion in a situation and role.

The selected participants  were told that two prob lems  were being studied: first, 
how the norms that govern be hav ior in a new situation developed— that is, how 
a psychological environment evolves within a given physical environment; and, 
second, how  people arbitrarily assigned to play diff er ent roles experienced the 
same environment. Would  people playing the roles of prisoner or guard behave 
like their real- life counter parts?

The prisoners’ costume or uniform comprised a dress with a number inscribed 
on both the front and back. It was worn without underwear. The accessories 
included a heavy chain to be worn on one ankle at all times, rubber sandals, and 
a cap made of  women’s nylon stockings. The psychologist aimed to produce the 
humiliation and emasculation observed in real prisoners. Some professional 
actors build a character from the outside in, beginning with clothing and acces-
sories.  After all,  these aspects of our wardrobe affect how we move and hold our-
selves. Guards  were provided with uniforms and mirrored sunglasses to prevent 
eye contact with their charges. The Stanford Prison experimenters had remark-
ably  little awareness of issues concerning gender and be hav ior. The expectation 
was that studies involving only men could be generalized to  women. This is 
despite the fact that one of the observations from the student- led prison simula-
tion was that the only prisoner to rebel from beginning to end was the single 
female participant.

Punishment Park
A beam of light cuts through the darkness. The sounds of the 16 mm projector, 
 housed in a makeshift control booth can be heard in the background. An assorted 
bunch of would-be indie filmmakers, artists, and cineastes are gathered in the 
former Soon Chang fireworks factory in Adelaide’s East End one Sunday after-
noon. It is the early 1980s, and this part of the city, near the  wholesale fruit and 
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vegetable markets, has not yet been gentrified. The smell of oranges and cabbages 
is never far away. Around the corner are shop fronts rented out cheaply as artists’ 
studios. Walk down any lane, and you  will spot posters advertising screenings 
and events— executed with widely varying degrees of skill. Activism and art 
belonged together.  Those dense networks of lanes connect community organ-
izations devoted to  women’s art, experimental art, film, and video art. This is 
where I learned about the films of Peter Watkins.

Black and white. Air- raid sirens sound. We are inside a  house near Kent in 
 England. The year is unspecified. A middle- class  family of four rush to move 
furniture against the walls. Their tea  things are still on the  table: a teapot, cups, 
and a half- eaten plate of scones. A warden seizes pictures from the walls as she 
strips the room of breakables: “Come on,  children!” The camera, swooping 
around the room, captures the sense of urgency. We can never quite grasp the 
full picture. A BBC- style narrator cuts in, his tone ominous: “this could be the 
last two minutes of peace in Britain.” The sirens crescendo. The camera follows 
a soldier as he jogs to the next  house. A win dow bursts into flames. Out on the 
street, we cut to the moments following a nuclear explosion. The pictures are 
solarized— they look like photographic negatives flooded with light. Two men 
are up against a wall, doubled over in pain and coughing. The narrator lists their 
symptoms in clinical detail. You get the picture.

Peter Watkins first hit the headlines with his explosive film The War Game 
in 1965.39 Originally commissioned for the BBC’s “Wednesday Play” slot, The War 
Game blended reportage, interviews, and narration to create a newsreel of an 
 imagined event: a nuclear attack on Britain by the Soviet Union. Depicting har-
rowing scenes of firestorms, radiation sickness, and the breakdown of law and 
order, the film was banned from being broadcast due to government pressure. 
Eventually screened in cinemas, The War Game won the 1966 Acad emy Award 
for Best Documentary Feature. It was one of a series of films in which Watkins 
created a “you are  there” style of newsreel immediacy. His purpose was “to 
involve ordinary  people in an extended study of their own history” (albeit, in 
the case of The War Game, histories  imagined as just over the horizon).40 
 Watkins, who began his  career in amateur film clubs, developed a distinctive 
method of working with nonprofessional actors. Casting was conducted via a 
series of public meetings held in towns throughout Kent. Most of the film, 
including scenes of the firestorm, was shot in a disused military barracks. 
Interview subjects  were also played by nonprofessional actors who delivered 
verbatim quotes.  These stylized interviews featured po liti cal and religious fig-
ures in  favor of nuclear war alongside doctors and psychiatrists who provided 
evidence about the likely  human fallout.

Watkins described the origins of his  later film Punishment Park like this. In 
1970, he was in the United States researching and preparing a feature documen-
tary on the Civil War. However, the proj ect was unable to obtain financing (an 
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all- too- familiar story for most filmmakers). He then considered making a film 
reconstructing the trial of po liti cal activists, the Chicago Seven, and was offered 
funds for an ultra- low- budget production. While casting this film, Watkins met 
vari ous  people who had been arrested at Vietnam War protests. He found their 
stories especially vivid. At roughly the same time, the director discovered the 
Internal Security Act of 1950 (64 Stat. 987). “This draconian legislation allowed 
for the setting up of places of detention . . .  for  those accused by the government 
of dissidence,” he recalled.41 Set in the near  future, Punishment Park envisaged 
a new  legal system introduced to deal with the rising numbers of  people con-
victed at demonstrations opposing the Vietnam War. The social drama featured 
three groups: prisoners, police, and tribunal. A fictional newsreel crew followed 
their  every move.

Open casting sessions  were held in local halls and attracted large numbers of 
interested participants. The film cuts between two related story lines. As pris-
oners strug gle to cross the desert with law enforcement officers in hot pursuit, a 
civilian emergency tribunal meets in a large tent. Its role is to judge and sen-
tence the next group of dissidents (figure 5.5). Cinematographer Joan Churchill 
circled and moved around the actors; she aimed to cover the drama in multiple 
areas by panning or zooming, adjusting the focus on the fly.  These strategies also 
added a sense of immediacy. The newsreel quality of the film was enhanced by 

Figure 5.5.  Punishment Park, Proj ect X, 1971.
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desaturating the color and using diffusion filters to create a softer- edged 
image. Essentially, Watkins staged a large- scale dramatic conflict in the desert 
and, in collaboration with his crew, prepared strategies to shoot the event as it 
unfolded.

Known for his ability to elicit strong per for mances from nonprofessional 
actors, Watkins saw his Punishment Park cast as falling into two categories:  those 
expressing their own views, and  those playing characters whose opinions they 
opposed. Ultimately, said Watkins, every one possesses the ability to improvise. 
His role was to encourage the actors to express themselves as freely as pos si ble 
and heighten the real ity of the situation.  There  were no rehearsals; instead, the 
cast prepared by working on their characters’ backgrounds and the ways they 
might express their po liti cal positions: “All that mattered was that the person 
came across as a real person and not as someone acting.” 42 If someone spoke only 
two lines, it was nonsense to spend time  going into their character’s background 
and personality. The actors  were not playing individual  people; rather, they rep-
resented  people in a par tic u lar set of circumstances. For Watkins, character con-
cerned the social and po liti cal dimensions of life rather than individual traits 
and emotions. Punishment Park was an experiment in po liti cal cinema.

Peter Watkins credited the Brazilian playwright, director, and thinker 
Augusto Boal as a key influence. Boal, who trained as an engineer at Columbia 
University, returned to his homeland at the invitation of São Paulo’s Arena The-
atre. He wore his politics on his sleeve from the beginning. Revolucao na Amer-
i ca do Sul (Revolution in South Amer i ca), produced in 1961 from Boal’s script, 
was seen as introducing a new era of po liti cal protest theater. Oppression, accord-
ing to Boal, occurred when one person was dominated by the monologue of 
another and had no chance to reply. Gradually, he developed a community- based 
method of devising and directing theater. Legend has it that an audience mem-
ber once leaped onto the stage to demonstrate a suggestion to the actor. Boal 
began inviting audiences with suggestions for changes to interrupt the action 
and do the same. In 1971, during the military dictatorship in Brazil, while walk-
ing home from the theater, Boal was kidnapped, jailed, and tortured. On his 
release, he went into exile. Prisons  were among the many places in which he  later 
taught. In the belief that both groups  were oppressed, he worked with guards 
and prisoners.

The work of many socially engaged alternative and community- based theater 
makers of the 1960s and 1970s, and in de pen dent filmmakers such as Mekas 
and Watkins, saw a blurring of the bound aries between research and scripting, 
drama and documentary, professional and nonprofessional performers, and 
audience and spectators.  There was a desire to look beyond conventional notions 
of individual characters and their journeys— what Anne Bogart called drama 
about “you, me, our apartment and our prob lems”— a hunger for immediacy 
and a desire to speak to the issues of the time.43 Rather than separate art forms, 
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categorized according to media, such performance- based works should per-
haps be grouped broadly as social drama.

Zimbardo involved the media in his simulation from the very beginning. 
As volunteers  were rounded up on the streets and arrested, they  were filmed 
by a local broadcaster. The report made that eve ning’s news. For audiences, 
too, the bound aries between real ity and artifice  were muddled. If Zimbardo 
enthusiastically embraced broadcast media, Watkins despaired of it. Many of 
his films are critiques of the media and, in par tic u lar, the story template he 
calls the “mono- form”— rapidly cut images and sounds moving  toward a pre-
determined conclusion.44 This form dominated both Hollywood and broadcast 
media and allowed  little room for audience reflection.

The “Stanford Prison Experiment,” The Brig, and Punishment Park  were all 
dramas of the 1960s and 1970s, structured around the brutal daily routines of 
prison settings. We might criticize the “Stanford Prison Experiment” for its lack 
of rigor and excessive hype, but it would be a  mistake to dismiss it as a “happen-
ing” or “guerrilla theater.” Implicit in this term is science’s disdain for the arts. 
The productions of the Living Theatre, Peter Watkins, and Augusta Boal all share 
a deep commitment to art, social action, and the renewal of visual and theatri-
cal language. Their works posed questions about how citizens might respond to 
the social and po liti cal challenges of their times. Zimbardo and his collabora-
tors claimed the validity of science but none of its rigor.
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“It is Sunday August 14, 1971, 9.55 a.m. The temperature is in the seventies, the 
humidity is low, as usual, the visibility is unlimited:  there is a cloudless azure 
blue sky above. Another postcard- perfect summer day begins in Palo Alto, 
 California.”1 This is how Philip Zimbardo recalled the opening of the 
 “Stanford Prison Experiment” (the event, not the movie). The Lucifer Effect: 
How Good  People Turn Evil, his lengthy eyewitness account, was published 
more than three de cades  later. As soon as I read that “visibility was unlimited,” 
I knew we  were entering the world of myth.  After all, Zimbardo was recalling 
the event from a distance of more than thirty years.

The year 1971. Trou ble was brewing. Tune in to the news, and you would have 
learned that the Vietnam War dragged on, antiwar and civil rights demonstra-
tors  were out on the streets, and Black Panther George Jackson was about to go 
to court for the murder of a prison officer. (In fact, Zimbardo was preparing to 
appear as an expert witness for Jackson’s defense.) In cities across Amer i ca, social 
unrest and vio lence  were on the rise.

On the Sunday morning in question, a real- life police car cruised the streets 
of Palo Alto, picking up  those students who had agreed to participate in a psy-
chol ogy experiment. Zimbardo and the gradu ate student who would play the role 
of prison warden tailed the police car. The officers  were asked to drive slowly for 
the benefit of a local tele vi sion news crew on board. Once the police arrested the 
“suspects” and delivered them to a holding cell at the local station, Zimbardo 
and his warden took over. They blindfolded their prisoners—or should I say 
hostages?— and drove them to a mock jail in the basement of Stanford Univer-
sity’s psy chol ogy building.2

The Hollywood screenplay templates pop u lar ized by gurus such as Syd Field 
and Robert McKee begin with an inciting incident that sets the story in motion— 
complications  will follow. The incident can be as monumental as an explosion 
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Crime Scenes
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in a Hollywood movie or as seemingly inconsequential as the arrival of the next 
guest in the British tele vi sion comedy series Fawlty Towers.3 In Zimbardo’s 
rewrite of his “Stanford Prison Experiment,” aligning it more closely with  these 
screenplay templates, the Sunday morning arrests formed the inciting incident.

From the beginning, the bound aries between the real and the imaginary  were 
fuzzy. The use of blindfolds, for example, was not standard police procedure. 
Their use was intended to disorient the students, thus making them more com-
pliant. By Zimbardo’s account, at first, neither the local police nor broadcasters 
 were keen to participate. However, Zimbardo had been associated with the Yale 
University psy chol ogy department’s Attitude Change research team. He reeled 
the tele vi sion station in first.  Little that was newsworthy generally happened on 
a Sunday; therefore, they would have at least one segment in the bag by cover-
ing the arrests. When the producer agreed, Zimbardo sold the story to the police 
as a public relations exercise.4

Smashed Win dows

This was not Zimbardo’s first brush with crime. He explic itly linked the 
 “Stanford Prison Experiment” to a demonstration about vandalizing cars 
staged two years  earlier. This  earlier experiment formed the backstory.5 In 
May  1969, the then- thirty- six- year- old psy chol ogy professor issued a press 
release drawing attention to a grab bag of his recent experiments exploring 
vio lence and deindividuation— that is, the loss of individual identity in groups. 
The San Francisco Examiner devoted a feature article to the man considered 
one of social psy chol ogy’s rising stars.6 (Brief reports also appeared in other 
daily newspapers and Time magazine.)7 Two of Zimbardo’s “chilling laboratory 
experiments” attracted the most interest: the abandoned automobile experi-
ment and the hooded girls.

Let us start with the first crime—or, rather, a misdemeanor. As Time maga-
zine reported, “At 3:15 on a recent Friday after noon, a 1959 green Oldsmobile is 
parked alongside the curb in the middle- class residential neighborhood of 
New York City. Two men got out, removed the license plates, and opened the 
hood slightly to make the car look as if it had been stolen and left.”8 Although 
the suspects had been captured on camera, the police  were not making inquiries. 
The reveal? The two shady- looking characters  were not criminals but social 
psychologists.

In a Candid Camera– inspired experiment, Zimbardo and his research assis-
tant abandoned the car on a city street.9 Taking cover, they conducted a stake-
out, observing and recording the action via written logs and a hidden camera. 
What the psychologists saw shocked them. Over three days, and in nearly two 
dozen separate incidents,  people stripped the Oldsmobile of any items of value, 
including the tires, battery, and radiator. Then, the smashing began. The culprits 
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usually operated in teams.  These  were not gangs of teen agers but rather middle- 
class  couples and families. One man even enlisted his son to act as a lookout. 
 People who passed by did not intervene. It is easy to imagine the scene as a time 
lapse featuring a succession of ordinary citizens hauling away spare parts at high 
speed as the sun  rose, cast its shadows on the sidewalks, and fell below the hori-
zon. However, the standard Candid Camera– style punch line was missing. No 
one stepped out from the shadows to ask, “ Aren’t  people funny?” This skit 
took a darker turn—it was evidence of the dehumanization of urban life, said 
Zimbardo— big- city senseless vio lence.

In the next scenario, a matching vehicle was abandoned on campus at Stanford 
University. Again, Zimbardo and his team stepped back to observe the action. 
Remarkably, though, no one vandalized the car in California. The researchers 
 were eventually forced to make a start themselves. Then all hell broke loose. “It 
feels so good  after the first smack, then the next one feels easy . . .  and the next 
feels even better,” one participant said.10 However, the article fails to reveal that 
this quote was from Zimbardo himself. “One student jumped on the roof and 
began stomping it in, two  were pulling the door from its hinges, another ham-
mered away at the hood, while the last one broke all the glass he could find.”11 It 
was only then that bystanders  were persuaded to join in.

Zimbardo linked his automobile experiment to a litany of crimes and statis-
tics. In 1967, vandals in New York City had smashed 202,712 school win dows. In 
San Francisco, that same year, approximately 100,000 win dows  were smashed 
in buildings in local parks alone. A crowd of 200 students at the University of 
Oklahoma yelled, “Jump, jump, jump,”  until a disturbed man did just that, leap-
ing from a building to his death.12 This strategy of associating psy chol ogy’s field 
tests— most often short, dramatic scenarios staged on the streets— with signal 
crimes was successfully employed to promote the bystander effect theory. Exper-
imenters pointed to what we now know to be a false story about the rape and 
murder of New Yorker Kitty Genovese. I was beginning to feel like a fact- checker. 
As soon as I saw that “200 students” supposedly yelled, “Jump,” I suspected  there 
was more to the story.

Diving into an archive, I looked for newspaper reports of likely incidents. On 
September 27, 1967, a thirty- nine- year- old man named Fred Green made his way 
onto the University of Oklahoma campus.13 Green, who had a history of  mental 
illness, had admitted himself voluntarily to a psychiatric hospital  earlier that 
week. On the eve ning in question, Green ate dinner at 6:15 p.m. and caught a taxi 
to the university. Climbing onto the roof of a twelve- story building, he prepared 
to jump. A small crowd soon gathered; the numbers  were not reported. A verbal 
exchange between Green and some students followed. A few  were alleged to have 
taunted him.  Others helped by fetching police and trying to talk the suicidal man 
down. Sadly, Green jumped to his death. This reads like another bystander story. 
 After all, the narrative of bystander indifference had been well established by 
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1967, and social scientists  were actively searching for new insights. In this inci-
dent, the students  were presented as having actively inflamed the situation. How-
ever, what we know of the  actual event suggests more complex contributing 
 factors and triggers. Nuanced accounts do not always allow blame to be so readily 
apportioned.

A de cade  earlier, Gordon Parks, the first African American staff photogra-
pher at Life magazine, attempted to provide a more complex account of crime 
in cities. Parks was assigned to a proj ect with the working title “Crime in the U.S.” 
Accompanying police officers on patrol in New York, Chicago, San Francisco, and 
Los Angeles for six weeks, Park took more than 300 color photo graphs. Twelve 
images, some of them cropped,  were published in the magazine with the title 
“Atmosphere of Crime.” Journalist Robert Wallace wrote the accompanying text.14

“The nation in the fall of 1957 appears to be threatened by a catastrophic wave 
of crime. From almost  every major city in the past year have come frightening 
reports showing not merely an increase in the number of crimes but a dreadful 
shift, it seems, in their nature.”15 The opening lines of Wallace’s narrative played 
into societal fears of the time. In 2020, New York’s Museum of Modern Art 
exhibited several of Park’s “Atmosphere of Crime” photo graphs for the first time. 
Viewed without the original accompanying text, they tell a diff er ent story.16

In “Atmosphere of Crime,” Parks provides a double portrait of the criminal 
justice system and the individuals caught up within it. We follow police and offi-
cials as they go out on patrol, cruise the city, make arrests, conduct interviews, 
complete routine paperwork, and visit morgues and prisons. Most crime photog-
raphers shot in black and white and attempted to show the perpetrator’s face. 
Parks, who made use of color film and available light, shot the alleged criminals 
from unexpected  angles, in shadow, and with blur to “allow the suspect a degree 
of anonymity, some dignity,” says photography curator Sarah Meisner.17 His pal-
ette for “Atmosphere of Crime” skewed to smoky blues, greens, and browns. 
Splashes of light against midnight blue skies provided contrast. Parks human-
ized his subjects. Providing glimpses of a largely hidden world, his intensely cin-
ematic images challenged ste reo types of criminality that  were pervasive in the 
mainstream media. According to Meisner, Park’s series complicates our sense 
of crime: “If we look at this scene and find ourselves anticipating a crime, we have 
to ask ourselves why that is. Is it  because it’s a poor neighborhood?  Because it’s 
at night? Is it  because guys are hanging out on the corner? But where’s the crime 
in that?”18

The promotion for Zimbardo’s work went further than any one incident (or 
cluster of incidents, such as the four cited by Darley and Latane to support their 
bystander effect, discussed in chapter 4), linking his experiments to increased 
incidents of rape, vio lence against  children, soaring incarceration rates, and mur-
ders.  These numbers  were evidence of an increasingly violent United States— all 
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the result of deindividuation. Living in big cities, we feel anonymous, Zimbardo 
claimed. Consequently, we are more likely to break the social contract that binds 
 people into communities.

A de cade or two  later, social scientists and politicians took the image of the 
broken win dow and ran with it. Zimbardo’s automobile vandalism experiment 
was used as the key empirical evidence for the “broken win dows” theory devised 
by James Wilson and George Kelling in the early 1980s. “If a win dow in a build-
ing is broken and is left unrepaired, all the rest of the win dows  will soon be bro-
ken,” they wrote.19 The theory seemed intuitive. Vis i ble signs of decay, such as 
broken win dows, graffiti, or  people loitering on the streets, signaled that no one 
cared. This theory applied to “nice” and run- down neighborhoods alike. 
 Zimbardo’s automobile vandalism experiment was invoked as evidence—it had 
tested the broken win dows theory; crucially, however, the theory was not devel-
oped  until long  after the vandalism field test. The solution was  simple—if 
police focused on maintaining order by patrolling neighborhoods on foot, major 
crime would soon decrease. New York City politicians seized on the idea. 
Elections  were fought and won based on new law enforcement strategies. As the 
number of violent crimes committed in New York City dropped, local officials 
celebrated a success story.

However, cracks soon appeared in the story. Social policy scholars Bernard 
Harcourt and Jens Ludwig ran some numbers of their own. Crime statistics had 
fallen not only in New York City but also in many other American cities where 
“broken win dow” policing was not in place.20 Additionally, fixing broken win-
dows had morphed into the racist “stop and frisk” policy.21 Built on shaky foun-
dations, the “broken win dow” story was too good to be true. More social scientists 
and journalists weighed in; eventually, the policy was discredited. Some argued 
that Zimbardo’s vandalism experiment had been misrepresented through over-
simplification.22 Linking the image of the broken win dow to violent crime 
 simplified complex issues regarding the safety of neighborhoods. Who was 
responsible for keeping communities safe? Ordinary citizens? Or the police? How 
could they work together? Given the history of racist policing, could they ever 
work together? But I am not a criminologist. What interests me is Zimbardo’s 
talent for crafting the telling metaphor— his fa cil i ty with word pictures.

Despite my  father’s profession, I have  little personal experience of crime. As 
university students, my friend Z and I  were caught one night spray- painting slo-
gans on the side of a row of vacant  houses. Our solution to inner- city dwellings 
abandoned during a housing crisis was to propose that  people squat in them. 
Down the road was the city’s first shelter for  women and kids seeking refuge from 
domestic vio lence. Our clothes  were almost permanently splattered with paint 
due to weekends spent getting places into shape for  those ready to move in.  There 
was never enough affordable housing available. “ Don’t let  houses rot, squat,” we 
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 were writing in red paint when a local police patrol caught us in the glare of its 
headlights. Somewhat inept at our task, Z and I panicked and misspelled the 
word houses (adding an extra “es”) while the police waited to take our details 
and charge us. Courtesy of our involvement in local community and po liti cal 
groups, we  were represented by one of the city’s leading barristers, and the 
charges  were dismissed. The most traumatic part of our brush with crime was 
the straight clothes that the barrister insisted we wear to court. My skirt and 
blouse  were borrowed from my  sister, and I think Z’s  father gave him a tie.

The teenage kids we worked with at the community proj ect did not fare nearly 
so well. They  were routinely picked up by the police and placed in institutions 
for juvenile offenders. Often, their offenses could be traced to  running away from 
the latest in a succession of group foster homes. Hunger and boredom soon led 
to minor pilfering or damage to property. When it came to the law, they did not 
share our privileges and  were rarely given the benefit of the doubt or assumed 
to be of good character.

Caught by a newsreel camera, a protester runs  toward a shop front win dow 
and raises an arm. Ready to lob a rock or a bomb? That image of broken win-
dows covers protest, rebellion, war, riots, urban crime, and more. Suffragettes 
breaking win dows with toffee hammers in early twentieth- century London. 
Kristallnacht in Germany in 1938, when the win dows of Jewish- owned shops 
 were smashed. The broken win dows of bombed- out buildings in London dur-
ing World War II. A burglar sneaking in via a win dow in a 1940s detective movie. 
Kids throwing stones at the win dows of abandoned buildings. The race riots of 
1960s Amer i ca. Eventually, George Kelling— one of the architects of the “bro-
ken win dow” policy— called time: “We  didn’t know how power ful it was  going 
to be. It simplified, it was easy to communicate, a lot of  people got it. . . .  But, as 
you know, meta phors can wear out and become stale.”23 Exactly.

What makes ideas sticky? This is the question social scientists and market-
ing gurus Dan and Chip Heath asked themselves. The  brothers eventually came 
up with a list of princi ples. Sticky ideas  were  simple, unexpected, credible, con-
crete, and engaged the emotions.  There was an acronym to sell the Heaths’ idea, 
of course— “SUCCES.” The last “S” stood for “stories.” Forget statistics— sticky 
ideas  were always expressed as stories.

Like many landmark experiments in social psy chol ogy, the “Stanford Prison 
Experiment” ticks most of  those boxes. It was  simple, unexpected in its era, cred-
ible  because its experimenter was a professor of social psy chol ogy at a highly 
regarded university, concrete, and engaged the emotions.  These  were mostly 
negative— fear, shame, distress, humiliation, and anger  were among the emo-
tions reported. If you had to reduce the Heath  brothers’ list of princi ples to its 
essence, you would end up with  simple stories. But why would you want to con-
vince  people of ideas about  human be hav ior that might be wrong?
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Hooded Girls

A black- and- white photo graph depicts three New York University students wear-
ing what look like paper bags over their heads. Openings have been cut for eyes 
and mouths.24 The photo was printed using high contrast; the hooded figures 
appear to emerge from an inky pool of darkness. This image, published two years 
before the “Stanford Prison Experiment,” helped establish its visual iconogra-
phy. Before the mock prison, Zimbardo ran a torture study. Small groups of girls, 
some wearing hoods, listened to sound recordings of a fellow student speaking. 
Then, they  were placed in a dark cubicle and asked to administer electric shocks 
to a victim— the young  woman they had just heard speak.  Those wearing hoods 
 were more likely to inflict shocks than  those who  were unhooded, Zimbardo 
reported. In one version, the victim was described as  either “nice” or “obnox-
ious.” (Yes, gender stereotyping was alive and well.) When the young  woman’s 
personality was described as obnoxious, the hooded girls pressed the buzz er 
more often and for longer. Again, this represented deindividuation. In another 
huge leap from evidence to real life, Zimbardo claimed, “ Under the right condi-
tions  every one of us is an assassin.”25

We are watching a  silent film. Figures in white hoods gather at night, a burning 
cross in the background. Vio lence is in the air. This is a scene from D. W. Griffith’s 
The Birth of a Nation, depicting the white supremacist Ku Klux Klan.26 The con-
troversial film is often described as Hollywood’s first realist masterpiece due to the 
artistry with which its director staged large- scale dramatic action. I have never 
been able to accept that The Birth of a Nation deserves  those accolades. Historical 
document? Yes. Art? Not for me. Surely, art connects  people, brings us together? 
The photo graph of the hooded girls in Zimbardo’s torture experiment derives 
some of its shock value from the association with the Ku Klux Klan.

I recall another black- and- white image of figures with covered  faces, this time 
from the world of art photography. Standing in a park, a group of  people face 
the camera wearing paper bags over their heads.  Toward the end of her life, pho-
tographer Diane Arbus visited homes for intellectually disabled  women to take 
portraits. She preferred to make her visits during holidays when the residents 
 were often excited— there  were enough pictures of unhappy  people in institu-
tional settings. Arbus shot portraits with the consent of her subjects, who posed 
as they wished. The lexicon of photography makes it hard to discuss this kind of 
negotiation. Terms like subject, shot, and capture do not seem adequate to the 
task. The image that I recall is most likely Untitled (4), in which four  women are 
dressed for a Halloween party. It is not quite as I remember. Some of the  women 
wear paper bags, and  others wear masks, adding to the unsettling effect. The por-
traits are full length, indicating that, as usual, Arbus kept her distance— four feet, 
to be precise.
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The artist gravitated  toward subjects who lived at the fringes of society. Should 
the subjects of portraits be consulted about their exhibition or publication? What 
constituted informed consent? Psy chol ogy does not have a mono poly on ethical 
dilemmas and lapses. As a student, I pored over Arbus’s photo graphs. It was only 
 later that I fully appreciated the photographer’s technique. Arbus experimented 
with slow shutter speeds to achieve the right mix of sharp focus and blurred 
background and combined flashlight with daylight. Then she discovered work-
ing with early after noon winter sunlight. “Perfect,” she wrote. This light gave the 
series a floating quality. Untitled (4) is unsettling— but  aren’t photo graphs of 
 people with hoods or bags over their heads always unsettling?

We can often trace the decisions made by photog raphers like Diane Arbus.27 
Far from snap judgments, they  were often documented in notebooks or journals. 
Psy chol ogy frequently treats the camera as a neutral recording device rather than 
an instrument of discovery. Consequently, details of the images produced rarely 
make it into experimenters’ laboratory notebooks. Zimbardo’s photo graphs of 
the torture experiments from 1969 could be called Unknown. The subjects are, 
of course, not identified to protect their identities. But who was  behind the cam-
era? Routinely attributed to experimenters, in the 1960s and 1970s, such photo-
graphs  were more likely taken by university audiovisual technical staff. Choices 
of camera, lens, film stock,  angle, and shutter speed are just some of the  factors 
that shape photo graphs. A color print from Zimbardo’s torture experiments, for 
example, offers another layer of information, another mood. In comparison with 
the high- contrast black- and- white shots, more detail can be seen. The paper bags 
over the girls’ heads are covered with patterns that resemble camouflage.28 The 
drama is dialed down, and the military associations made clearer.

Hooded Man

In 2004, when stories of prisoner abuse at Abu Ghraib prison, Iraq, hit the head-
lines, the “Stanford Prison Experiment” was back in the news. A series of 
 “trophy shots” taken by U.S. military personnel showed grinning soldiers 
standing over piles of naked prisoners and detainees being forced to perform 
demeaning sexual acts. If millions of words have been devoted to the “Stanford 
Prison Experiment,” zillions of pixels have (deservedly) been devoted to discus-
sion of the photo graphs of Abu Ghraib prison. Among the thousands of photo-
graphs taken, one of the most well known is “Hooded Man,” which shows a 
prisoner wearing a hood and standing on a box with electrodes attached to his 
fin gers. He was forced to stand on the box and told that he would be electro-
cuted if he fell off. The image has been described by Time magazine as among 
the 100 most significant photo graphs of all time.29

When Sergeant Joseph Derby blew the whistle, passing on a disc containing 
a se lection of the Abu Ghraib prison images to a superior officer, the wide- scale 
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torture and abuse could no longer be ignored. Zimbardo claimed that he was 
unsurprised by the be hav ior of Abu Ghraib prison guards. They  were swagger-
ing and sadistic, placing bags over the prisoners’ heads, forcing them to strip 
naked, and forcing them to perform sexual acts. He had seen it all before.  There 
 were strikingly parallel pictures from the “Stanford Prison Experiment.”30 One 
photo graph from Stanford shows “inmates” with bags over their heads waiting 
in a corridor for their parole hearing. (In the experiment’s fictional world, pris-
oners could only be released  after making an appearance before the board.) The 
tough guy guard, dubbed “John Wayne” by the experimenters, leans  toward the 
prisoners. This is not a particularly menacing image; it is the psychologist’s nar-
ration that endeavors to make it so. It was also Zimbardo who initially produced 
the idea of covering prisoners’ heads with bags for his role play. Photo graphs of 
Abu Ghraib prison detainees with hoods or paper bags over their heads allowed 
Zimbardo an opportunity to link the “Stanford Prison Experiment” to yet 
another real- world event, thereby bringing his work to the attention of a new 
generation. He soon stepped forward as an expert witness for the defense.

The anonymity of the victim in “Hooded Man” gave the photo graph much 
of its power. Vari ous claims  were put forward and investigated, but ultimately 
the person chose to remain unnamed. However, the photographer’s identity was 
no secret. Se nior Staff Sergeant Ivan “Chip” Fredericks took the most widely pub-
lished “Hooded Man” photo graph. It was taken with a Sony Cyber- shot digital 
camera on November 4, 2003, at 11:03 p.m.31 A cell phone shot taken three min-
utes  later shows Fredericks checking his camera as the unknown hooded man 
holds the stress position. Fredericks  later faced trial on multiple charges, includ-
ing maltreatment of detainees. Photography critic and former New York Times 
picture editor Fred Ritchin observed that, during the Vietnam War, the most 
compelling imagery was taken by professional photog raphers. By contrast, it was 
the photo graphs taken by soldiers in Iraq that became inscribed in collective 
memory.32

 After reviewing the available rec ords and conducting interviews, Zimbardo 
concluded that  there was “absolutely nothing in his rec ord . . .  that would pre-
dict that Chip Frederick would engage in any form of abusive, sadistic be hav-
ior.”33 It was Specialist Charles Graner (a U.S. Army reservist) who took charge 
on the night that the “Hooded Man” photo graphs  were taken—he was the ring-
leader. Fredericks was the “good apple” in the situation, and Graner the “bad 
apple.” As an expert witness for the defense, Zimbardo significantly underplayed 
the torture and vio lence directed at Abu Ghraib prison inmates. It served his 
interest to highlight any pos si ble similarities between his role play and the U.S.- 
run military prison. However, unlike the fictional Stanford Prison, Abu Ghraib 
prison was only too real— a place where real crimes, including rape, torture, and 
murder,  were routine. Zimbardo testified that Fredericks bore no responsibil-
ity; the situation alone was to blame.34 “Give me an image of the all- American 
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boy, and it’s this young man,” said Zimbardo. “He is a wonderful young man 
who did  these horrible  things.”35 A prison officer before his stint as a military 
policeman at Abu Ghraib prison, Frederick was thirty- seven years old.

“History itself is a crime scene and  you’re the detective,” said Errol Morris.36 
Filmmaking is a tool for solving some of the mysteries. Morris, who started out 
as a private investigator, has brought that sensibility to a significant body of film 
work. On the cusp of drama and documentary, his films take nonfiction in a 
decidedly forensic direction. Increasingly, photography, truth, and the nature of 
evidence have become the subjects of his investigations.37 Morris’s feature doc-
umentary Standard Operating Procedure (2008) focused on key photo graphs 
from Abu Ghraib prison in the belief that photography offers a diff er ent win-
dow into history.38 The filmmaker interviewed soldiers who had worked at Abu 
Ghraib prison using his Interrotron device. Inspired by the teleprompter, Mor-
ris’s invention allows interviewees to address a floating image near the camera— 
either the interviewer or a piece of evidence  under discussion. Thus, subjects 
appear to look straight at the camera as they speak.39 The Interrotron machine 
may be seen as a modern- day version of the lie detector machines with which 
early psy chol ogy and cinema  were both enamored.

“Photo graphs reveal and conceal,” stated Morris.40 The first- person testimo-
nies in Standard Operating Procedure  were interwoven with re- enactments of 
key photo graphs from Abu Ghraib prison. They  were shot on a studio set con-
structed to appear as an endless corridor. Many of the soldiers’ photo graphs  were 
staged in a corridor that became a per for mance space. For all the skill and visual 
flair of Morris’s photographic re- enactments, watching Standard Operating Pro-
cedure is a reminder that cinematic re- enactments do not provide conclusive 
evidence; rather, they highlight investigative working theories or pos si ble leads. 
Why  were the photo graphs taken? Whose interests are served?

The debate regarding Standard Operating Procedure has been fierce. Critiqu-
ing the film, documentary theorist Bill Nichols wrote that “my sense of a social 
order depends on accountability and responsibility of the one to the many and 
of the many to the one.” 41 Morris’s almost clinical investigation of the states of 
mind of  those guards who took the Abu Ghraib photo graphs evaded questions 
of responsibility. Moreover, where  were the voices of the Iraqi detainees who  were 
depicted being tortured and abused? How was it conscionable to re- enact such 
scenes without presenting their perspective? Drawing our attention to the digi-
tally created white frames with which Morris surrounds the photo graphs, film 
theorist Linda Williams offers a diff er ent view: the “minimalist white frames, 
endlessly multiplied, point to the characterizations of digital mediation at 
work.” 42 They invite us to consider the act of witnessing the photo graphs.

Errol Morris dismissed attempts to draw on the “Stanford Prison Experi-
ment” or Milgram’s “Obedience to Authority” to account for the dynamics of 
Abu Ghraib prison; you did not need psy chol ogy experiments to tell you why 
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 those in the military followed  orders— they  were trained to do so. This ignores 
the fact that Milgram’s experiment provides as much evidence of re sis tance as 
obedience. Surprisingly, some of Morris’s conclusions  were not so diff er ent from 
 those of Zimbardo. Abu Ghraib prison was a situation not of the soldiers’ making, 
and they  were not responsible for their conduct. Morris acknowledged, however, 
that the story surrounding the Abu Ghraib prison images is extremely complex.

Zimbardo first began discussing the “Stanford Prison Experiment” with a 
slide- tape show designed as a teaching package. The first iteration comprised 
eighty slides, and an accompanying audiocassette contained Zimbardo’s scripted 
commentary and sound grabs. The story was told primarily from his vantage 
point as prison superintendent and principal investigator. The dramatic effect was 
heightened by adding “photos and sounds from the ‘real world,’ real prisons, 
real concentration camps and military installations.” 43 They included Margaret 
Bourke- White’s photo graphs of concentration camps and a montage of news 
headlines about riots at Attica Prison in 1971. The story was expanded  after Zim-
bardo appeared in 2004 as a witness for Frederick’s defense, and the real- life 
images drawn on to support Zimbardo’s prison simulation findings shifted from 
Attica Prison to Abu Ghraib prison. “The more an image is joined with other 
 things, the more often it flourishes. The more an image is joined with other  things, 
the more ways in which it can be excited,” said artist and critic John Berger, 
quoting Spinoza.44 This provides an apt description of Zimbardo’s aspirations 
as he linked the “Stanford Prison Experiment” story and its photo graphs with as 
many real- life events as pos si ble.

“To look is an act of choice,” says Berger. “We never look at just one  thing; we 
are always looking at the relation between  things and ourselves. Our vision is 
continually active, continually moving, continually holding  things in a circle 
around itself.” 45 If anything, images are even more open- ended and ambiguous 
than words. They cannot be reduced to a set of fixed meanings; context, that 
world outside the frame, is every thing.

Stories— and the vivid pictures that bring them to life— act on the world. One 
disturbing aspect of the Stanford prison simulation is that it has been used con-
sistently to excuse  those who have abused  others, but rarely in the ser vice of the 
abused. Why, then, does the story keep being told? Surely, one major  factor is 
that it effectively taps into societal fears. Zimbardo’s experiments always place 
ordinary citizens, including himself, at the crime scene. His expert testimony 
lets us off the hook— good  people  will always turn bad.

It was a quiet Sunday morning in Palo Alto on August 14, 1971, and visibility 
was unlimited.

But was it?
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If psy chol ogy fell in love with the movies, can it also be said that film and 
 tele vi sion fell in love with the psy chol ogy experiment? In recent de cades, key 
experiments have proved fertile ground for film and program makers— none 
more so than Milgram’s “Obedience to Authority” and Zimbardo’s “Stanford 
Prison Experiment.” Both involved ordinary citizens placed  under enormous 
stress, and both dramatized complex questions about how we negotiate issues of 
obedience and authority and make decisions to resist or accede to social pres-
sure.  People would not believe what had occurred  unless they saw it with their 
own eyes. In both cases, footage filmed via hidden cameras provided evi-
dence, and  those visual rec ords  were critical in attracting media interest.

Compared with “Obedience to Authority” and the “Stanford Prison 
 Experiment,” other social psy chol ogy experiments of the postwar era lacked an 
under lying dramatic scenario that could be adapted and repurposed. This was 
often the case despite the fact that the social issues  under investigation remained 
only too pertinent. Solomon Asch’s series of experiments on conformity and 
in de pen dence, for example, arguably offered a more nuanced account of social 
be hav ior than Milgram’s “Obedience to Authority.” But they lacked  human 
drama.  After all, which of the following scenarios would you prefer to watch: 
young men choosing the longest line on a piece of paper or  people facing pres-
sure to inflict an electric shock on an innocent person? Milgram had worked 
with Asch as a research assistant. “I was trying to think of a way to make Asch’s 
conformity experiments more humanly significant. I was dissatisfied that the 
test of conformity was a judgement about lines,” said Milgram.1 The bystander 
effect scenarios devised by John Darley and his collaborators in the late 1960s 
addressed an impor tant social issue— when do  people not help  others?— but the 
scenarios lacked narrative complexity and build.

c h a p t e r   7

Restaging the Psy chol ogy 
Experiment
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This chapter examines screen proj ects that have adapted Milgram’s “Obedi-
ence to Authority” experiments, including my own.  These proj ects span feature 
films, factual programs for broadcast, documentary films, and gallery installa-
tions. Their directors variously describe their works as “re- enactments,” “reprises,” 
or “dramatizations.” What is meant by  these terms? And what are their respec-
tive claims to the truth? My hunch is that they are just that— claims. If we accept 
that Milgram’s “Obedience to Authority” experiments are a drama, they are all 
new productions of a classic text I am  going to call Obedience: A Drama. This 
text encompasses Milgram’s production notes, scripted lines, and key ele ments 
of his production design.

Theater director Katie Mitchell has suggested that each production of a clas-
sic text explores several key ideas.2 In  doing so, Mitchell distinguishes between 
a concept— which she sees as an overarching idea a director imposes on the 
production— and the working ideas explored by the director and cast. Mitchell 
has a reputation for combining aesthetic experimentation with rigorous textual 
analy sis. For most of the work she stages,  there is no living writer who can be 
consulted. Therefore, the director advocates discovering some basics about the 
writer and the society in which they lived. What are the points of connection 
between the play and the writer’s life? List some key images, she suggests. How 
do they shed light on the ideas of the play? Working ideas must be able to be 
expressed clearly and simply: “An idea must have a relationship with nearly  every 
character in the play and large chunks of the action must be concerned with 
investigating this idea.”3 For example, when she first read Chekhov’s play The 
Seagull, Mitchell was struck by how many of its characters  were unhappy in love. 
Investigating the key ideas of a dramatic text also involves consideration of genre 
and style. Each text has its own history and logic that help define the world 
depicted and how its characters interact. Realism, horror, absurdism, the Theatre 
of Cruelty, and black comedy— these are just some of the genres within which 
Milgram’s “Obedience to Authority” drama could be restaged.

Re- enactment

At his desk, the Experimenter organizes his papers. The Teacher  faces the shock 
machine. He appears bewildered by its complex arrangement of switches. We 
hear the Experimenter’s familiar instruction, “Please begin.” Reflections of the 
gallery audience can be seen in the glass win dows of the laboratory. Long before 
making my own film, I read about The Milgram Re- enactment, first performed 
at the Centre for Con temporary Art, Glasgow, in 2002.4 Watching a video doc-
umenting the event, I register the familiar laboratory. Rod Dickinson and his 
collaborators created a facsimile of Milgram’s laboratory set to scale, including 
a replica of the original shock machine.
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Con temporary productions— viewed in color, rather than in black and 
white— restore Milgram’s laboratory set to shades of green and white. Milgram 
took some trou ble with the chromatic aspects of design, writing to paint manu-
facturers for professional color charts and advice. The hue he eventually selected 
for the walls is an “institutional green,” one of a range of viridescent shades pop-
u lar ized by color con sul tant Faber Birren, who set up an influential color con-
sulting business in New York in the 1930s. Birren recommended pale greens for 
use in public institutions for their supposedly calming effect. So ubiquitous was 
the use of institutional green in the postwar period that it has now accrued addi-
tional layers of meaning associated with conformity and monotony. A mere 
glimpse of the color makes me want to run for my life.

Curator Vivienne Gaskin, who commissioned the work, described The 
 Milgram Re- enactment as a mirror image of the original.5 Its script was based 
on eight transcripts sourced from the Stanley Milgram Papers archived at Yale 
University. According to Dickinson, he did not set out to prove or disprove Mil-
gram’s thesis or to generate new scientific data. The role of art galleries was to 
create spaces to observe and consider the pro cesses of repre sen ta tion and reme-
diation: “The original experiment was laden with artifice. . . .  The reenactment 
set up a further set of iterations through time and space; actors playing the role 
of actors, the repetition of the experiment as a live per for mance eight times in 
real time.” 6 Dickinson was interested in Milgram’s use of dramaturgy in a sci-
ence experiment and the mechanisms under lying the participants’ seemingly 
inexplicable  human be hav ior.

Auditioning re- enactors for his per for mance, Dickinson looked for profes-
sional performers whose passion and conviction about the proj ect matched his 
own. Gaskin observed that Dickinson’s briefing notes  were like a sermon in 
which the artist impressed upon the actors how the person they  were playing 
would have spoken and acted. He appeared to inhabit Milgram’s role. “Dickin-
son inhabits the methodologies of his subject, scrutinizing them in painful detail 
and, in so  doing . . .  ‘becomes’ them,” she noted.7  There was a  running joke at 
the gallery that it was just as well Dickinson made a  career of art since, judging 
by the success with which he elicited obedience from the cast, he would have 
made a good cult leader. It was no coincidence that Dickinson’s previous gallery 
re- enactment focused on a real- life cult leader, Jim Jones. The director was fas-
cinated by the nature of belief; this was one of the key working ideas of The Mil-
gram Re- enactment.

Dickinson positioned his audience  behind the mock laboratory’s surveillance 
win dow. This was the same position from which Milgram and his associates 
watched the drama unfold. (Milgram estimated he watched approximately one- 
third of the more than 800 experimental sessions.) Audience members  were 
asked not to leave the per for mance space for the duration— four hours in total. 
Not every one complied—no surprise  there! One reviewer lasted two hours, 
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reporting them as among the longest two hours of her life. This sense of time 
weighing heavi ly was intentional. Dickinson aimed to create a situation in which 
the audience was trapped in front of the shock machine and forced to become 
voyeurs.

The Milgram Re- enactment is a compelling, if austere, production. When it 
was first presented, few researchers had spent time working with materials from 
the Stanley Milgram Papers archive. As the files have been subjected to increased 
scrutiny, it has become clear that the nonprofessional actors for this production 
frequently departed from the script.  After rehearsing and staging his re- 
enactments, Dickinson concluded that “the experiment sets up a drama that 
like some of Beckett’s plays, gains gravity and resonance through repetition.”8 
As one watches Dickinson’s re- enactment, the image that comes to mind is a suc-
cession of  people blind to the consequences of their actions.

Improvised Re- enactment

I completed my own feature documentary about Milgram’s “Obedience to 
Authority” experiments, Shock Room, in 2015.9 The proj ect had been in devel-
opment for approximately seven years. Initially, I planned an essay film focused 
on  those participants who resisted. Imagine black- and- white film, drive-by foot-
age of the streets of New Haven and Bridgeport, crime scene re- enactments, a 
tough- talking narrator (preferably a  woman), and a jazz score. In story terms, 
I saw the proj ect as following in the footsteps of Cesare Zavattini’s inchestia, or 
film inquiry. One of the architects of neorealism, screenwriter and journalist 
Zavattini proposed the inchestia as a new form of nonfiction.10 Re- enactments 
 were critical, allowing audiences some distance from events to enable seeing 
them with fresh eyes.

On the research trail, I traveled to New York to see Alexandra Milgram, who 
had managed her husband’s archive since his death in 1981. In New Haven, 
I tracked down several of Milgram’s original participants who had publicly iden-
tified themselves as disobedient subjects. They  were now in their nineties, and 
if I was  going to interview them, time was of the essence. Awarded script devel-
opment funds to research and write a feature documentary, I produced several 
treatments. The first iteration of the proj ect was called “The Man Who Said No.” 
It was inspired by the balding businessman at the end of Milgram’s documen-
tary who refuses to continue. Told by the Experimenter that he has no choice 
but to inflict electric shocks, the businessman crosses his arms and says, “Oh, 
I have plenty of choices” (figure 7.1). At campus screenings of Milgram’s film dur-
ing the Vietnam War, students cheered him. Did he ever know that? Did he ever 
even see the film in which he took one of the leading roles?

At times, I felt like a detective in my own noir movie— poring over files as 
the clock edged  toward midnight, my desk lamp casting shadows on the wall. 
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Waking in the night, I would picture the finding aid to the Stanley Milgram 
Papers and mentally scroll through it. How could I identify the balding busi-
nessman— a folk hero to some? Was  there a clue I had missed somewhere? 
Scrawled on a rec ord I thought was his, I found a handwritten comment: “a mean 
bastard.” Surely that could not be true?

I dipped into my files to look at the endless documents generated: script drafts, 
funding proposals, bud gets, and lists of interested parties who signed up for 
meetings. I was in development hell, the on- off (but mostly off) pro cess that 
many writers and producers endure as they attempt to obtain financing for films. 
Typically, it involves participating in a market where you pitch your proj ect to 
interested broadcasters and distributors in a series of brief meetings. The aim is 
to piece together a jigsaw of presales and distribution guarantees. Should you 
be selected to participate— and competition is fierce— attending pitch school in 
advance is mandatory. You are coached through a standardized elevator spiel 
for your proj ect  until, gradually, anything that may be distinctive about it has 
been eroded.

The largest obstacle to funding The Man Who Said No was that most com-
missioning editors believed Milgram’s “Obedience to Authority” studies  were 
“gold standard.” In ter est ing as this new emphasis on re sis tance may be, science 
unit colleagues told them the research did not bear it out. Their source? 

Figure 7.1.  Obedience, Stanley Milgram, 1965.
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 Milgram’s book Obedience to Authority, published in 1974. I sent them copies of 
just- published psy chol ogy papers. We went around in circles. My patience wore 
thin. My sense of humor went missing in action. I canceled a follow-up meeting 
with an interested commissioning editor when he asked me  whether our re- 
enactments could be performed ethically. “Yes,” I assured him. He appeared 
disappointed. “It would be a lot more fun if  people  really did get hurt,” he said.

Shifting direction, I financed the film via research grants instead. We would 
have a smaller bud get but more creative and intellectual freedom. Ultimately, 
I restaged selected versions of Milgram’s drama in a studio with actors using an 
immersive realism per for mance method I had developed for a pi lot. In 2012, 
I filmed Random 8 based on the “Unjust Authority Encounter” devised by soci-
ologist William Gamson, who pioneered simulations of the kind in which I had 
participated as a student.11 In an early challenge to Milgram’s “Obedience to 
Authority” experiments, Gamson and his colleagues devised a study in which 
 people agreed to participate in market research groups at a local Holiday Inn. 
They  were asked to undertake a series of unjust requests made by an authority 
figure. I restaged the “Unjust Authority Encounter” with improvising actors.12

On Shock Room, we built a con temporary version of Milgram’s laboratory set, 
complete with a shock machine. I drew on extensive archival research that I had 
undertaken in the Milgram Archives for much of the detail. Additionally, social 
psy chol ogy collaborators Alex Haslam and Steve Reicher consulted throughout 
a lengthy development pro cess. Our audiences followed nine fictional charac-
ters through dramatizations. They  were men and  women of diff er ent ages and 
diff er ent cultural and socioeconomic backgrounds. Fascinating as they are to 
watch, it is easy to dismiss the participants in Milgram’s 1965 film as historical 
figures from another era. I wanted to bring the “Obedience to Authority” exper-
iments alive for con temporary audiences. I cast actors with experience in theater, 
as well as skilled film actors capable of sustaining long, structured improvisa-
tions. The actors simply knew they would be playing a volunteer in a psy chol-
ogy experiment and could bail out at any time. As on Random 8, I sketched the 
characters in collaboration with the individual actors to ensure a representative 
mix of con temporary citizens. Then, the actors conducted further research to 
bring their in ven ted characters to life. My brief to cast members was that they 
 were responsible for responding in the scenario moment by moment as their 
character (figures 7.2 and 7.3). When the cinematographer and I first discussed 
the film, we de cided it was crucial to capture each character’s session as a com-
plete entity. We needed many cameras to cover the interpersonal dynamics. We 
shot using three main cameras  behind a two- way mirror and several micro-
cameras built into the laboratory’s physical space.

On set, it immediately became apparent that the material was dramatic. It 
was like watching filmed live theater, each actor’s “first take”  running for up to 
twenty minutes and appearing on multiple monitors. Our psy chol ogy advisers, 
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Alex Haslam and Steve Reicher, observed from a studio control room. I  later 
shot interviews with them, drawing on their interpretations of the dynamics of 
obedience and re sis tance.  There was always tension regarding  whether the re- 
enactments  were drama or experiments. For me, they  were 100  percent drama. 
We worked in a studio where the film crew and equipment  were clearly vis i ble. 
The actors  were directed. The per for mance style and long takes contributed to a 
sense of hyperrealism. That same tension continued to play out in screenings. 
Audiences composed of psychologists claimed Shock Room’s dramatizations as 
experiments. Film festival audiences burst out laughing at the notion of basing 

Figure 7.2.  Shock Room, Charlie Productions, 2015.

Figure 7.3.  Shock Room, Charlie Productions, 2015.
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statistics on the be hav ior of actors playing fictional characters. The material may 
have looked real, but that was due to what has been termed cinema’s “real ity 
effect.”13 As a medium, film can create an impression of authenticity—an effect 
that can be deliberately accentuated by aesthetic choices. Critic Hanna Schenkel 
wrote, “Like Milgram, Millard allows the footage of her experiment to unroll on 
screen; devoid of musical accompaniment or commentary, it gives the impression 
of being a scientific study’s indexical footage.”14 Our improvised re- enactments 
of diff er ent versions of the experiment  were interspersed with contextual infor-
mation about Milgram’s work and the ways in which it had been challenged, 
conveyed via animation, text on screen, and narration.

Many of the ways re- enactment in documentary is categorized emphasize the 
historical veracity and its audiovisual markers. Bill Nichols proposed the follow-
ing major types of documentary re- enactment: historically realist, historically 
specific, realist and historically specific, stylized, Brechtian distanced, and 
ironic.15 To this list, I would add improvised re- enactment, whose hallmarks 
include long takes and per for mances that appear to unfold in real time. Shock 
Room provides one example. But writing about one’s own work is difficult—it 
always seems best to discuss aspirations rather than outcomes. Hence, I  will give 
the last word to Schenkel: “Shock Room makes clear that it is one piece of a much 
larger puzzle, open to engagement and criticism.”16

The Biographical Film

I was reluctant to watch Experimenter  until I had completed my own film. An 
in de pen dent feature film, written and directed by Michael Almereyda, Experi-
menter aimed to focus public attention on Milgram’s life and body of work.17 
Eventually, I sat down to view it. To all intents and purposes, the film is an autho-
rized biopic that takes an inventive approach to tell the story of its subject’s 
life (figure 7.4).  After reading transcripts of experimental sessions, Almereyda 
became fascinated with the experimental psychologist. He struck a deal with 
Alexandra Milgram, and she shared her memories and assigned him the rights 
to depict her late husband’s life on film. One of the challenges of the material 
was that the film’s key subject was far from a typical leading man. As Almereyda 
commented, “Milgram is very much a guy whose life was spent reading, writ-
ing, and thinking, so his experiments become the movie’s essential action— a 
primary way Milgram interacts with  people, even as he observes them from a 
distance.”18 Almereyda also felt that the controversy surrounding the ethics of 
the “Obedience to Authority” studies may have overshadowed Milgram’s  later 
experiments.

Despite strong support from major in de pen dent festivals, including Sun-
dance, Experimenter took eight years to reach the screen. The final bud get was 
considerably less than initially envisaged. Almereyda, who had worked across 
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both drama and documentary, made a virtue out of necessity, drawing on cin-
ematic devices such as sets and rear projection to shoot Experimenter in only 
twenty days. Experimenter re- created Milgram’s laboratory in a set and shot sev-
eral key scenes on location at Yale University. The film’s production designer, 
Deana Sidney, commented that “colour was very impor tant to us all and we had 
the film move through an ever- brightening world.”19 The film’s palette was ini-
tially based on a color photo graph of the original laboratory that, over time, had 
skewed to a yellowish green. At the last minute, the director de cided to switch 
from this alienating color to a range of more soothing blue- greens. The overall 
effect is that of a heightened, slightly theatrical world.

Peter Sarsgaard, who played Milgram, has discussed the challenges of the role. 
Describing the character as “phlegmatic” and “dispassionate,” he noted that  these 
 were unusual qualities for an actor to be asked to portray. Conceptualizations 
of individual temperament like  these go back to the ancient Greek typology 
developed by Hippocrates (fourth  century b.c.e.) and Galen (second  century 
b.c.e.). The well- known types of temperament, based on humors or bodily types, 
 were sanguine, choleric, melancholic, and phlegmatic.20 Phlegmatic was consid-
ered calm, unresponsive, and cool. In constructing his per for mance, Sarsgaard 
also took clues from Milgram’s appearances in a series of short educational 
documentaries in the 1970s. The actor observed that the psychologist looked 
uncomfortable in his own skin, and he had a difficult relationship with the cam-
era.21 In one of the educational documentaries in which he appeared, Milgram 
walked down the street in a corduroy jacket talking to the camera. He had a glass 
of wine that he pretended to drink as he did so. Unsurprisingly, the result was 
far from relaxed.  After watching Milgram’s filmed media appearances, Sarsgaard 

Figure 7.4.  Experimenter, Magnolia Home Entertainment, 2015.
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described his on- camera persona as having a forced casual quality. This aspect 
did not make him an entirely sympathetic character to play.

To allow us to get  under the skin of its subject, Experimenter directly addresses 
the camera. As Milgram, Sarsgaard frequently turns and voices his thoughts to 
the audience as events occur around him. This method is often used to foster 
intimacy with the audience; in this case, however, Milgram is predominantly 
shown sharing musings on his work. Sarsgaard’s carefully calibrated per for-
mance suggests an open- minded man with a sense of curiosity, yet someone 
who was never off duty. He watches from  behind the two- way mirror in his labo-
ratory. Watches the  people around him on the streets. Watches— well, you get 
the picture. It is unsurprising that Milgram aspired to direct more films. He was 
far more comfortable in the role of writer and director, observing from  behind 
the scenes, than as an on- screen personality.

I recall once finding a cartridge of Super 8 film shot by Milgram among the 
Stanley Milgram Papers at Yale University. Despite Milgram’s strong interest in 
lens- based media, I found  little  actual film or photographic material in this 
archive. The Super 8 film was a cause for excitement. The box was labeled  “Circle 
Film.” Did it document a small group discussion? Would it shed any light on 
Milgram’s thought pro cesses?  After receiving permission to have the material 
digitized, I watched the resulting several minutes of footage. A small group of 
 people stand in a circle on a city street, gazing up at the sky. Passersby soon stop 
and join them. What is every one looking at? The unremarkable footage provided 
a glimpse of the “social proof” demonstration that Milgram conducted with stu-
dents from City University of New York in the 1970s. The group gathered on the 
pavement and looked  toward the sky. It was not long before  people passing by 
joined them.

Experimenter’s closing scene re- creates the demonstration. Alexandra 
 Milgram, then in her eighties, stands on a New York City street. She looks up to 
the sky. The scene is moving— especially  after Winona Ryder’s portrayal of her 
as a vibrant younger  woman deeply involved with her husband’s  career. My 
initial reluctance to watch Experimenter was unfounded. It is a thoughtful and 
strikingly visualized film that pushes beyond the standard biopic or life story of 
a  great man. But, however inventive and well crafted it is as an authorized 
account of Milgram’s life, Experimenter still tells a familiar story about the 
“Obedience to Authority” experiments.

Verbatim

Several years  after Shock Room, I remained unable to let the material go. I found 
myself making a short verbatim film, Experiment 20, in collaboration with psy-
chologist Stephen Gibson. Drawing on rhetorical analy sis as a method, Gibson 
had long worked with audio recordings and transcripts from the Stanley Milgram 
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Papers, exploring issues of re sis tance and refusal to cooperate.22 Produced for 
online contexts, Experiment 20 dramatized the transcripts of three of the 
 women in Milgram’s experiments, encompassing both their sessions at the shock 
machine and their debriefs.23 Something of an afterthought, Milgram’s “ Women 
as Subjects” version of his experiment was run very late in the series of experi-
ments. The  women, mainly recruited via their husbands, included nurses, med-
ical technicians, clerks,  house keepers, and  house wives. Milgram reported that 
the results for  women  were identical to  those for men, although, overall,  women 
appeared to experience more internal conflict than men. Milgram’s cursory 
observation regarding  women participants did not always seem borne out by the 
transcripts.

Experiment 20 combined “verbatim per for mance” techniques with aspects of 
film noir to create a shadow world of darkness and ambiguity. The actors chan-
neled individual characters, creating per for mances while listening to the origi-
nal participants’  actual recorded voices via concealed earpieces. We aimed to 
tell the story in the words of the  women, re- creating  every pause, hesitation, ner-
vous laugh, and sigh. In the version told by the data, the “Obedience to Author-
ity” story was black- and- white. Participants  were coded “1” for “obedient” or “2” 
for “disobedient.”  There  were no shades of gray, no spaces in between. However, 
listening to the audiotapes, we could hear a diff er ent story.  These three  women 
resisted the Experimenter— albeit in markedly diff er ent ways— displaying every-
thing from anger and exasperation to calm determination.

A twenty- six- year- old unemployed nurse said that she had participated 
in many psy chol ogy experiments in New Haven.  After refusing to continue at 
315 volts, she was classified as “disobedient.” The young nurse had a keen inter-
est in psy chol ogy and was remarkably successful at eliciting information from 
the Experimenter during her debrief, expressing  great interest in the research 
and asking a series of well- informed questions. At times, it appeared that she 
was the one actually  running the debrief. The Experimenter revealed to her that 
male participants  were not told that the shocks received by the Victim  were not 
real. Far from panicking, many  women demanded a  great deal more information 
than their male counter parts in debriefs and interviews.

Given the pseudonym “Gretchen Brandt,” another young  woman was pre-
sented as one of the brief case studies in Stanley Milgram’s Obedience to Author-
ity. The psychologist described her as “an attractive 31- year- old medical technician 
who works at the University Medical School.”24 She had emigrated from Ger-
many five years prior and spoke with a definite German accent. Classified as “dis-
obedient,” Brandt was resolute throughout her session. At the point where she 
was required to administer what she believed to be a shock of 210 volts, Brandt 
turned to the Experimenter and said, “Well, I’m sorry, I  don’t think we should 
continue.” According to Milgram, this is what he had hoped for from all the par-
ticipants— a straightforward and courteous refusal to go on.25
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Listening to the audiotapes and workshopping them with the actors, it was 
apparent that the medical technician did not just straightforwardly refuse but 
instead put forward a range of arguments to justify her decision to discontinue. 
Was the learner (i.e., the Victim) willing to keep  going? If so, Brandt said she 
too would continue. Reminding the Experimenter that the learner had a heart 
condition, Brandt insisted that she was personally responsible for any harm to 
him. Implicit in her statement was that the Experimenter was also responsible 
for his actions. Brandt stated that she would not like to be in his position. As she 
reminded the Experimenter, “We came  here of our  free  will.” So much for sim-
ply being calm and resolute  under pressure. In fact, Brandt constantly generated 
new arguments and strategies as she tried to persuade the Experimenter of her 
point of view and prevent a man from being harmed.

As theater director Robin Soans noted, “Verbatim documentary provides set-
tings in which other wise lost voices can be amplified.”26 It encourages us to 
listen carefully to  people, including  those not necessarily from our own tribes. 
Per for mance and film can help us envisage the gestures and movements of social 
actors who are absent from the historical rec ord, such as the  women participants. 
As audience members, we can stand in for the interviewer or become witnesses. 
In the end, one older female participant reluctantly concedes. She has repeat-
edly told the Experimenter that she was not ner vous but “good and mad”— and 
completely ignored. Their exchange is protracted. “Oh, put it  there, I suppose,” 
she says, arbitrarily marking a spot on his form and sighing. “Thanks,” says the 
Experimenter. He fi nally has his data. However, the data does not tell the story 
of their encounter.

Live Cinema

A hierarchy that attributes a seriousness of purpose and method to science while 
denying the same to the creative arts has often dismissed Milgram’s “Obedience 
to Authority” as “just theater.” As the Stanley Milgram Papers have opened up, 
the degree to which the experiments relied on design and dramaturgy has 
become even more apparent. Consequently, it has now become commonplace 
to describe Milgram’s experiments as “beautifully constructed drama.” Such 
statements are used to support the “Obedience to Authority” studies as compel-
ling science. In applying for additional research funding to make a documen-
tary, Milgram argued that it was imperative to document his experimental 
procedure. He intended that other psychologists would be able to replicate the 
“Obedience to Authority” studies. However, the subsequent controversy regard-
ing their ethics meant that the experiments could not easily be repeated. The 
few recent attempts by psychologists to do so have involved strategies such as 
participants being asked to inflict shocks up to 150 volts, rather than the 450 volts 
of Milgram’s original version.27 Some so- called scientific reprisals, such as The 
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Game of Death, broadcast in France, are best viewed as entertainment. This par-
tic u lar case is a hybrid form of real ity tele vi sion and game show in which the 
participation of a psychologist is simply part of the theater.

Live cinema is a relatively new con temporary form— one to which Milgram’s 
Obedience: A Drama would be well suited. Katie Mitchell is one of the key found-
ers and prac ti tion ers of this form that fuses ele ments of theater and film. Mitch-
ell has described recorded cinema as  limited “ because it is not  really happening.” 
By contrast, live cinema involves the film being remade and projected in each 
per for mance. Adapting  Virginia Woolf ’s novel The Waves, Mitchell’s produc-
tion combined action onstage with vis i ble roving cameras and live and recorded 
sound. The result was projected above the stage, with camera coverage enabling 
close observation of minute shifts in be hav ior. Moreover, according to per for-
mance theorist Adam Ledger, the form foregrounds the construction of the ver-
sion the audience is watching. “Mitchell emphasises the actuality of sometimes 
frenetic on- stage filmmaking, which subsequently renders the highly crafted, 
often consciously aestheticized realism of the film,” observed Ledger.28

Inevitably, just as the society around us changes, art forms continuously shift 
and develop. The productions I have discussed stage “Obedience to Authority” 
as a drama exploring a range of themes and key ideas— the nature of belief (The 
Milgram Re- enactment), tele vi sion as an authority figure (Game of Death), re sis-
tance and  human agency (Shock Room), the perspectives of  women participants 
(Experiment 20), and the intellectual biography of Stanley Milgram (Experi-
menter). Their chosen genres span the art gallery re- enactment, real ity tele vi-
sion, essay film, verbatim documentary, and biopic or biographical film.  After 
all, genres are not fixed story patterns. They continually reinvent themselves, 
branching or merging and hybridizing.
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We rewrite our lives as if they  were stories. We redraft  those stories as if they 
 were movies. Novelist Patrick Modiano, whose atmospheric tales are infused 
with the search for lost  people, lost places, and lost light, recalled his own life as 
“a  simple black- and- white film of facts and deeds.”1 Philip Zimbardo, a self- 
confessed movie tragic, rewrote his own life on a grander scale. The psycholo-
gist’s love affair with cinema began when his parents took him to see Gone with 
the Wind when he was a small boy. The Technicolor melodrama, with its height-
ened hues and emotions, made a strong impression. The movies that stuck with 
him most over the years explored three themes: evil, heroism, and hedonism.2 
Zimbardo became an avid filmgoer; indeed, he credited cinema with inspiring 
his work as a psychologist.

Zimbardo’s preferred template for his own life story was the redemption 
narrative— the American version. Given the controversy around his dual role 
as experimenter and authority figure who sanctioned prisoner abuse, it was not 
initially the most promising material.  There was a complex authorial pro cess. 
Zimbardo was sixty- nine years old when he began consulting on the script for 
The Stanford Prison Experiment (the 2015 film) in 2002. Written by Tim Talbot 
and produced by Christopher McQuarrie, this iteration of the proj ect followed 
several other attempts to adapt the role play to the big screen.3 The psychologist 
would not sign any deal without an assurance that the resulting film would reflect 
what had  really happened at Stanford— that is, what had  really happened accord-
ing to Philip Zimbardo.

“I was the SYSTEM,” reads a handwritten note on the cover of a draft of The 
Stanford Prison Experiment screenplay.4 Deposited in the Philip Zimbardo 
Papers at Stanford University is a draft dated 2006. Zimbardo’s notes, which 
are mostly scrawled on its title page, evidence the input of a college professor 
alongside the insights of a would-be dramatist. Typos and poor grammar are 
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“I Was the SYSTEM”
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circled. Unsubstantiated assertions about  matters, such as the length of the sim-
ulation or the presence of par tic u lar personnel at any given time, are corrected. 
Selected lines are rewarded with “in ter est ing.” I can almost imagine Zimbar-
do’s red pen hovering over the text. His brief, cryptic jottings offer some clues as 
to the psychologist’s thoughts and suggestions on the draft. I won der if that is 
why he chose to deposit this version in the archive—to clarify his contribution? 
I can only imagine it would be a confronting pro cess to subject your life’s work 
to scrutiny by  others, examining your motivations and most significant rela-
tionships. As one reads Zimbardo’s notes on the script, one aspect stands out. 
He sought to align his account more closely with the redemption story tem-
plate. Along the way, he borrowed from cinema and popu lar culture.

Redemption Stories

Narrative psychologist Dan McAdams proposes that well- functioning Ameri-
cans most often see their lives as redemption stories.  People typically craft sto-
ries of overcoming a series of obstacles to achieve success. McAdams traces the 
redemptive life story pattern back to the New  England Puritans. To become full 
members of the church, adults  were expected to give a satisfactory life narrative 
about the development of their faith,  after which members of the congregation 
debated the value of each person’s account.5 Redemptive stories abound in tele-
vi sion talk shows, cinema, the self- help shelves of bookshops, Christian sermons, 
twelve- step programs, po liti cal rhe toric, novels, and more. We draw on all  these 
sources, plus  family and community narratives, in crafting our own stories. 
Script guru Robert McKee identifies the redemption plot as Hollywood’s pre-
ferred story line. Such narratives, which hinge on the nuanced story of a central 
character who changes from bad to good, dominate the Acad emy Award list of 
winners, says McKee..6  There is  little complexity in McKee’s narrative prescrip-
tion—it is aimed at attracting A- list actors.

Among Zimbardo’s favorite films as he redrafted his life narrative  were Black 
Orpheus, “a thrilling narrative of evil versus good,” and The Most Dangerous Man 
in Amer i ca: Daniel Ellsberg and the Pentagon Papers. The latter he found remark-
able for its depiction of its central character’s transformation “from agent of the 
State Department to traitor.”7 Ellsberg’s release of the Pentagon Papers contrib-
uted to ending the Vietnam War, and he was one of Zimbardo’s personal heroes. 
The film that seems to have made the greatest impact on the psychologist was 
the prison movie Cool Hand Luke (1967), starring Paul Newman. It was a “les-
son in how corrupt systems dealt with individuals who refused to comply with 
their rules.”8 Zimbardo particularly admired Newman’s per for mance as the rebel 
Luke— a man who would rather die than conform.

Feature films based on Zimbardo’s prison simulation  were in development 
for several de cades before fi nally reaching the big screen. The Stanford Prison 
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Experiment (2015) was reportedly the fourth or fifth iteration of the proj ect.9 At 
one stage, Leonardo DiCaprio was attached as one of the student volunteers in 
a film to be produced by Twentieth  Century Fox. As is so often the case in the 
film industry,  there was a personal connection— DiCaprio’s  father, who had been 
one of Zimbardo’s students, was one of the proj ect’s producers. Following the 
critical and box office success of Titanic, it was hoped that the Hollywood star 
could help “pump up the gross.” The writer of Fight Club was working on the 
script.10 However, the proj ect was canceled by Twentieth  Century Fox when a 
competing version emerged.

Potential film adaptations attracted more than their share of  legal disputes. 
Das Experiment (The Experiment) (2002), set in modern Germany, claimed to 
be based on a social experiment depicted in Mario Giordano’s novel Black Box.11 
However, the film’s story line was almost identical to that of Zimbardo’s experi-
ment. It changed the protagonist from the psychologist to an ex- journalist in 
search of a good story. Oliver Hirschbiegel, director of Das Experiment, looked 
to films about World War II for inspiration, specifically the submarine film Das 
Boot.12 As Peter Rollins has observed, ships have proved popu lar settings for psy-
chological dramas: “The dramatic potential of a ship with its confined space, 
placement within an un- survivable natu ral ele ment, dependence on technology 
and confined characters is heightened when the ship becomes a submarine.”13 
Like the popu lar submarine genre—if it can be called a genre— the Stanford 
Prison simulation was a drama of confinement. On completion, Das Experiment 
was promoted as a film about a failed psychological experiment.  After Zimbardo 
and Stanford University sought  legal advice, a statement claiming that the film 
was inspired by the “Stanford Prison Experiment” run by Philip Zimbardo was 
removed from the film’s credits.

When Das Experiment was released in the United States, two competing 
Hollywood proj ects  were in development— The Stanford Prison Experiment 
(2015) and The Experiment (2010). Maverick Films had purchased the picture 
rights to the story from Zimbardo.  Those rights included the story, characters, 
and the book that Zimbardo was yet to write, The Lucifer Effect.14 The Stanford 
Prison Experiment stalled when a competitor pitched a rival proj ect at the same 
market. Inferno declined an invitation to participate in The Stanford Prison 
Experiment and launched its own proj ect, The Experiment. Consequently, Mav-
erick sued— the com pany had been conned into revealing “in  great detail their 
creative, business and other plans to produce, finance and market the film.”15 
Next, Inferno countersued—it was making an English- language version of 
Das Experiment. The two companies fi nally reached a settlement, allowing The 
Experiment to enter production in 2008. A thriller, the movie starred Holly-
wood actor Adrian Brody in the lead role of the ex- journalist. The Experi-
ment was predominantly seen as a by- the- numbers thriller, albeit with strong 
per for mances.
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The Stanford Prison Experiment, with Zimbardo attached as a con sul tant, 
fi nally reached the big screen in 2015. Rather than the major Hollywood movie 
initially envisaged, it was an in de pen dent film with a low bud get to match. Script-
writer Tim Talbot aimed to cover all the major events of the six- day simula-
tion.16 The film was pitched as a chilling edge- of- your- seat thriller about the 
effects of imprisonment. Its closing credits read, “Based on The Lucifer Effect,” 
The Stanford Prison Experiment follows the day- by- day structure initially estab-
lished in Zimbardo’s slide- tape pre sen ta tion of 1971 and subsequently expanded 
on in The Lucifer Effect.

From the beginning, the official narrative of the “Stanford Prison Experi-
ment” was written like a Hollywood film treatment— pre sent tense and third 
person, as if we  were watching the event unfold. Implicit was a narrative arc much 
like the standard Hollywood three- act drama, progressing through the setup, 
conflict, and resolution. In real life, of course,  there existed messiness and con-
fusion not captured by this par tic u lar story pattern. What did not change, 
though,  were Zimbardo’s conclusions, which are captured in the subtitle for his 
book, How Good  People Turn Evil.

“Burton bragging about sleeping with best friend’s wife,” reads one of Zim-
bardo’s notes on The Stanford Prison Experiment screenplay.17 The three feature 
films based on Zimbardo’s experiment produced to date (Das Experiment, The 
Experiment, and The Stanford Prison Experiment) have one key aspect in com-
mon: they  were all ensemble films for predominantly male casts. They  were all 
films—at least in part— about masculinity. Structurally, the protagonist and 
antagonist roles  were shared by a group of actors. They formed part of a long line 
of movies featuring groups of men  under pressure, from the submarine crew in 
Das Boot to the jury in Twelve Angry Men and the prison gang in Cool Hand Luke. 
 Women make few appearances. Christina Maslach, Zimbardo’s then fiancée, was 
a notable exception. The scene description of The Stanford Prison Experiment 
screenplay introduces the Christina character “as only a few years older than 
the boys, a freshly minted PhD and right hand to the man wrapping up his pitch 
(Zimbardo).”18 From the story’s beginning to end, Maslach acts as Zimbardo’s 
conscience, voicing concerns about the ethics of the simulation.

The Bechdel test, devised by artist and graphic novelist Alison Bechdel, aims 
to determine  whether  women in a given film are fully developed characters or 
primarily plot devices to support the stories of male characters. The test com-
prises three questions. First, are  there more than three named female charac-
ters? Second, do two female characters have a conversation with each other at 
any point? Third, is that conversation about anything other than a male charac-
ter? To pass the Bechdel test, the answer to all three questions for any given film 
must be an unequivocal yes. Would any of the films inspired by social psy chol-
ogy’s key experiments pass? No.
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By their very nature, adaptations update stories for new audiences and con-
texts. As Arthur Frank argued in his socio- narratology of stories, “If, according 
to Heraclitus’s maxim, a person can never step into the same river twice, so also 
the same story is never told twice.”19 Zimbardo’s 1971 prison role play was based 
on a simulation designed by his students that same year. The latter included both 
men and  women. The psychologist chose to make his version all male. Why make 
the same decision three de cades  later?

 Women are radically underrepresented in the Hollywood film industry. Over-
all, the percentage of female speaking roles in Hollywood has remained virtu-
ally the same since the 1940s. That statistic hovers around 25 to 30  percent. Only 
15  percent of lead roles are taken by  women, and  women are paid significantly 
less than their male counter parts.  Behind the camera, men vastly outnumber 
 women in key roles, including screenwriter, director, cinematographer, com-
poser, and executive producer.20 The same story plays out across the globe. 
Films with story lines and characters that appeal to men are far more likely to 
be produced.

“Not accurate” or “very accurate,” Zimbardo noted on some scenes in 
 Talbot’s 2006 version of The Stanford Prison Experiment screenplay.21 Both the 
psy chol ogy con sul tant and filmmakers emphasized the sense of authenticity 
common to realistic genres such as the prison film. However, this could be taken 
too far. Director Kyle Alvarez saw the confined space and monotony of the mate-
rial as the shoot’s central limitations. “ Every scene is basically a prisoner gets 
abused and locked up. Next scene. A prisoner gets abused and locked up. It’s the 
same scene over and over again,” said Alvarez.22 His brief to his actors was this: 
“You are a professional role player portraying an amateur role player. Just the 
kind of person likely to lose control.”23 The direction implied that performers 
should be looking for opportunities to do just that— lose control—as they plot-
ted character journeys.

 After I watched The Stanford Prison Experiment, one key scene lodged itself 
in my memory. It is the kind of private rehearsal of public be hav ior that Erving 
Goffman described as backstage per for mance.24 Three student guards change 
into their uniforms before  going on shift. In this setting, their be hav ior is pri-
marily aimed at impressing their peers. Slightly giddy with their newly acquired 
power, the guards check their uniforms in a mirror. One of them, Eschelman, 
 faces the mirror. Brandishing his baton, he admires his new look. He then adds 
the finishing touch— his own mirrored sunglasses. Addressing his reflection, 
Eschelman quotes the warden in Cool Hand Luke: “Now I can be a nice guy . . .  
or I can be a real mean sun’bitch. It’s all up to you.”25

Zimbardo insisted that the original “Stanford Prison Experiment” partici-
pant’s reference to the tough warden character in Cool Hand Luke (played by 
Strother Martin) was spontaneous. However, that claim has been disputed, and 
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the evidence suggests other wise.26 The mirrored sunglasses worn by student 
guards make numerous appearances in The Lucifer Effect and Zimbardo’s media 
interviews. The psychologist recalled how impressed he was by a police officer’s 
sunglasses: “He put on his silver reflecting glasses, the kind the guard wore in the 
movie Cool Hand Luke, the kind that prevents anyone from seeing your eyes.”27 
Casting himself as the prison superintendent in his experiment, Zimbardo put 
on his own mirrored sunglasses but could never imagine himself as a jailer. 
Zimbardo confessed, “I could imagine myself as a Paul Newman kind of wisely 
resistant prisoner, as portrayed in . . .  Cool Hand Luke.”28 The kid who grew up 
in the Bronx, loved the movies, and saw himself as a liberal reformer identified 
with the cool antiauthority figure.

Seeing the Light

Throughout The Stanford Prison Experiment, Zimbardo is shown in an obser-
vation room watching events on video as they unfold. The psychologist dismisses 
 others’ serious concerns and ignores opportunities to intervene— the experiment 
must continue at all costs. Billy Crudup’s portrait of Zimbardo is less than flat-
tering. “The psy chol ogy professor comes across as a borderline- sadistic scholar 
who held minimal regard for the harm his research might inflict on his subjects,” 
one reviewer wrote.29

The Stanford Prison Experiment is a film about seeing. However, redemption 
movies are always about seeing. According to Dan McAdams, six kinds of lan-
guage are used in redemption stories in con temporary American culture: atone-
ment, emancipation, upward mobility, recovery, enlightenment, and development. 
The language usually varies according to the context. Stories of enlightenment 
and insight, associated with the fields of education and science, involve a shift 
from ignorance to knowledge.30 Working back and forth across his book, 
media appearances, and consulting on screenplay drafts, Zimbardo rewrites 
his own life narrative as a redemptive story of enlightenment. A highly trained 
and experienced psychologist becomes so immersed in an abusive situation 
that he is unable to recognize his own role in it. Fi nally, with the help of a good 
 woman— well, Zimbardo did have some help from Hollywood to rewrite his life 
story—he is able to see.

In “Notes on Seeing,” novelist and essayist Siri Hustvedt states that “ ‘I see’ 
can also mean ‘I understand.’ ”31 In a Christian parable, Jesus miraculously 
restored the sight of a blind beggar, Lazarus. The latter became a believer, pro-
claiming, “Once I was blind, now I see.” “Add Amazing Grace scene,” Zimbardo 
scrawled on the draft screenplay.32 In the movie, this was a brief incident in which 
the guards forced prisoners to sing the hymn. Authoring his own narrative in 
both The Lucifer Effect and The Stanford Prison Experiment (as much as a rights 
holder and psy chol ogy con sul tant can influence the story line), Zimbardo pre-
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sented himself as the man who fi nally sees and is, thus, reborn. To do so, he had 
to paint his be hav ior in an even harsher light— darkness always precedes seeing 
the light.

Another version of the American redemption narrative focuses on  people who 
give up crime, drugs, or alcohol. Criminologist Shadd Maruna, who has inter-
viewed and conducted fieldwork with many such individuals, concluded that 
fashioning a logical, believable, and respectable story of change is central to this 
pro cess. A reform story salvages a good self from the past and integrates it into 
a productive  future. Along the way, individuals play a series of personae, begin-
ning with the victim and progressing through the roles of delinquent, outlaw, 
and fortunate one. Eventually, the narrator finds goals involving generativity (or 
contributing to  future generations) and becomes a streetwise savior. The reform-
ing person often must reach back deep into the past to find the self who needs 
reforming to construct such a story successfully.33 Aspects of this story are bor-
rowed from cinema as the narrator makes sense of their own life.

The life story of reformed prisoner Carlo Prescott may well have lent itself to 
such treatment. Prescott co- taught with Zimbardo early in his  career and advised 
on both the student prison simulation and the Stanford Prison simulation. 
Months  later, he presented evidence in the form of his own redemption story to 
a congressional committee examining prison reform. This account began with 
his arrest and imprisonment at thirteen years of age  after stealing a sandwich 
from a food truck.34 A crime resulting from poverty and hunger jump- starts the 
first chapter of his reform story.

“Make Christina the hero,” reads one of Zimbardo’s notes on Talbot’s early 
draft.35 Seeing a group of mock prisoners moved with paper bags over their heads 
as guards shouted at them shocked the young psychologist. Philip Zimbardo’s 
indifference to this sight shocked her yet further. “I was angry and frightened 
and in tears,” reported the real- life Christina Maslach. “I said something like, 
‘what you are  doing to  those boys is a terrible  thing!’ ”36 As a young  woman, 
Maslach challenged an authority figure and forced him to see that he was com-
plicit in prisoner abuse. Ultimately, her actions led him to abandon the simula-
tion. According to Zimbardo, Maslach did not consider herself a hero  because, 
unlike a whistle blower, she did not have to make a case to higher authorities. 
Nevertheless, Zimbardo changed his be hav ior due to Maslach’s intervention.37

A quick search of Google Books tells me that Zimbardo uses the word hero 
no fewer than forty- four times in The Lucifer Effect. The lengthy discussion of 
Maslach’s be hav ior in his book and the events as depicted in the screenplay are 
not entirely in sync, in part due to the complexity of the issues  under discus-
sion. Was Maslach’s be hav ior simply an emotional outburst? (Her term, not his.) 
An incidence of “behavioral disobedience” not followed up by meaningful action 
such as a report to authorities? Or an act of bravery in the public interest? The fea-
ture film drama is not best suited to the exploration of such concepts; inevitably, 
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due to the limitations of time and bud get, some real- life events are expanded 
while  others are compressed or omitted. Questioning notions of heroism was 
not a key theme of The Stanford Prison Experiment. However, making Christina 
Maslach the hero was impor tant to Zimbardo. It was one of the plot points on 
which his own life story hinged. He was saved from himself, and his willing-
ness to listen cemented a relationship that was then in its early stages.

Film historian Sam Girgus credits Hollywood with creating a uniquely Amer-
ican cinema of redemption: “In the classic American version of the cinema, the 
hero undergoes a crisis of identity, culminating in a transforming or conversion 
experience.”38 A body of American film work from the 1930s to 1960s, spanning 
genres including dramas, historical narratives, westerns, and love stories, brought 
a sense of triumph to screen stories of redemption.

By his account, one late chapter in Zimbardo’s life review was dedicated to a 
role he termed “Prosecutor.” Seeing his readers as a jury, Zimbardo aimed to 
expose them to a background of the crimes of the top brass in the U.S. military 
and the George W. Bush administration.  These men and  women  were respon-
sible for creating the institutional conditions that allowed prisoner abuse and 
torture to flourish. Zimbardo was at pains to highlight that, as surely as night 
follows day, “bad situations” created “bad apples” created “bad be hav iors.” The 
same chain reaction occurred even among good  people. Crucially, this sidesteps 
the criticism Zimbardo has attracted for repeatedly appearing as a witness for 
the defense in the  trials of  those who have abused their charges. As even the most 
casual viewer of courtroom dramas knows, witness for the defense and witness 
for the prosecution are fundamentally diff er ent roles.

According to the director of The Stanford Prison Experiment, Zimbardo was 
someone who ultimately took owner ship of his actions. In preparation for the 
shoot, the director and the actor Billy Crudup, who played Zimbardo, talked 
about “what it meant to get unwittingly wrapped up in something that becomes 
larger than you and the ambition of the man.”39 This suggests a cautionary tale 
rather than the redemption story its central character was penning in real life. 
Ultimately, The Stanford Prison Experiment was not Zimbardo’s story to tell. It 
had escaped the oversight of its instigator and now belonged to the community.

A new chapter in Zimbardo’s redemption story was the establishment of the 
Heroic Imagination Proj ect, which ran training programs and produced short 
documentaries for online viewing. At the core of the initiative was the notion 
that we should all be trained to be everyday heroes. Judging by his long list of 
media appearances, Zimbardo has kept telling this story on current affairs and 
chat shows. According to Peter Brooks (the lit er a ture professor, not the theater 
director), the practice of confession, introduced into the Christian church in the 
thirteenth  century, signaled the emergence of a narrative self in Western cul-
ture. Providing an account of a transgression to an accepting audience became 
a form of self- expression.40 Memoirs, autobiographies, tele vi sion talk shows, real-
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ity tele vi sion, social media, and podcasts are just some of the current channels 
for confession. The accepting audience can be a priest, friend, therapist, police, 
jury, tele vi sion viewers, or voters in an election.41

 Here is one last script note from Philip Zimbardo: “Add my craziness at try-
ing to get prisoners transferred to Old City Gaol.” 42 By his own admission, the 
experimenter had lost all sense of the bound aries between role play and real ity. 
But, of course, this is meant to justify the “real ity” of the simulation. A 1971 U.S. 
Congress committee on prisons was impressed with Zimbardo’s account of his 
experiment and his suggestions for reform.43 However, not every one was 
impressed with the notion that his prison was the real deal.
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It is a wintry Saturday after noon in London. My partner and I wait in the foyer 
of Battersea Arts Centre. We have been summoned for jury duty. To be more 
accurate, we have purchased tickets to The Justice Syndicate, an interactive the-
ater production and collaboration across per for mance and social psy chol ogy.1 
One of the proj ect’s artistic directors  will meet the twelve audience members who 
make up  today’s jury. I glance around the foyer. Parents help young  children in 
and out of coats and scarves. In the café, steam rises from an espresso machine. 
 People cup their hands around mugs of hot drinks. The conversation is buzz-
ing. Are any of  those  people our fellow jurists?

The ramshackle building, patches of peeling paint, and the hustle and bustle 
transport me back to youthful stints as a community arts activist. I feel right 
at home— this place has form when it comes to art and ideas. It was  here that 
Bertrand Russell first read his essay “Why I Am Not a Christian” nearly a  century 
ago. Once the Battersea Town Hall, the building took on a new life as a com-
munity arts venue in the 1970s. It now operates as a per for mance space with a 
“scratch” philosophy; that is, new productions are presented at vari ous stages of 
their evolution, with audience responses playing a role in the development pro-
cess. The works tested  here can be large or small, and they typically combine art 
forms— live per for mance, animation, documentary, video games,  music, and 
more. In the early de cades of the twenty- first  century, as in early cinema, mixes 
of recorded images and live per for mance are increasingly common.

How do you tell new stories when the old ones are broken? Since social psy-
chol ogy’s foundation experiments  were first staged, a wealth of new evidence has 
emerged. The bystander effect, for example, needs a rewrite. It looks like more 
of us are Good Samaritans rather than Bad Samaritans. Data gleaned from sur-
veillance footage of streets at night— and, in some case, redacted police files— 
suggests that most  people work together to intervene when they see someone hurt 
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in public. (However, this is not always done successfully.)2 The new evidence on 
bystander be hav ior is robust although, of course, it is also partial and incom-
plete. Surveillance footage captured by local authorities has blind spots,  angles 
that the cameras do not cover— not to mention outages or equipment on the 
blink. To the frustration of many psychologists, it is difficult to gain much trac-
tion for new perspectives. I share that frustration. The court of public opinion 
shifts slowly. Some narratives are too successfully embedded in communities. 
This is perhaps  because we always hear stories against the backdrop of other 
stories— fictional or real.

Sampling recent online news accounts of bystander events, I felt as if I was 
back in the 1960s. Take the following story. In Ocean side, New York, a group of 
high school students gathered outside a pizza place. A fight between two male 
students was planned. A dispute over a girl was the alleged reason for involve-
ment. Events quickly spun out of control— one of the boys had a knife— and a 
fifteen- year- old boy died at the scene. Police and news estimates of the numbers 
of  people who watched and filmed quickly escalated. Not one person stepped in 
to help during the brutal assault, a local police detective told a press conference: 
“They would rather video this event. They videoed his death instead of help-
ing him.”3 Reportedly, this was the bystander effect in action.  Here we go again, 
I thought. Old stories have force  because they appear in so many diff er ent ver-
sions, suggested Francesca Polletta.4 Their very diversity gives them the feel of 
common sense. This time, however, the official narrative was soon corrected.5 
Phone call logs recorded that many  people did try to help.

As my investigation came to a close, I found myself drawn increasingly to  legal 
scholars’ work on stories. I had set out to shed light on new evidence, gleaned 
from archives, regarding the better side of  human nature— particularly audio-
visual evidence, some of which I had produced myself. However, one lifetime 
would not be long enough to make my way through all the relevant archives. It 
was time to cut to the chase. Work at the cusp of law, sociology, and social psy-
chol ogy that interested me concerned how individuals and groups constructed 
stories and, in par tic u lar, how narrative patterns borrowed from film and tele-
vi sion informed what happened in real courtrooms.

Back in South London, Dan Barnard, one of the two artistic directors of The 
Justice Syndicate, arrives.  Those of us attending this after noon’s per for mance 
step forward. I was not a fan of audience participation theater. It was something 
I associated with events such as the following: members of an experimental per-
for mance com pany calling out randomly chosen individual audience members, 
demanding they strip publicly while the crowd piled on the social pressure—no 
doubt to save themselves from being called on to do the same—or audience 
members being dragged onstage to dance with the cast and tell their life story 
to the world. No thanks! I went to theaters and per for mance spaces to observe, 
lose myself in depictions of other lives and worlds, and then reflect on my own. 
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Fortunately, The Justice Syndicate was not your usual audience participation 
show.

We follow Barnard up the stairs and enter a meeting room. Twelve chairs are 
placed around a  table. Each place has an iPad, note pad, pen, and glass of  water. 
Name cards indicate where “Juror 1” through “Juror 12” should sit. We are 
instructed to take a place. Across the room, computational artist Joe Allison and 
neuroscientist Kris De Meyer sit  behind a desktop and mixing desk. Assistance 
is available for any technical prob lems; other wise, the jury members are on their 
own. I gaze around the room. All but one of the members of our jury are  women. 
Is that  because this is a matinee per for mance? From  here on, our instructions 
and evidence are presented via our individual preprogrammed tablets.

The research component of The Justice Syndicate had its roots in the work of 
Leon Festinger and his theory of cognitive dissonance.6 According to the social 
scientist, individuals experience the world as a set of  mental cognitions. Any 
be hav ior, attitude, or emotion can be a cognition—so, too, our perceptions of 
 others and the physical world. Each person’s set of cognitions and accompany-
ing  mental repre sen ta tions can fit together or not. In the latter case,  people 
experience considerable psychological discomfort and seek to reduce this. 
Encountering information that challenges an integral part of our identity is par-
ticularly challenging. In turn, this leads to confirmation bias. One of the ways 
 people can reduce the  mental strain associated with cognitive dissonance is by 
doubling down on their initial attitude.7

Remember Festinger’s false prophecy field experiment (discussed in chapter 1? 
The researchers began their study  after reading the following headline: “Proph-
ecy from Another Planet. Clarion Call to City: Flee That Flood. It’ll Swamp Us 
on December 21, Outer Space Tells Suburbanite.”8 They contacted Mrs. Keech, 
leader of the fledgling social group, the Seekers, who had placed the advertise-
ment. Could they observe meetings? She refused. Festinger and his colleagues 
de cided to go undercover and attempt to join the group as believers.  There 
 were soon more participant observers than legitimate members gathering in 
Mrs. Keech’s living room to prepare for the evacuation to an unknown planet.

Shortly  after midnight on the appointed date, the mood was subdued. No visi-
tors had appeared. Someone noticed that one clock still read 11:55 p.m. Relief. 
The outer space creatures  were prob ably on their way. Soon, that clock struck 
midnight.  There  were still no visitors. One researcher’s notes read: “ There is no 
talking, no sound— people sit stock still, their  faces seemingly frozen and expres-
sionless.”9 At 4:00 a.m.,  people began searching for explanations. Mrs. Keech, 
the group’s leader, was in tears. At 4:45 a.m., she received a message via auto-
matic writing. The group’s preparations demonstrated that they  were a force of 
goodness and light— their actions had saved the entire world— their belief sys-
tem was correct.  There had simply been a change of plans. This was cognitive 
dissonance in action.10
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According to social psychologist Joel Cooper, cognitive dissonance research 
owes its success to a two- punch strategy. False Prophecy was not an experiment, 
since  there  were no variables to control. Its findings—if that is what they 
 were— were subject to considerable debate. Several years  later, Festinger and his 
colleagues followed up with controlled laboratory experiments based on the per-
ceptions of  people assigned to perform boring tasks. In the de cades since, many 
researchers have further tested and developed new theories of dissonance.11 How-
ever, it was False Prophecy, with its dramatic story line and vivid images, that 
started the ball rolling.

“Studio One, Westing house Play house!” announces the enthusiastic narra-
tor. I watch a black- and- white tele vi sion program made in 1954.12 At that time, 
tele vi sion was still an event, one that sold, among other items, refrigerators and 
other appliances. Twelve jurors, all men, are seated in a courtroom. The camera 
stays on them as the judge gives his directions. They fidget uneasily. This is the 
fifty- minute tele vi sion play, Twelve Angry Men, that preceded the film and stage 
versions. Dramatist Reginald Rose wrote his script shortly  after serving a month 
on jury duty.13 The event made a big impression; he realized that few  people 
understood the interpersonal dynamics involved in a jury’s deliberations. It was 
a good subject for a teleplay.

The Justice Syndicate belongs to a long tradition of theater and film about the 
law. Opportunities for dramatic tension, adversarial characters, and story rever-
sals abound. Tele- plays closely resemble filmed theater. Twelve Angry Men went 
to air in 1954 against the backdrop of the Cold War. Only several months  earlier, 
the hearings (or, should I say, interrogations?) of the House Committee on Un- 
American Activities  were also broadcast live. Questions of innocence, guilt, and 
social pressure  were in the very ether. Twelve Angry Men moved the action back-
stage to the jury room. In this setting, shifting allegiances and conflicts between 
jurors could be explored. Like the prison genre, the jury trial story was a good 
fit with social psy chol ogy. Both  were ensemble dramas featuring (mostly) men 
 under pressure.

According to The Justice Syndicate creative team, they drew on the jury trial 
format “to create a dramatic context for audience participation in the question-
ing of social issues.”14 One major point of departure was that their production 
involved only twelve participants with no audience members watching. More-
over, actors  were confined to prerecorded testimonies. “We wanted to create an 
interactive experience in which a group of strangers can come together in per-
son (rather than social media) and hold discussions that touch on what they value 
and care about in life,” said the team.15 The jury format was chosen  because it is 
familiar and believable as a setting where a group of  people come together to 
make a decision.  There is also a long tradition of mock jury research aimed at 
shedding new light on the  legal system’s decision- making pro cesses. Such 
research sits on the cusp of law and social psy chol ogy. Borrowing from the mock 
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jury format, tests of individual and group decision- making  were incorporated 
into the piece.

I first learned about mock jury  trials at the Milgram Symposium at Yale Law 
School in 2013. The work of social psychologist Saul Kassin, a key inspiration for 
the Innocence Proj ect, was particularly resonant. Based in the United States, the 
Innocence Proj ect has successfully challenged many wrongful convictions 
involving false confessions.16 Kassin saw parallels between the John Reid inter-
rogation technique police have long used to elicit confessions and Milgram’s 
“Obedience to Authority” paradigm. Devised by Chicago psychologist and for-
mer police officer John Reid in the 1950s, the interrogation technique placed 
 people  under enormous pressure to harm themselves by admitting to a crime 
they had not committed, just as the “Obedience to Authority” scenario placed 
 people  under im mense pressure to harm another  human being. Overcome by 
stress, fatigue, and trauma, young  people  were particularly vulnerable.17 Delv-
ing into Kassin’s work, I found he had much to say about stories. Criminal inves-
tigators, for example, do not stop at eliciting a confession. A full admission is 
required: that is, a story from the suspect that explains what they did, how, when, 
where, and why. As Kassin wrote, “A police- induced confession is like a Holly-
wood drama: scripted by the interrogator’s theory of the case,  shaped through 
questioning and rehearsal, directed by the questioner, and enacted by the 
suspect.”18

One of my fellow jurors takes copious notes. Voicing her argument, she flips 
back and forth through the pages of a reporter’s pad. Is she a journalist? Or 
 perhaps a police officer? We soon gel as a group. Discussion is intense, and 
questions quickly pile up. Are  there any holes in the two parties’ respective sto-
ries? What exactly does “beyond reasonable doubt” mean? The provided  legal 
glossary is consulted. We discover the expression refers to the standards that 
the prosecution’s evidence must meet. It is connected to the fact that the defen-
dant must be assumed innocent  until proven guilty— often described as the 
golden thread that runs through the common- law system. I could not help 
thinking about Milgram’s participants. I also could not help thinking about 
Kitty Genovese’s neighbors. Should they not have been entitled to a presump-
tion of innocence?

As our jury begins its deliberations, I review the video statements on my iPad. 
Who appears the most credible? The surgeon? Or his accuser? As I study facial 
expressions and gestures, I remind myself I am watching actors. As a filmmaker, 
I am more likely than most  people to be drawn to audiovisual material. But 
I am not alone. Directors of live per for mance say that whenever  there is a screen 
onstage, audiences  will zoom in on it to the exclusion of all  else. Our bias  toward 
photographic evidence is power ful. Too often, we believe what we see. Yet films 
are never simply a rec ord of captured scenes. Photographer and critic Alan Sekula 
observed that, by itself, an image merely pre sents the possibility of meaning. It 
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is only by embedding photographic images in a given context that we can derive 
meaning.19 Similarly, a jigsaw piece contributes to a scene only when placed in 
the puzzle;  until then, it simply provides a clue, a glimpse of blue, a potential 
piece of sky. Visual evidence is only as good as the stories that accompany it. 
When introduced in courtroom settings, films are accompanied by narratives 
that too easily become conflated with the indexical nature of the images them-
selves.20 Someone, somewhere is always constructing a story.

In late 1969, an exchange occurred between the CTV Tele vi sion Network in 
Toronto and Stanley Milgram.21 CTV was disappointed to learn that the Obedi-
ence documentary could not be cleared for tele vi sion broadcast. In light of pub-
lic debate regarding the massacre of civilians at My Lai during the Vietnam War, 
Milgram’s documentary was particularly topical. Could he reconsider? Instead, 
Milgram proposed an alternative. One possibility was “to simulate the experi-
ment by use of actors performing the typical experience of subjects in the exper-
iment.”22 He would be glad to provide the apparatus and supervise. However, 
CTV declined. Instead, the broadcaster requested that the psychologist rerun 
the experiment with a small group of ordinary  people. Other wise, they would 
be accused of inventing reactions. The use of actors would be “less than real.”23 
The phrase jumped out at me: “less than real.”

The work of Swiss director and dramatist Milo Rau probes the limits of audio-
visual evidence. His work is often the result of a lengthy pro cess in which artis-
tic creation is intertwined with historical or so cio log i cal research. In 2009, Rau 
invited a group of Romanian actors to reconstruct the violent revolution that 
occurred in their country. The resulting per for mance, Die letzten Tage der Ceaus-
escus (The Last Days of the Ceausescus),  later made into a documentary, was 
based on a tele vi sion broadcast of the trial of Nicolae and Elena Ceauşescu. Rau 
and his collaborators set out to re- enact the recording of the trial, frame by frame, 
but they soon discovered the limits of their historical source images. The cam-
era  angle showed only part of the courtroom. Inevitably, the audiovisual foot-
age was not the  whole picture— other accounts  were needed.24 Unlike many of 
his contemporaries, Rau does not dismiss realism; instead, he calls himself a 
“new realist.” I am with him on this point. New realism engages with the real 
and, along the way, complicates what the term might mean— for example, by 
highlighting the gaps in stories rather than glossing over them.

I kept musing on the Canadian broadcaster’s comments regarding the use of 
fictional ele ments as being “less than real.” Why less?

 Legal scholars have shown that the law is  shaped through stories more than 
rules or policies. In real- life  trials, the evidence presented can be unwieldy. A  great 
deal of information is presented over a lengthy period, often in formats that make 
it difficult for jurors to connect details. The widely accepted “story model” of  trials, 
devised by Pennington and Hastie, proposes that jurors make sense of evidence 
and arrive at their verdict by constructing a coherent story.25 Stories are  shaped 
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so they can be understood by jurors and the wider public: “Stories organise the 
complex fragments of experience to reveal temporal linearity, elicit an epiphany 
(‘Ah, now I see it how it was’) and deliver ‘motives,’ ‘harms,’ ‘guilt’ and ‘inno-
cence.’ ”26 Once that narrative is established, judges, jury, advocates, and expert 
witnesses can provide conflicting stories or introduce unspoken narratives that 
may override the official rec ord.

Audience members often told the creators of The Justice Syndicate that the 
production “felt real.” They wondered: How did it compare to an  actual jury 
experience?27 Louise Ellison and Vanessa Munro, sociologists who have worked 
with mock  trials, observed that their participants  were well aware they  were 
involved in a role- play, and their decisions did not have “real” consequences. In 
their experience, role- play may well affect jurors’ be hav ior, decisions, and ver-
dicts in mock  trials. Consequently, caution should be exercised in transposing 
the results of simulations to  actual courtrooms. However, neither should the 
results of role- play be dismissed. Well- designed simulations still produce valu-
able insights.28

The two sociologists concluded that the  legal instructions that mock jurors 
 were given played a relatively minor role in constructing stories. More signifi-
cant  factors included the factual evidence available, observations regarding the 
credibility of the respective parties, and the individual juror’s prior life experi-
ences. In discussion with their peers, jurors  were quick to identify gaps in the 
trial narratives, “as though seeking missing fragments of a picture they  were 
attempting to piece together.”29 Ultimately, jurors filled in gaps in the story to 
make it more coherent and to justify a given verdict. Individual jurors may devise 
more than one coherent— that is, consistent, plausible, and complete— story. The 
jury’s collective deliberations then become “a forum in which competing sto-
ries are articulated, defended, negotiated and reconfigured into an emergent 
master narrative” accepted by all, or at least the majority, of jurors.30

In room number— was it 202?—at Battersea Arts Centre, the hearing of our 
case reaches its conclusion. The nominated participants read the closing argu-
ments for the prosecution and the defense. We vote one last time. Our verdict 
appears on screen: not guilty. For many of us, the burden of proof was simply 
insufficient. We  were each given a mock broadsheet with a news article report-
ing our jury’s verdict. An accompanying article outlined research on cognitive 
dissonance. In their debriefing session, Barnard and De Meyer outlined some 
of the psy chol ogy regarding decision- making that underpinned the production. 
They explained, “We wanted to immerse you in a playful environment of dis-
agreement . . .  [to] help you afterwards in the larger, real world of disagreement.”31 
We often pay more attention to evidence that confirms our existing beliefs. This 
phenomenon has become even more marked in our era of social and po liti cal 
polarization, ramped up by social media platforms that can amplify divisions 
between groups of  people.
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To date, The Justice Syndicate has been run more than eighty times. Approx-
imately 60  percent of the participant juries have found the defendant not guilty. 
According to the researchers, jurors who used soft- sell strategies such as open- 
ended questioning  were far more effective in persuading other group members 
to their point of view than jurors who expressed their own opinions forcefully. 
Moreover, roughly half the participants did not change their vote from the first 
one taken ten minutes into the event. A further 37  percent changed their vote 
only once— usually to bring it in line with the emerging group consensus.32 
I belonged in the latter group. I was convinced that the surgeon was guilty from 
early on. Perhaps this had as much to do with my life experience as it did with 
the evidence presented?  There  were considerable disparities in power and status 
between a se nior male medical professional and a young  woman. I had  little dif-
ficulty believing that the surgeon may have exploited this. The turning point in 
my verdict occurred when I realized not all my fellow jurors  were convinced that 
the surgeon’s guilt was established “beyond reasonable doubt.” When I changed 
my vote, I felt a sense of relief.

One more aspect of our mock jury duty stayed with me.  After observing many 
per for mances, the creative team for The Justice Syndicate felt a sense of optimism 
about juries. Most  people wanted to arrive at the right decision rather than win 
the argument. Typically, they valued the contribution of  those who disagreed 
with them since it enabled them to see the events from new perspectives and 
make more informed decisions: “ People are kind and respectful to each other, 
including  those they disagree with in a way that seems entirely diff er ent from 
the online space of social media . . .  or combative mainstream po liti cal dis-
course.”33 The per for mances restored rather than diminished their faith in 
humanity— mine too.

More than a de cade into my examination of social psy chol ogy’s landmark 
“dramas as experiments,” I find myself back at the beginning— pondering the 
nature of visual evidence and stories. This line of inquiry began with Milgram’s 
iconic experiment and his film Obedience as a means of exploring how what we 
see (or do not see) shapes our understanding. Milgram, I discovered, played a 
critical role in inspiring the experiments of social psy chol ogy’s golden era— those 
I think of as the Big Three: “Obedience to Authority,” the “Bystander Effect,” and 
the “Stanford Prison Experiment.” Critically, Milgram’s fingerprints  were all over 
every thing.

First, Milgram took Solomon Asch’s “Conformity and In de pen dence” exper-
iments and ran with them. He observed that the experiments  were living drama. 
The subject “was the hero but he does not know it.”34 Milgram added scale and 
topicality and increased the dramatic stakes to create his own “Obedience to 
Authority” series. (Along the way, much to Asch’s distress, the “in de pen dence” 
aspect of the story was edited out of the picture.) Second, Milgram took advan-
tage of his newfound authority to write about the Kitty Genovese murder and 
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the “bystander” phenomenon. We may well have had a more dramatic set of 
bystander experiments if he had stayed on the case. Third, Zimbardo’s “Stan-
ford Prison Experiment” was devised in the shadow of Milgram’s “Obedience 
to Authority” studies.

When I began this proj ect, I was attracted strongly to the idea that psy chol-
ogy experiments could be both art and science. Over time, serious doubts arose. 
Too often, the art side of the equation was accorded a lesser value. Images, per-
for mance, and stories  were treated simply as a means of communicating the dis-
coveries and insights of science—or social science. However, art is not the 
servant of science; rather, it has its own history, ethics, and logic. As I have dem-
onstrated, film and drama have their own research pro cesses and methods. 
Photography and film are never simply vis i ble facts. Stories and, more broadly, 
art have a high tolerance for ambiguity and contradiction. They are open to vary-
ing interpretations. Indeed, it is the very openness of stories that is central to 
their ability to act on the world. Art can spark conversations. It can enable us to 
see the world afresh. At its best, it brings  people together. Art provides the com-
panion stories that help us to navigate life and its complexities—as individuals, 
communities, and socie ties.

In 1963, literary agent Joan Davis rejected Milgram’s short story “Article of 
Faith.” The story, she reported, did not have enough of a narrative to succeed in 
a competitive market. She did not pull any punches. Phrases such as “her soft 
skin pulled him to the plan”  were not only meaningless but also likely to annoy 
readers.35 Davis kept sending out Milgram’s work, but “Obedience to Author-
ity” was the only story that sparked widespread interest. When would the man-
uscript be ready?

At the end of his experiments, Milgram was both excited and disturbed by 
his findings. I imagine him looking through his office win dow at night, musing 
on shadowy figures in the win dows of neighboring apartments. Had he restricted 
his investigation to what could be mea sured? Did his results  really concern coop-
eration rather than obedience? Was his experiment science or merely good the-
ater? Milgram favored the latter. “In genuine science a mathematical or verbal 
description of the phenomenon is good enough,” he wrote, “but the truth or 
significance of  music, or a theatrical per for mance, or a painting, depends on 
direct confrontation and experiencing of the event.”36

He scrawled his misgivings on yellow  legal pads— typed them up and retyped 
them with carbon copies. He did not want us to overlook them. As I read  those 
jottings about Milgram’s doubts, my own investigation shifted gears. During 
the time I was working in the Stanley Milgram Papers archive, I walked all over the 
Yale University campus, shadowing the experimenter. One night, I found myself 
standing outside the Institute of Social Relations on Cedar Street, gazing up at 
his old office. Nothing seemed to have changed much. Keeping one eye out for 
the security guard, I slipped inside and took the rear stairs. Laboratories  were 
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clearly off limits. They  were festooned with signs that read “Danger.” or “Warn-
ing.” However, around the academics’ offices,  things  were a bit more relaxed. I was 
soon standing in Milgram’s former office, gazing at silhouettes of  people in nearby 
buildings. I tried to think my way into his head. If this  were a scene in a film, it 
would be a series of shots and reverse shots. Detective. Evidence. Detective. Evi-
dence. However, real- life investigations are rarely so well signposted.

I read my way through most of Patrick Modiano’s books while I worked on 
this proj ect. Why was I so drawn to Modiano’s atmospheric narratives? His pri-
vate detective narrators  were all preoccupied by lost qualities of light,  people, 
and places. They walked the streets of postwar Paris asking questions, taking 
notes, and making appointments. No detail was so small as to be unworthy of 
attention. I, too, was searching. I was searching for lost stories— specifically, 
social psy chol ogy’s missing stories about  people’s capacity to cooperate, to come 
together in crises. Perhaps we should stop associating the word story with false-
hood? Consider it instead as a means of building pos si ble worlds?

Immersed in his Obedience drama, Milgram devised endless variations. He 
was like the showrunner on a hit series who does not know when to quit. Even-
tually, the National Science Foundation stepped in. It was a wrap. I had always 
wanted to track down participant 20XX, who pulled Milgram’s shock generator 
from the wall socket to stop anyone from being hurt. It was time for me to pull 
the plug. At a certain point in shadowing a person of interest, you must let them 
go, wait as they dis appear into the distance.

It is not quite that  simple, of course. “A motel on the edge of town,” I find 
scrawled in one of my notebooks that is more than a de cade old. Once I strug-
gled to decipher Milgram’s handwritten notes. Now, it is my own handwriting 
I strain to decode. The notebooks contain musings and jottings for pos si ble films. 
This one is all about Leon Festinger’s False Prophecy.

“We live in a sea of stories,” wrote Salman Rushdie. (Perhaps we can make 
that a sea of stories and images?) In the 1920s, Japa nese novelist and essayist 
Jun’ichiro Tanazaki, had a similar vision. He  imagined that all the world’s 
 stories survived on spools of film floating through the universe.37 Wherever 
they  were, according to Rushdie, stories “retained the ability to change, to 
become new versions of themselves, to join up with other stories and so become 
yet other stories.”38

Film and screen media provide communities with one significant set of shared 
narrative resources. They are not fixed but always changing. Arguably, screen 
stories can adapt and change more quickly than the established narratives told 
in formal contexts such as  legal proceedings. Stories, said Arthur Frank, have 
the capacity to narrate events in ways that leave open the interpretation of exactly 
what happened and how we should respond.39 They are open to multiple under-
standings. We choose how to make use of the stories we encounter. We choose 
to live with them, tell them to  others. We choose to forget stories, to rewrite them.
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One of Modiano’s narrators describes his unease at watching a comedy pro-
duced during the German occupation of France. His discomfort “stemmed from 
the film’s par tic u lar luminosity, from the grain of the  actual stock . . .  the light-
ing was at once too bright and too dim,  either stifling the voices or making the 
timbre louder, more disturbing.” 40 He realized the film had been physically 
altered by the combined gaze of audiences. The grain of the film, the light, the 
voices of the actors had all shifted. It could never again be viewed as a light com-
edy. The same is true of Milgram’s Obedience film and Zimbardo’s photographic 
and video footage of the Stanford Prison Experiment. They can no longer be 
viewed as straightforward documentary evidence. They belonged to their time, 
not ours. Someone, somewhere is always telling a story.

Back at the Battersea Arts Centre, it is an astonishing experience to come 
together with eleven strangers (actually, make that ten, since my partner par-
ticipated) for roughly the time it usually takes to see a movie—to engage in a 
discussion about one’s deeply held beliefs around gender, power, justice, and 
responsibility and leave feeling so warmly  toward each other.

It is time to let humanity off the hook—to widen our  angle of vision and reau-
thor stories about the capacity of  people to cooperate. Are we better than we 
think we are? I think this is what the evidence suggests. But you be the judge.
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